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ABSTRACT
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The study is related to the perceived impact of selected cultural
variables on the performance of U.S. executives working overseas.
Consideration given to these variables for the measurement of performance at
the corporate headquarters was also researched in the course of the study.
For the purpose of this study, twelve foreign cultural variables were
chosen. The general perception of these variables and their perceived impact
on the eight specific aspects of performance among the U.S. overseas
managers was examined. An attempt has also been to made to ascertain the
general perception of these cultural variables among evaluators and the
consideration they assign to their perceived effect on the specific aspects of
managerial performance in their evaluation of overseas managers. Five
regions were chosen for the study on the basis of their being representative of
distinct cultural clusters: Far East (more populous than some of the other
regions with strong family ties and leanings toward collectivism) , Middle East
ll
(religion oriented), Africa (tribal), Europe (industrially advanced) and South
America (developing countries).
Data were obtained from all the five regions. In all 127 responses were
received from the U.S. overseas managers. A total of eighteen responses
were received from the evaluators for these five regions. Statistical tests were
undertaken to explore the similarities and differences in perception of the
twelve selected foreign cultural factors, their perceived effect on the eight
specific aspects of managerial performance within and between the tive
selected regions, and between U.S. overseas managers and their evaluators.
Statistically significant differences were identified in the mean
responses from U.S. overseas managers regarding their general perception of
the cultural factors and their perceived effect on specific aspects ol
performance within and between regions. However, the differences in the
effects of a cultural factor on the selected eight aspects of managerial
performance were not statistically significant at a global level although among
regions these differences were statistically significant. From a global
(aggregate) perspec{ive, the tests failed to identify any statistically significant
difference between evaluators' and managers' general perceptions of cuttural
factors and their perceived effects on the selected aspects of managerial
performance. Within African, European and Latin American regions there are
some statistically signilicant differences between managers and evaluators
pertaining to a few of the culturalfactors.
The study has attempted to identify those cultural variables which have
differential perceived and considered impact on various aspects of
performance. The differential impact of these variables on performance
ill
measurement on a regional basis was also studied. Step wise discriminanl
analysis was employed to identify those cultural variables whose general
perception and the perceived effecl on the specific aspects of managenal
performance would distinctly identify the region.
This study by exploring the difterences in perceptions of the twelve
selected cultural factors and their perceived and considered effect on the
specific aspects of managerial performance among managers and evaluators,
it is submitted, has helped create a new perspective on measurement,
analysis and evaluation ol managerial performance on a more comprehensive
basis.
Atter measuring the compatibility of managers' perceptions for cultural
elements and the consideration accorded to these in the evaluation process at
corporate headquarters, and concluding that no statistically significant
differences exist at a global (aggregate) level suggeslions for future can be
made. lt is submitted that any differences, if remaining, between managers'
and evaluators' perception of performance, can only be due to other factors
which merit further investigation in future research endeavours.
Multivariate discriminant analysis was employed to identify whether
their exists statistically significant differences across various regions. The
computed Wilks' lambda and the associated F value rejected the null
hypotheses of no differences amongst regions. The stepwise discriminant
procedure was used to isolate a subset of twelve variables from the ninety six
variables submitted for the test. The selected twelve variables produce a
robust discriminant model with a hit ratio ol g9Y" for classification.
iv
The study suowsslu_[y oon$rned the existence of significant diffet'ences
in the per.ceptions of U-S: ov€raeas managors about the foreign cultural factors
and their ettects on the specific aspects of their perbfnerrcc- Also, the regions
oan be eifec{ively differentiated (discriminated} on the basis of U.S. oversoas
manag,ers' p€t'Ggplions Of cultural fac.tors and their offects on their
per orman,cu. odarfi thero.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
One of the most dramatic and significant world trends of the last four
decades has been the rapid and sustained growth of the multinational
business enterprise as an important vehicle of international trade.l Through
the agency of multinational enterprise2 (MNE) personnel, capital, goods,
management methods, technology, marketing techniques, and general skills
cross over to other countries.s ln fact, most of the major American
1 Stetan M. Robock, Kennelh Simmonds and Jack Zwick, lntemalional Business and
Multinalional Enterprises (Homewood, lllinois: Richard D. lnvin, lnc., 1977), pp. vii-x. John M.
Stopford and John H. Dunning,
(London: Macmillan Publishers Ltd., 1983), pp.234.
2 the term 'multinalional enterprise' is used in this study to embrace the similarly used
terms such as multinational corporation, transnational corporations, etc. Also, for the purpose of
this study 'multinational enterprise' is defined as a business organisation which orvns or oonlrols
production or service facililies outside the country in which it is based. These businesses may
operate in extractive, agricultural, manufacturing or service sectors. Accordingly, multinational
enterprise would exclude companies whose intemational operations are mere extensions of
home country operations (e.9. marketing). G.M. Cunningham, An Accounling Research
Framework lor Muftinational Enterprise (Ann Arbor, Michigan: UMI Research Press, 1978), pp.
1-5. Academicians have also tatked aboul lhe 'structural 'criterion - where multinationality is
judgecl according to organisation ol the company , a'performance' criterion to focus on some
relative or absolute measure of international spread, e.g. number of foreign subsidiaries,
percentage of sales accounted lor by foreign sales, and a 'behavioural' crilerion based on
corporatiorVs degree of geocentricity.Peter J. Buckley," A Critical View of Theories of the
Multinational Enterprise, in T iig edited by
Peter J. Buckley and Mark Casson, (London:The Macmillan Press Limited, 1985), pp. 1-20
3 Mira Wilkins, The Maturing of Muhinational Entemrise: American Business Abroad lrom
191 4 to 1970 (Massachusetts: Harvard Universily Press, 19741, pp. 374411 ; Kiyoshi Koiima,
Direcfi Foreign lnvestment (London: Croom Helm Ltd., 1978), pp.134-151; Richard E. Caves,
Multinalional Enterprise and Economic Analvsis (Cambridge, London:Cambridge University
Press, '1982), pp.19&220, John M. Stopford and John H. Dunning, 9P.&j1., pp. 39-45, and
Chris Pass and Bill Neale,'The Multinational Gorporalion in the UK Economy,' Management
Accounting, (January 1990), pp. 30-32.
2corporations tend not to confine themselves to domestic operations, but
participate widely in business beyond national boundaries.
It is estimated that more than 3,000 American corporations currently
operate in 122 loreign countries, controlling more than 22,500 foreign
business enterprises.4 The total accumulated direct private investments of
these firms has increased from $145 billion in1977 to $ 308 billion in 1987,
registering an annual growth rate of more than 12 percent over the period.
U.S. direct investment abroad was in excess of $ 44 billion in 1987 alone
bringing in an income of $52.3 billion and thus giving a rate of return of more
than 17oh tor 1987 on that yea/s total invesitment. The value of all the foreign
assets owned by U.S. firms was more than $710 billion in 1987.e
PERSPECTIVE
In the early 1950's and 1960's the majority ol business corporations
became international by a process of creeping 'incrementalism', rather than
by a global strategy choice.T Although each firm has its own specific reasons
4 Directory of American Firms Operating in Foreion Countries (New York: World Trade
Academy Press, lnc., 1987), Vol 1. p.1.
5 Direct inveslment is the equity held by U.S. investors in business enterprise abroad for
the purpose of influencing or controlling the aclivities of that enterprise. The U.S. govemment
delines this as an ownership interest in foreign enterprises of at least 10 percent. lt is
distinguished lrom portfolio investment, which brings an ownership interest but not managerial
involvement. J. M. lvancevich, The American Manaoer Overseas Representing Laroe U.S
lndustrial Corporations: A study of Selected Stalfing Steps and Job Attitudes (Ann Arbor,
Michigan: University Microfilm, Inc., 1 969), p.1 .
6 Patricia C. Walker, "U.S. Direct Investment Abroad in 1987", Survey of Currenl
EUS,iEeSS,, U.S. Depailmeril of Commerce, Vol. 68, No.8, Aug. 1988, pp. 40-60.
7 John S. Sctrwendiman, "lntemational Strategic Planning: Still in lts Infancy?" IUalruldg
P & | Planning, Sepl. - Oct. 1971, p. 52.
Jfor going overseas John G. McDonald, besides mentioning pure emotional
factors as reasons, has enumerated six factors which have played a
significant role in increasing international operations.s First, increased
overseas marketing activities of U.S. corporations created a demand for
greater and continuous customer services for the dealers of their products;
and, accordingly, many corporations moved overseas to meet this demand.
Second, the stitf competition at home forced many of the U.S. corporations to
seek new markets overseas. Third, the higher tax rates at home also
motivated these corporations to set up overseas operations to take
advantages of lower taxes in other countries. Fourth, overseas operations
serve as a butfer to counteract the cyclical fluctuations of the U. S. economy.
Fifth, the saturated home markets made the economic significance of
overseas operations irresistible. Sixth, the emergence of common markets
provide new potential markets to be substituted for the already saturated U. S.
market. These markets have offered oppofiunities for the investment of idle
capital and eligibility for tax advantages.e ln addition, the need to retain and
develop new export markets and to reap benefits of low costs of production
overseas as a part of some long range strategy have led a number of U.S.
corporations to expand their business operations into other countries.l0 Still
in many cases multinational investment was encouraged to contribute
8 John G. McDonald, 'New Organizational Concept of the World Enterprise",
Management International, No. 5-6 1961. pp.7-25.
9 U. W. KiEinger, The Challenge of the Comrnon Market (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1961),
p. 1ffi.
10 Sidney M. Robbins and Robert B. Stobaugh, "The Bent Measuring Stick for Foreign
Subsidiaries,' @igw, (Sept. - Oct.73), pp.80-88.
4towards the economic development of host less developed countries
(LDC5).t t
Frances S. Lee States that:
Some U.S. corporations have found that it has been
necessary to develop local production facilities in the countries
served in order to retain export markets. In other cases
American firms are prompted to produce overseas to develop
new market opportunities. In still other cases, the
development of foreign operations has helped achieve
balance of payments benefits for the United States. But,
whatever may be the underlying reasons, international
operations represent a large and growing segment of
business for many U.S. corporations, especially for those in
the Fortune 500 category.l2
In a study, Czechowicz, Choi and Bavishi 13 noted the following
reasons lor attempts ol MNE's to set up overseas operations:
to maximise long-term and short-run profits
to avoid losing a market to competitors
to secure access to raw materials
to satisfy the foreign government's investment regulations.
to diversify risk.
to secure labour cost advantages.
to circumvent trade restrictions.
The reasons for setting up overseas operations are varied and often
differ in importance and priority over time.
11 Seong Rae Moon,' Economic lmpact of Multinationat lnvestment on the Korean
E@oeEy," (Ph. D. Dissertation, The American University, 1987), Pp. 1- 5.
12 Frarrcis A. Lee, "Reporting TransnalionalBusiness Operations", Bgseafcb-Elgpgd-N0.
780, The Conlerence board, 1980, pp. 5-6.
13 L James Czechowicz, Frederick D. S. Choi and Vinod B. Bavishi, Assessing Foreion
Subsidiary Perlormance (New York :Business IntemationalCorporation, Jan, 1982), p. 159.
5These foreign operations have increased so much over the last four
decades that in the case of certain U.S. corporations more than 40 percent of
overall profits is accounted for by them.t4 The rapid growth of direct
investments of American companies abroad has created the need for
competent managerial personnel. Although there has been a general
tendency on the part of U. S. corporations to employ local nationals whenever
possible to manage overseas operations, it is often necessary to send a
complement of U. S. managers.' The use of local nationals in encouraged by
at least five fastors:
(1) host countries' requirements for a fixed percentage of mana-
gerial posts to be filled by the local managers ' ts (2) the estimated higher cost
of sending a U.S. manager and his family to foreign assignment compared to
the cosl of hiring a national;16 (3) local managers' more intimate
environmental knowledge; 17 (4) the shortage of well qualified U.S.
managers; and (5) increasing nationalism in some countries.ls
14 Eelbeg, June 25,1985, pp.5G63.
"Managen and'execr.rtives'are used interchangeably in this study.
15 Stefan H. Robock, et. al., iEg, op. cil.,
p. 534.
15 CaMin Reynolds, 1968-1973 Policv Changes Which Affect the lncome ot Americans
Working Abroad - Preliminary Resuhs (New York: Nalional Foreign Trade Council, 1973); Roger
M. Pritchard, "lncremenlal Cost Associated with the Use of United States or ForeBn Personnel
in Overseas Operations" (S. M. thesis, Massachusens lnstitute of Technology, 1969), P. 97;
Henry J. Rutf and Graham L Jackson, "Methodological Problems in lntemationalComparisons of
the Cost of Living," Journalof lntemationalBusiness Studies, Fall 1974, p.57-67.
17RichardD.Robinson',2ndEd.,(Hinsda|,|||inois:
The Dryden Press, 1978), p. 291.
18 Roy Blough, International Business: Environment and Adaptation (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1966), pp. 314-7.
6While there are convincing arguments for reducing the ratio of
Americans to foreign nationals, nonetheless there will still be an increasing
number of Americans employed as more and more companies set up or
expand operations abroad.
According to Yoram Zeira most MNE's find expatriates a necessary
and indispensable element in their operations because of their familiarity with
the parent company's policies and operational procedures.le
Richard D. Robinson has provided an exhaustive list of situations in
which use of parent-company nationals may be justifiable (Appendix A).
Although the degree of persuasiveness for many of these situations varies in
the long run, their basic validity remains intact.zo
It is estimated that the number of U.S. personnel working outside the
United States is significant. According to Frank Gaston, U.S. personnel
working overseas in 1982 numbered between 100,000 - 165,000.21 Hays
noted that these personnel invariably occupied positions of significant
authority and responsibility in regional headquarters and foreign subsidiaries
19YoramZeira,"Rotationo|ExpatriatesinMNEs",@iey$
(Fa||,1976),pp'37{6andNakiyeAvdanBoyacigi||er,,
Expatriates: An Organizational and Environmental Study,'(Ph. D. Dissertation, University of
Calilomia, Berkeley, 1986), pp. 1-10.
20 Richard D. Robinson, , op. cit., pp.293-94.
21 J. Frank Gaston, Director International Studies - Conlerence Board. letter dated
February 17,1982. According to the information contained in the volume 1 ard 2 of the World
Directory of Multinational Enterpises 1982-83 appertaining the World's Top 500 MNEs
approximately 26 million people were employed by them in 1981 (quoted in John M. Slopford
and John H. Dunning, gp&il., pp. 75-6).
7of U. S. multinational enterprises.22 Miller states that as a result of their
position in the management hierarchy of overseas operations, the degree ol
success experienced by the foreign subsidiary depends heavily on them and
their performance.23
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
("Man is the measure of all things" Protagoras 481-41 1 BC)
The notable expansion in the direqt investment of U. S. corporations in
overseas operations and the sizeable number of U. S. personnel working
abroad add up to an irresistible argument for increased attention to a variety
of problems faced by U. S. personnel working abroad.
The problems arise due to environmental differences between
domestic and international business operations. The most pervasive
distinction between international and domestic business lies in the
environmental framework.za Aside from its relationship to the elements of risk
and conflict, the multiplicity of environments in international business creates
a wide range of operational problems that initiate new tools, concepts,
analytical methods and types of information. MNEs and their subsidiaries are
important players in the international business game. They cope with a fluid
22 R. Hays, "Expatriale Selection Insuring Success and Avoiding Failure," Journal of
lntemational Business Studies, No. 1 (19741, pp.25-37.
23 Edwin L. Miller, "Managerial Qualification of Personnel Occupying Overseas
Management Positions as Perceived by American Expatriate Managers,' Journal ot
f ntemalionaf Business Studies (Spring-Summer, 1977), p. 57.
24 Richard N. Farmer and B.M. Richman, lnternational Business, 3rd edition
(Bloomington, Ind: Cedanrood Press, 1980), pp.8-10. and William Persen and Van Lessig,
Evaluating lhe Financial Performance ol Overseas Operations, (New York: The Financial
Executives Research Foundation, 1978).
Ienvironment with potentials to atfect various facets of their working, impinging
upon the state of technology, institutional arrangements, governmental
expectations, consumer demands. As a result a conflicting array of demands
is made on them.zs The wider the scope of the multinational enterprise's
overseas astivities, the greater would be the environmental diversities. The
complex and diverse nature of overseas environments has a significant
influence on the effectiveness of managerial personnel and hence of
business operations. Consequently, the task of identitying, evaluating and
predicting environmental variables becomes more crucial and assumes
greater significance.26
One important category of environmental variables is the existence of
cultural differences that affect the business management. These ditlerences
influence the behaviour of customers, suppliers and employees, and may be
responsible for a full range of communication problems arising out of ditferent
languages, customs and values.27 A considerable amount of literature has
been focused on the cultural adjustment of expatriate managers and on the
25 Hamid Etemad and Louise Seguin Dulude," Managing The Multinational Subsidiary',
in Managing The Muhinational Subsidiary: Besponse to Environmenlal Change and lo Hosl
Nation R & D Policies edited by Hamid Etemad and Louise Seguin Dulude," , {London: Croom
Helm, 1986), pp 1-21.
26lhid.., and Stefan H. Robock el al., tnternational Business and Multinational
Enterprises, op. cit., pp 10-12.
27 Stefan H. Robock et at., lntemational Business and Multinational Enterprises, op. cit.,
p. 12, Philip R. Harris and Robert T. Moran, Managing Cultural Differences , 2nd ed. (Houston,
Texas: Gutf Publishing Co., 1987), pp. 25-54, Thomas G. Evans, Martin E. Taylor, and Oscar
Holzmann, International Accounting and Reportino (Boston, Mass.: PWS-Kent Publishing
Company, 1988), pp. 282-85, and Dhia D. AlHashim and Jetfrey S, Arpan, lolefnala0al
Dimension of Accountino, 2nd Ed., (Boston, Mass.: PWS-Kent Publishing Company, 1988),
pp. 173-195.
Iditferences in foreign management and work forces that might require
adjustments of organisation and procedures within MNEs.28
Researchers have studied the overseas manager and his job from a
variety of perspectives, and substantial publications have resulted from such
efforts. lt appears that most studies have focused upon job attitudes of the
expatriates, the reasons for their accepting the assignments, and the
behavioural determinants of the job success or failure.ze Some researchers
have attempted to study the overseas manager from the firm's viewpoint by
focusing on the qualifications considered to be important for selection of an
individual for an overseas assignment.3o
It is increasingly evident that one of the more crucial determinants of
etficient and etfective operations of U. S. multinational enterprises is the
performance of the U. S. expatriate mdnagers.3l Also, it is widely
acknowledged that because of growing competition from non-American
multinational enterprises and the dynamic underpinnings of international
management, the performance of expatriates can no longer be measured
28 Wttiam K. Brandt and James M. Hulbert, "Pattems of Commrnications in Multinational
Corporations: An Empirical Study;" Journal of Iniernational Business Studies Vol. 7. No
1,Spring, 1976, pp. 55-8.
29 ru.1. Adler,'Expecting lntemational success: Female Managers Overseas,' Columbia
Joumal of World Business, Vol. 19, No. 3, Fall 1984, pp. 79-86, W. Gudykunst and Y.Y. Kim
(eds.) Methods for lntercutluralCommunication Research (Beverly Hills, CA.: Sage Publications,
1984 (annual), G. Hofstede, Gultures Consequences: lntemational Differences in Work Related
l/afiel(Beverly Hills,CA.: Sage Publishing, 1980), and G.F. Shea, Manaoino a Dilficuft or
Hostile Audience (Englewood Clitfs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1984).
30 Richard F. Gonzalez and Anant R. Negandhi, "
Execuiive: His Orientalions and Career Patlerns" (lnstitute lor International Business and
Economic Development Studies, Division of Research, Graduate School of Business
Administration, Michigan State Universily, East Lansing, Mich(;an, 1966), pp. 1-10.
31 Yoram Zeira, "Rotation of Expatriates in MNEs," op.-c[., pp. 2&46.
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against the criterion of their relevant knowledge and skills alone.32
Multinational business brings with it many unique problems in the
management of resources, the most fundamental of which is the necessity for
managers raised and experienced in one culture lo play bicultural or
multicultural roles. Often, managers of foreign subsidiaries play a boundary
or middleman role between two sets of cultural patterns.s3
To sustain an effective internal accountabilitys+ of overseas
subsidiaries of MNE's and their managers, performance evaluation is to be
undertaken on an objective, equitable and consistent basis. Performance
evaluation is an integral element for effective application of the philosophy of
decentralisation. Several criteria or measuring sticks have been used by
enterprises in order to evaluate performance fairly and logically. Quantitative
criteria include both financial3s and non-financial36 measures. Often,
qualitative criteria involving cultural factors' are extremely important even
32 v. Davar,'
manifestalion in American Expatriates- (Ph. D. Dissertation, The University of Nebraska, 1978),
pp. 1-2.
33 Stefan H. Robock, et al., Intemational Business and Multinational Enterprise, op. cit.,
pp.309-41.
3a Wagdy M. Abdaltah, is (Ann Arbor,
Michigan: UMI Research Press, 1984), pp. 1-4.
35 John J, Mauriel,' Evaluation and Control ol Overseas Operations", ldanagefile.ot
Accountino, May 1969, pp, 35-9; J.M. Mclnnes, Financial Contol Systems for Multinational
opedions:AnEmpirica||nvestigation,-ieE,Fa||1971,pp.
1'l-27: Eduvard C. Bursk, Dearden John, David F. Hawkins, and Viclor M. Longslreet, Einamial
Control ol Multinational Operations (New York: Financial Executive Research Foundation,
1971), pp. 1 - 45; Helen G. Morsicato and Lee H. Radebaugh," Intemal Perlormance Evaluation
of Multinational Enterprise Operatbns,'
flgsealc,h, Fall 1979, pp.Tl-94: Helen G. Morsicato,
Evaluation in Multinationals ,( Ann Arbor, Miclqan: UMI Research Press, 1980), pp.l-105.
36 Wagdy M. Abdallah,e!.-Qil., pp. 1- 109.
' 
'Culturallac{ors'and'Gultural Variables'are used interchangeably in this study
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though they are the most difficutt to assess. Accordingly, the impact of cultural
factors should be given adequate consideration in measuring the
performance of overseas managers.
NEED FOR AND IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
A large number of U. S. enterprises operating overseas, whether they
use nationals of the country as managers or not, tend to staff top managerial
positions with U. S. fianagers.37 The overall success or failure of the
enterprise may depend on the performance of managers working overseas.
In order to keep a well satisfied cadre of managerial personnel whether for
domestic operations or overseas business, and to etfectively sustain the
application of decentralisation, their performance needs to be measured and
evaluated on an objective and equitable criteria. The problems inherent in
performance evaluation have been aptly brought out by Professor Kolde who
states that:
'Even in a purely domestic setting most multi-unit companies
face diflicult problems in measuring and evaluating the
performance of their subsidiaries and managers thereof.
Dissatisfaction with budgets, standards, or any other
performance criteria are voiced at one time or another in all
companies; and human problems resulting from performance
criteria, which are otten perceived as 'unfair", are well knownto personnel managers and top management in all
businesses.... "
'.... ln a multinational setting these problems have taken new
dimensions and become more complex. There is not only the
37 Lawrance G. Granko. nVho Managres Multinational Enterprises?" Columbia Joumalof
World Business, Summer 1973, pp. 30-42, R. Hays, "Expatriates Selections Insuring Success
and Avoiding Failure", 1974, pp.25-37.Yoram Zeira, 'Rotation of Expatriates in MNEs, Oplil.,
pp. 37-a6;
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question what should be the 'right' performance criteria, right
accounting principles, or right psychological measures, but
also such issues as whether or not domestic profit standards
should be extended into the international realm; and whether
atfiliate executives should be judged in the context of their
particular countries or some regionalisation of the worldwide
operations should be adopted.'38
The growing need for performance evaluation criteria for MNEs can
be seen through the development of MNEs on the world stage. In the early
stages of multinational organisations, operations once begun were virtually
controlled and managed from the corporate headquarters. Domestic methods
that had proved to be of some value were transplanted. As the foreign
subsidiaries were established and became a strategic link in place of a
stepchild, it was natural that concern would begin to gravitate from continued
existence to performance measurement.
Contributions of individuals represent a combination of circumstances,
stimuli and actions. Each is significant in its impact on an individual's
performance and hence should be evaluated for its impact in the
measurement of performance. But until someone invents a valid single
measure to etfectively accomplish the task of performance evaluation, various
yardsticks (surrogates) will have to be used, depending on the objectives,
roles and aclivities within the purview of managers.se Budgets, standard
38 E. J. Kolde, The Multinational Company (Massachusetts: Lexington Books, 1974),
pp. 173-178.
39 l.U. Mclnnes, Financial Control Systems for Multinational Opertions: An Empirical
lnvestigation, g!.j[., Fall 1971, pp. 11-27: Edward C. Bursk, et al., Financial Control of
Multinaiional Ooerations. gp..C[., 1971, pp. 1 - 45; Helen G. Morsicato and Lee H. Radebaugh,'
lntemal Performance Evaluation of Multinational Enterprise Operatiohs,'e!..cil., Fall 1979, pp.
T7-94: Helen G. Morsicato,
,1980, ep.-C[., pp.l-105; and Wagdy M. Abdallah,
Emohasis.lg84, pp. 1- 24
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costs, and responsibility reports are financial measures that can be
manipulated to fit most circumstances. Hence, non-financial measures
become increasingly important as money loses its ability to serve as a
common denominator, alone or in translation.40 Kolde further aptly observed
that "Comprehensive financial measures, such as profit and return on
investment, are constructed upon foundations containing flawed assumptions.
They should be used with caution even in the best of circumstances and
should only serve as starting points for more valid criteria."4l
The 1972 Commiltee on International Accounting of the American
Accounting Association (AAA) also provides an early indication that the
traditional profit centre concept for performance evaluation is inappropriate for
MNEs because there is no clear distinction between operating divisions of
MNEs. With integrated, centrally coordinated operations, local management
does not have responsibility for many decisions which affect profits. Also the
multiple objectives of international transfer prices tend to invalidate profit
measures.42
The need to maintain duality in foreign appraisals has been
considered essential; that is, knowing how efficiently the subsidiary uses its
resources and what is the ability or eflectiveness of its manager. The
committee reported that subsidiaries were most often evaluated by the use of
conventional linancial measures, with mental revisions to allow lor
a0 g.l. Kolde, The MultinationalCompany , op. cit., p. 198
41 1gisl., p. 198.
42 
"Report ol the Commitlee on InternationalAccounting", George M. Scott, chairman, in
Supolement to Accountino Reveiw (1973), pp. 120-167.
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circumstances. The Committee recommended the use of quantitative criteria
other than financial data, such as performance audit and 'point-slstem."4!)
The 1973 Committee on International Accounting of the AAA
considered the problem of performance measurement.44 The Committee
agreed with the previous findings and indicated that differences between
countries, particularly cultural ditferences, atfect perceptions and motivations
of an individual's performance. The committee indicated that the performance
evaluations by MNEs represented a mixture of subjective appraisals, absolute
measures (such as profit or return on investment) and comparative
assessments (with other loreign units, prior period results and/or operating
budgets). Each of the evaluation methods then in use was cited for a failure to
maintain a necessary separation between the subsidiary's and the manager's
performance. The committee report concludes that "there is a need for furlher
research to introduce additional elements into accounting based evaluation
ststem5."45
A most provocative criticism of the methods used to evaluate foreign
operations was authored by Robbins and Stobaugh.as They stated that the
evaluation practices in use were confusing, misunderstood and unsound.
Almost without exception, the MNEs admitted using the same measures to
evaluate overseas and domestic operations. Return on investment was the
!hid., p. 159 and L James Czechowicz et al., gpjiL pp. 25-36.
"Reporl of the Committee on Intemational Accounling" (1974), pp. 250-269.
lhid., p. 253 and l.J. Czechowicz et al., op.-cit, pp. 20-40.
Sidney M. Robbins and Robert B. Stobaugh, ep.-Cil., pp. 80-88.
€
4
45
46
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criterion applied in virtually all cases, even to evaluate those subsidiaries that
were captive cost centres.4T
In the light of preceding comments regarding the persistent use of a
few evaluation methods irrespective of the specific needs of the situation, and
of the inadequate consideration being given to the factors influencing the
performance of overseas personnel,4s this researcher contends that there is a
need for a study to probe and analyse the impacl of foreign environmental
factors such as climatic, economic and socio-cultural issues on the
performance of U.S. managers working overseas.
This study, by highlighting the perceived impact of foreign cultural
factors on performance measurement, may help to achieve a better and more
efficient utilisation of human resources. By focusing on the impacl of cultural
fac.tors the study will help to analyse and evaluate the performance of
overseas managers on a more comprehensive basis than is presently being
done. Also, by attempting to measure the extent of similarities and differences
in overseas managers' perceptions about the impact of foreign cultural factors
on their performance and the consideration accorded to it in performance
measurement criteria then the area/s for further exploration may be
pinpointed.
47 Lbid., p. 82; Helen G. Morsicato and Lee H. Radebaugh," lntemal Pertormance
Evaluafion of Multinational Enterprise Operations," gp.!i!., Fall 1979, pp.77-94; Helen G.
Morsicato, 'Cunerrcy Translation and Perlormance Evaluation in Multinationals", ep.-Cil., 1980,
pp.35-40.
48 wagdy M. Abdallah, is.1984, pp. 1-
10.
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This would also help to identify the more influential cuhural factors, on
a regional basis, thus providing more etfective recruitment, assignment and
relocation of managerial personnel overseas. Further, in the words of
Morsicato and Diamond,4e "it would contribute towards environmentalising
the performance evaluation system."
Notable researchers such as Cunningham, Morsicato and
Radebaugh, Jacobson, Choi and Mueller, and Wagdy Abdallah have
consistently made a suggestion through their research studies over last ten
years or so regarding the need for continued research to consider among
other things, factors affeAing performance, and relevant evaluation criteria.so
PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this research study is to explore the impact of foreign
cultural lactors on the performance measurement of the U.S. managers
working overseas. This research aims to produce findings that may be added
to the body of existing research to be utilised in determining, modifying, and
improving the management control process.
49 Helen G. Morsicato and MhhaelA. Diamond. "11 Approach to EnvironmentalizingMultinationa|EnterprisePer|ormanceEva|uationSystems,"@
Accounting: Education and Research, Vol16, No. 1, (Fall1980), pp.248-66.
50 Gary M. Cunningham, "An Accounting Research Framework for Multinational
Enterprises", !ll!.-Qjl., pp. 72-21; Helen G. Morsicato and Lee H. Radebaugh,' Internal
Perlormance Evaluation of Multinational Enterprise Operatbos,'e!.-Cil., Fall 1979, p.Tl-94:
Helen G. Morsicato, 'Currency Translation and Performance Evaluation in Multinationals',9!^
C[., 1980, pp.l-105; Lyle Jacobson," Multinational Accounting: Research Priorities for the
Eighties-Latin America,' in Multinatbnal Accounting A Research Framework lor the Eighties
edited by Frederick D.S. Choi, (Ann Arbor: Michpan, UMI Research Press,l981), pp.221-39;
Frederick D.S. Choi and Gerhard G. Mueller, Intemational Accounting (New Jersey, Prenlice-
Hall, |rrc., 1984), pp.365-420; and Wagdy M. AMallah0!.til.,pp.90-3.
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The specific objectives of this study are to:
(1) Ascertain the views ol U.S. managers working overseas
about specific foreign cultural factors.
(2) Determine the effect and direclion of these specific cultural
factors as perceived by the U.S. Managers working
overseas on their performance.
Also to check if there are any variations in the perceived
etfects of these cultural factors on any aspect of managerial
performance which are jointly accounted for by more than
one cuhural variable which are intenelated (that is, to test for
multicollinearity).
Ascertain as to which aspecVs of performance is relatively
more responsive to a cultural factor and in which direction.
(3) Ascertain the views of performance evaluators at corporate
headquarters about these specific foreign cultural factors.
(4) Determine the consideration given to the impact of these
specific foreign cultural factors by the evaluators in
evaluating the performance of U.S. executives working
overseas.
(5) Ascertain the similarities and differences among the views of
overseas managers and evaluators about those specific
foreign cultural lactors.
(6) Measure the similarities and ditferences in the perceptions
ol overseas managers about the impact of these specific
foreign cultural factors on their performance and the
consideration accorded to the impact of these specific
foreign cultural factors by the evaluators in evaluating the
performance of U.S. executives working overseas given the
following model (on the following page):
(7) Ascertain the similarities and ditferences among the views of
the U.S. overseas managers of the selected five regions
regarding the specific foreign cultural factors.
(8) Explore the differences (if any) in the perceptions of
overseas managers about the impac't of these specific
foreign cultural factors on performance on a regional basis.
Also to identify those foreign cultural lactors (if any) which
are perceived to have a distinct impact on the specific
aspects of performance of U.S. executives working overseas
on a regional basis (based on responses ol overseas
managers).
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FIGURE 1.1
' Basic Elements Of Management Conilol System (ADAPTED)
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SOURCE: Adaptect lrom H. ltami, Adaptive Behaviour: Management Control and Informatbn
Analysis (Sarasota, Fla., American Accounting Associatbn, 1 977), p. 9.
Note: An attenpt would be made to measure similafities aN differences (ilep No. 5) in the
perceptions of overseas managers about the impact of cultural environments on their
prtormance and the consideration aeordd to the same (impad of cultural tadors)
by evaluators of managerial pertormance.
This study is intended to help identify and measure the impaA of
cultural factors on the performance of U. S. executives stationed abroad. By
providing a better and more comprehensive gauge of the determinants of
performance, a more effective and efficient management control system can
be maintained. In addition, the feedback pertaining to the perceptions of
overseas executives about the impact of these cultural factors on their
performance would aid corporate otficers in the home country exercise their
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functions more effectively. The findings should help in management
decisions such as overseas assignments, relocations, promotions and other
performance measurement related considerations.
ldentification and interpretation of the role of these external factors on
the performance measurement of overseas executives would help strengthen
the internal reporting funstion.sl lt would also facilitate the appropriate
modifications in goal setting by pointing out factors for systematic inclusion
therein and, thus supporting performance evaluation on a more rational and
objective basis.sz This would eventually reinforce the commitment of
executives to the overall corporate goals.
51 
" Because of technologir:al changes and advances in knowledge of human behavior
the scope and methods of accounting are changing and can be expected to continue to
change. .... Major areas in which changes are occuning which will inlluence accounting in the
future are perceived as including: (a) Knowledge of clecision processes, (b) Knowledge of
human behavior, (c) Computer technology and systems design, and (d) Measurement theory
and inlormation lheory.". . . ,'|fl the light of these devebpments accounting theory and prac{ice
willprobably be broadened considerably in the luture, . . . The scope of accounting may include
the measurement and communication of data revealing past, presenl, and prospec{ive socio-
economic activities. lmprovement of control methods and decision making at all levels become
mafor goals of accounting." (Charles T. Zlalkovich, "A Statement ol Basic Accounling Theory,"
Evanslon, lllinois: American Accounting Association, 1966, pp.63-71); J.G. Birenberg and
Raghunath,- lmplications of Behavioral Science for Managerial Accounting,'ACCg!.Dli.og
Review. July 1967, pp. 468-79; William J. Bruns Jr., "Accounting Information and Decision
Making: Some Behavioural Hypotheses," Ag@11gli.0g-.Eleyie!t, July 1968, pp.469€0; T. R.
Hofstedt and J.C. Kinard, "A Strategy for Behavioral Accounting Research,' ACCOUoling
Bgyigtu, January 1970, pp. 38-54 and Ahmed Belkaoui, Inouiry and Accounting: Alternate
Melhods and Research Perspectives, (Wesport, Connecticut: Quorum Books, 1987).
52 Hanns-Martin W. Schoenfeld, " The Present Stale of Performance Evaluation in
Multinational Companies," in ises
eds. H.P. Holzer and H.M. Schoenfeld (New York: Waller de Gruyter 1986) pp. 218-51; Anant
R. Negandhi,'Cross-CulturalManagement Research: Trerd and Fulure Directions,'Joumalof
Intemational Business Studies, Vol. 14, No. 2 , Fall 1983, pp.17-28 and Rabirdra N. Kanungo
and Richard W. Wright," A Cross-Cultural Comparative Study of Managerial Job Attitudes,"
Joumalof lntemationalBusiness Studies, Vol. 14, No.2, Fall1983, pp. 115-29 .
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HYPOTHESES
The following null hypotheses are formulated in accordance with the
previously stated objectives of the study: (Numerals in parentheses
correspond with those of objectives).
(1)
(2) H1:
H2:
(3) & (4)
(5) H3
(6) H4
(7) H5
No hypotheses are proposed
There is no ditference among the mean scores representing
the general perception and impact of a specific cultural
factor on eight different aspects of performance as viewed
by the U.S. managers working overseas. (There are twelve
hypotheses, one for each of the twelve foreign cultural
faoors).
There is no difference among the mean scores representing
the impact of twelve selected foreign cultural factors on an
individual aspect of performance as viewed by the U.S.
managers working overseas. (There are eight hypotheses,
one each for the eight selected aspects of performance).
No hypotheses are proposed, 8s lew responses
representing the views of performance evaluators would be
forthcoming.
There is no difference between the mean scores
representing the views of the U.S. managers working
overseas and performance evaluators regarding the
general perception of twelve specific foreign cultural factors.
There is no difference between the mean scores
representing the views of the U.S. managers working
overseas and performance evaluators regarding the impact
of twelve specific foreign cultural factors on the selecled
eight aspects of performance.
There is no ditference among the mean scores representing
the views of the U.S. managers working in the five selected
overseas regions regarding twelve specific foreign cultural
factors.
There is no difference among the mean scores representing
the views of the U.S. managers working in the five selected
overseas regions regarding the impact of twelve specific
foreign cultural factors on the selected eight aspecls of
performance.
(8) H6
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CULTURAL VARIABLES AND ASPECTS OF PERFORMANCE
Culturess per se consists of numerous elements manifested in
institutions, beliefs, attitudes, and customs. Culture is the unique life style of a
particular group of people. lts common understandings are both acquired and
inculcated. lt is the set of rules and behaviour patterns that an individual
learns rather than inherits at barth. Each cultural group produces its own
special answers to life's challenges, such as, birth, growth, and social
relations. Culture facilitates living by providing solutions to problems, by
establishing patterns of relations and ways for preserving group cohesion and
consensus. There are many roadmaps, or ditferent approaches for analysing
and categorising culture to make it more understandable.s
George P. Murdock ss proposed an elaborate list of 70 cultural
universals, which he argued occur in every culture known to history or
ethnography. Arranged in alphabetical order to emphasise their variety these
are provided in Appendix B. While a one-dimensional checklist such as this
has major limitations on a@ount of its focus on very nanow facets of culture, it
can nevertheless be of considerable value. A sensitivity to the elements of
53 tnis study utilised the definition provirJed by Edurard B. Tylor, "a complex whole which
consisls of beliefs, laws, customs, arts and habits acquired by its societal rnenDers.' Edn[iyg
Culture: Researches into the development of Mytholooy. Philosophy. Religion. Language Art
and Cuslom (New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1974,Vo|. 1, p.'1.
g Jeffrey Marc Wachtel,'
the flitlerences in Managerial Motivation and the Etlects of Cultural and Other Erplanatorv
Variables of Potential Managers lrom Mexico and the United Stales," (Ph.D. Dissertalion,
Georgia State University, 1986), pp. 1-12.
55 George P. Murdock The Common Denominator of Cultures", in Ihe-SCieEE-91-llAn
in the World Crises, edited by Ralph Linton, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1945), pp.
123-26.
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culture and also the ways in which they differ, bring with it an ability to analyse
the happening from a cuhural perspective.so
Harris and Moran have done comprehensive work in their
monumental book on cultural differences.sz They have presented a
comparison of various aspects of U.S. cuhure with those of other cultures as
these influence the various managerial functions (Appendix C).
Farmer and Richmanss have developed a model that relates external
constraints to internal firm functions and ultimately to management and
management etfectiveness. This model helps analyse the relationships
among environmental constraints, management performance, and budget
numbers and therefore can be adopted by MNEs to develop performance
standards. In discussing the model they noted, ".... that if the environment is
ditferent, firms will be operated and managed ditferently, with this leading to
different efficiency results between similar firms in ditferent environments ....'
se The critical socio-cultural elements proposed by them are provided in
Appendix D together with their individual explanations.
From the list of socio-cultural elements provided by Farmer and
Richman, the twelve given in Table 1.1 were selested for the purposes of this
study. The selection of these cultural factors is obtained on the basis of their
56 Rabindra N. Kanungo and Richard W. Wright, gp3[., pp. 115-29 .
57 Philip R. Harris and Robert T. Moran, a!.-ail., p.76-7.
58 n. ru. Farmer and B. M. , Richman,
(Bbomingrton, Ind., Cedanrood Press, 1970), pp. 2S35.
59
1974), p. e_. 
- 
International Business, 2nd ed. (Bloomington: Ind.,cedarwood Press,
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distinctiveness in the context of performance evaluation. The informal
discussions with local managers, evaluators and members of the academic
community too have contributed in the selection of these twelve elements.
The list, it is hypothesised,oo has elements which atfect the performance of
U.S. personnel working overseas and, accordingly these elements were
considered lor their impact on performance measurement and the selection of
evaluation criteria.
TABLE 1.1
Selected Cultural Factors
Attitude toward Education
View of authority and subordinates
Interorganisational cooperation
Attitude toward achievement and work
Class structure and individual mobility
Attitude towards scientific method
Attitude toward risk taking
Attitude toward change
Communication and Language
Attitude toward time and time consciousness
Sense of self and space
Relevant legal rules of the game
36.
60-,ComparativeManagementandEconomicProgress,op..c[.,pp.26
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PERFORMANCE
Appraising the performance of managers is itself an important and
challenging management activity. lts importance is derived from the functions
it serves. A systematic and equitable appraisal system provides information
crucial for decisions about selecting managers and assigning them to
appropriate jobs; for the allocation of rewards, both financial compensation
and promotion; and for the development of managers (the information can
indicate areas tor feedback, fufther training, and planning a career path to
include developmental assignments). Managerial performance appraisal is
challenging because managsment is inherently complex and involves various
set ol activities.6t
Measurement of performance is an essential prerequisite for etfective
and efficient management control. There are many dimensions' of
performance measurement. For a division it may include profitability, market
share, product leadership, or some other key output variables.62 Similarly, for
managerial personnel there may be numerous criteria because performance
involves conflicting objectives, difficult choices, and a continuous trade-off
61 Nancy J. Adler," A Typology of Management Studies Involving Culture,' Joumal of
fntemalionalBusiness Studies, Vol. 14, No.2, Fall 1983), W.2947; Rabindra N. Kanungo and
Richard W. Wriglrt," ep3[., pp. 115-29; Anant R. NeGandhi," Cross-Cultural Management
Research: Trend and Future Directions," op. cit., p.17-28; Andre Laurent," The Cross-CulturalPuzz|eol|nternationa|HumanResourceManagement',Vo|.
25, No. 1, (Spring 1986), pp.91-102; Michael Sokol and Robert Oresick,'Managerial
Performance Appraisal,' in ig[E edited by
Ronald A. Berk, (Baltimore, Maryland:The Johns Hopkins Universily Press, 1986), pp. 37&93.
' 'Dimensions", 'Aspects', and 'Measures' are used interchangeably in relation to
perlormance in this study.
62 David Solomons, Divisionat Performance Measuremenl and Control (Homewood,|||inois:RichardD|min,1968),pp.220-60andWagdyM.Abda||ah'@
Intemational Emphasis.1984, pp. 8, 12
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between criteria and contributors.63 For an objective measurement framework,
there should be legitimate consideration for each of the possible (feasible)
dimensions.64 Traditional accounting-based techniques do not provide
detailed information on executive performance. Hence, there is need for other
non-financial measures 6s the consideration of which assumes greater
signilicance in case of multinational enterprises wherein managers working
overseas are exposed to unfamiliar foreign socio-cultural environments.66
For most MNEs, the operational and objective way in which to treat the effects
of environmental factors on foreign operations has not been reached.GT The
performance of an overseas subsidiary's manager should not reflect how well
the manager has done, without regard to environmental constraints, but how
well the manager has performed his/her job within those environmental
constraints. Recognising the inadequacy of traditional management
63 Willlam Traverc Jemme lll, Execulive Coilrol- The Catalyst (New York: John Wiley and
Sons, 1967) ,pp.37-68.
64 George S. Odiorne," Measuring the Unmeasurable: Setting Standards tor
Managemenl Perlormance," ElUgiOeSSJleIiZe.gS, Vol. 30, No. 4, (July-August 1987), pp. 69-75.
65 George M. Scott, Financial Control and Reporling in Multinational Enterprises in
Accounting for Multinalional Enterprises, edited by Dhia D. Alhashim and James W. Robertson
(lndianapolis, Ind.: Bobbs - Menill Educational Publishing, 1978), pp. 143-170.
66 Edward C. Bursk et al. Financial Control ol Multinational Operations (New York:
Financiaf Executives Research Association, 1 971 ), p. 20-28 and Lane Kelley, Arthur Wahtley,
and Reginald Worthley," Assessing The Effects of Culture on Managerial Attitudes: A Three-
Cullure Test,'Joumalof Intemalional Business Studies, Vol. 18, No. 2 (Summer 1987), pp. 17-
31.
67 Uark Mendenhall and Gary Oddou," Acculturation Proflles of Expatriate Managers:|mp|ica|ions|orCrossCultura|TrainingPrograms,"iness,
Vol. 21, No. 4, winter 1986), pp. 73-79. L James Czechowicz el al., quote the differirB views
abouttheunitversusmanageria|per|ormanceintheirwork,"@iary
Perlormance op. cit.,l982, Controller A: ' I think generally we would look upon the managefs
and unil's perlormance as about one and the same. The operations of the foreign unit is the
responsibility of the manager and how the unil does is pretty much tied in with his evaluation (p.
25) artld Controller B, 'In terms of evaluating the manager, it is very much related to how he is
doing against his budget because he did present his budget which was approved by the
executive office ancl this was his plan of action for the coming year. Now in terms ol evaluating
whether his unit is one that we want to continue or invest in or whether we should be looking at
other altematives, the return on investment becomes the significant lactor (p. 26).
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accounting approaches to appropriately reflect these environment-specific
problems Wagdy Abdallab studied the effects of the sociological, economic,
political-legal, and educational constraints.6s
This study attempts to continue the similar thrust but focusing on
foreign cultural tactors for American overseas managers. For the purposes of
this study the dimensionls (aspects) of performance listed in Table 1.2 have
been selested from an adapted list of those which were employed by Fleming
6e in his 1966 study.
TABLE 1.2
Selected Aspects Of Performance
1. Ability to plan
2. Ability of organise
3. Ability for effective decision-making
4. Ability to understand and execute duties
5. Ability to motivate
6. Initiative
7. Ability of get things done
8. Overall performance
68 Wagdy M. Abdallah, IniemalAccountability: An Intemational Emphasis, qp.!i|., 1984,
pp. 90-3.
69 n. l. Fleming. "Cultural Determl iyeg
Ab[eaff', (Ph. D. Dissertation, Louisiana State University, 1956), pp. 1-255.
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The selection has been accomplished through a survey carried out by
the author (details of the survey are provided in Appendix E ).
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
Keeping in view the time-frame and the available resources, it was
proposed to limit the scope of the study as follows:
Environmental
At a given place there are several factors: regional climate, legal,
economic, cultural, and political which exercise a significant influence on the
behaviour and work of individuals. Regional climate factors are somewhat
permanent and man has succeeded in overcoming some of these. Legal
factors are a changing phenomenon and must conform to the present
aspirations of the population, as perceived by the elected officials. Similarly,
political factors are a function of the ruling party's platform, which also may be
anything but stable. When administrations are changed il has been
witnessed that political priorities can also be changed. Likewise the
economic factors are products of various forces working for ditferent priorities
and objectives. With the change in political systems it is quite obvious that
economic factors also would be modified to suit the party's economic
philosophy. Cultural laclors remain visible and tend not to change over short
time periods. Therefore, it was proposed to limit the study to only the analysis
of cultural influences.
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CULTURAL
As stated earlier culture consists of numerous elements, manifested in
institutions, beliets, attitudes, and customs. The detailed list is provided in
Appendix B as given by George P. Murdock.To The consideration ol all of the
elements may be desirable to reach pervasive and meaningful conclusions.
However, to consider all of these in this study may render the proposed task
unmanageable. Accordingly, it was proposed to study the impact of selected
cultural factors enumerated in Table 1.1.
PERFORMANCE
Performance of a manager, like that of a subsidiary, has many
dimensions and its measurement may include any of these dimensions.
Performance may be measured in terms of output variables depending upon
the financial responsibility including such as cost incurred, profit earned or
return on investment achieved. Performance is also measurable in terms of
non-financial measures, such as increase in market share and changes in
employee turnover. Performance can also be gauged against some abstract
traits (input variables) such as ability to control, ability to plan, and ability to
develop employees.
Many corporations hitherto, have shown inflexible inclination to use
the established policies consisting of financial and non-financial output
measures for performance evaluation on a worldwide basis. Others seem to
have favoured subjective adjustments for foreign environmental faclors on an
70 George P. Murdock, "The Common Denominator of Culfures" in the Science of Man
in ihe Worfd QdSgS, edited by Ralph Linron, ep.-Cil., pp.123-44.
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ad hoc basis. Still others believed that the overseas managers must build the
foreign environments into their budgets.Tl MNEs do perceive the need to
incorporate environmental peculiarities into financial control systems but no
feasible method of accomplishing this task has been developed.Tz Financial
as well as non-financial output measures are lhe results of multiple factors,
including many over which managers have no control. These include
frequently changing economic policies of the host country government
regarding price control, quotas, labour laws and tariffs. Further in cases
where the vital decisions are determined at headquarters and expenditures
are made by the home office, any evaluation of performance to be made
against output measures would be improper, unjust and could lead to
frustrations among managers.
The impact of the above limitations can be minimised if the
performance is measured against input variables. These input variables form
the critical elements in the management process and are more responsive to
the environments. For this reason it is hypothesised that these input variables
have a marked impact on the managerial performance.T3
It was proposed in the design for this study to limit consideration to
those input variables (aspects of performance) where the interplay of cultural
faclors may be more prominent. Therefore, the aspects of performance
71 Helen G. Morsicato and Michael A. Diamond, An Approach to "Environmentalizing"
Multinational Enterprise Perlormance Evalualion Systems The lnternational Journal of
Accounting: Education and Research, Vol. 16, No. 1, Fall1980, pp247-26€.
72 ltitd, p. 255.
73 Ricnad N. Farmer and Barry M. Richman. lntemationalBusiness, g!.-cil., pp. 80-96.
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employed by Fleming 74 in his study were adapted and used to select the
specific areas for investigation. The selection of aspests of performance for
this study was accomplished through a survey the details of which are
provided in Appendix E.
REGIONAL
U.S. multinational enterprises in 1987 operated in more than 122
countries.Ts A study comprised of all the countries with their distind cuhures
was considered to be unrealistic at the time, and hence, the contemplated
plan was to limit the study to five regional clusters based on specific major
commonalities. These commonalities permit the clustering of countries on the
basis of similarities in their environments and economic features.T6
Attempts made in the past have yielded various classes of clusters
based on similarity of accounting practicesTT, business environments,TS and
economic characteristics.Te Also, these clusters may further be refined on the
74 R..t. Fleming, 
-, 
oo. cit.
75 Directory ol Firms Operating in Foreign Countries , 1lth Ed. (New York: World Trade
Academy Press, Inc. 1987).
76 pnilip R. Harris and Robert T, Moran, Managino Cultural Differences, op. cit., pp 320-
490; Jeffrey S. Arpan and Lee Radebaugh, Internationat Accounting and Multinational
Enterprises, (New York: Wanan, Gorhan and Lamont, 1981), pp 1-21.
77 Gerhard B. Muelter, An Introduc'tion io lntemational Accountino (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1965).
78
Versus rnoGe oeneraii[h.1ff,?.Ti:x":;x]:'.i'ffi"?""li""ii"t ffi'iTi^'[:l'",,Hrr.":5H;
and Research, Spring 1968, pp 83-94.
79 Hani Mahmoud Abu-Jbarah, "
Firms A Cluster Analvsis AfTrroach', (Ph. D. Dissertation, Universily of Wisconsin,1972).
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basis of other pertinent features such as disclosure practices,so legal
requirements, stage of economic development, and degree of conformity with
national policies. Some clusters are better than others, depending upon their
degree ol specificity, the methods used to derive them, and their relevance to
the subject under study.81
The five regional clusters choosen for this study are: Europe, Middle
East, Far East, Africa and Latin America. These five regions are conspicuous
because of fairly distinct characteristics. The Middle East region is
predominantly religion-orientated, while the African region is distinctly tribal.
The Far East region is more populous than some of the other regions with
strong family ties and leanings toward collectivism. The European region is
more industrialised than the region of Latin America, which consists of
developing nations by and large under authoritarian regimes. The selection
of these five regions was based on personal observation of and perceived
commitments among cultural entities rather than on an inter-subjective
scientific rationale. lt is believed that political boundaries per se may be of
minor importance for this study. The study excluded direct consideration of
political factors.
80 e. Watt, R. Hammer, and M. Burge, Accounting lor Multinalional Corporation, (New
York: Financial Execulives Research Institute, 1977), pp. 185-8.
81 Jeflrey S. Arpan and Lee Radebaugh,
EfilAlp[iEe,, New York: Wanan, Gorham and Larnont, 198't, pp. 1-21,
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PERSONNEL
U.S. Multinational enterprises do not necessarily pursue a policy of
statfing their overseas managerial positions with U,S. citizens. Nationals of
other countries also occupy positions of high responsibility in overseas offices
of U.S. multinational enterprises.sz However, keeping in view the likely
similarity in their background, it is proposed to consider only U.S. expatriates
working in overseas offices of U.S. multinational enterprises.
SAMPLE
This study focused on Multinational enterprises with offices and
officers in the alorementioned five overseas regions. The consideration of a
larger number of MNEs having business operations in a greater number of
overseas regions was not undertaken in this study because of time and
resource limitations.
Cultural fastors can bear an affinity with specific regions. This study
did not examine all of the numerous regions where U.S. multinational
enterprises conducl business. Accordingly, the study's findings may not be
generalised to other regions.
Secondly, as this study focused on selected foreign cultural factors
and their impact on specific input variables of performance, the
generalisability of its findings would not be applicable to the effecls of other
cultural factors and for other measures of performance.
82 Lawrence G. Franko, "Who Manages Multinational Enterprises?" ep.-Cil., pp.3042
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Third, the study, because of its exclusion of related environmental
factors - political, legal, climatic, and economic, does not attempt to explain
the total differential in performance measurement. Another limitation is that
this study describes its findings with reference to U.S. executives and,
therefore, the validity of its findings is limited to U.S. personnel working
overseas.
In addition, because of characteristics peculiar to the studies involving
the relatively small sample size, the validity of the findings may be restricled.
Nonetheless, these features of the study should not preclude further use of the
findings in the development of hypotheses and the carrying out of further
studies which may replicate, expand and confirm these findings.
PLAN OF STUDY
This design consisted of four phases (detailed discussion of each
phase is provided in Chapter lV). The first phase involved the contacting of
executives in charge of international personnel of multinational enterprises to
solicit their permission and cooperation thus assessing the feasibility of the
study. The second phase comprised of the developing and testing of
questionnaires for both groups of respondents, namely overseas managers
and the evaluators of performance of those managers. Surveying
respondents and the collection of data constituted Phase lll, and the final
phase involved the analysis of the data.
Because of the particular nature of the data source, it was decided to
first appraise the feasibility of the study and avaihbility of data. Accordingly, a
few MNEs were selected from the Forbes top 100. Telephone contast was
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established with executives in charge of international personnel placements
for these enterprises. The response was encouraging and some committed
themselves to cooperate in this study, based on briefings about the proposed
project. However, the specific study was conducted using only a few
enterprises having a sufficient number of U.S. executives working overseas
from the five regions.
Questionnaires [Appendix G & H] have been prepared on a
comprehensive basis, including questions on the selecled socio-cultural
variables and their impact on the proposed aspecls of manager's
performance. To avoid ditferent interpretations and appreciation of the
selected cultural factors and hence unusable responses it was decided to
provide a definition of each cultural factor in the relevant question itself. These
definitions were based on prior studies. In part A of each question the
respondent was asked a general type question with a view to elicit his
common perception of the particular cultural factor . Part B of each question
appertains the application of that common perception to the eight specific
aspects of managerial performance. A Likert scale was used for response
analysis of both the parts. Where the response sought was different, the
explanation of the same was provided along with the question.
As the first step in data collection, a pretest was conducted using
colleagues who have spent some time in foreign countries. Pretesting the
questionnaire was critically important to assess the difficulty of the task and to
learn of any defects or inadequacies in the questionnaire. The participants
were asked to comment on the ditficulty of the response task and clarity of the
instructions. A few improvements were suggested and the same were
incorporated in the questionnaire.
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With the pretest favourably concluded, a pilot study was undertaken
to refine and validate the questionnaire, using subjects (managers in MNCs)
who have returned from foreign assignments, and their superiors in the
enterprises under study. The pilot was also undertaken to test the sequence
and the context of each question, to evaluate the response rate, to assess
informally the managers' abilities to handle the questions and the instruclions.
Personalisation was considered in all aspects of the pilot. A cover letter was
sent with each questionnaire to introduce the participants to the nature and
relevance of the research and acted as an appeal for their cooperation and
participation. This phase of the study yielded some valuable modifications in
the sequencing and fine-tuning of questions and was effectively concluded.
The next phase was to survey the personnel working overseas. Their
responses were solicited through questionnaires, which were sent by the
corporate headquarters located in the U.S., but the responses w€re received
by the author direclly. The second set of questionnaires would be given to the
executive/s responsible for evaluating the performance of foreign managers.
Also, personal interviews with the corporate headquafter's personnel were
used to supplement the data from the survey.
The data collected are organised in an interval scale, and appropriate
analyses of the same have been undertaken to test the proposed hypotheses.
Details of design and of analysis have been provided in Chapters lV and V.
PREVIEW OF THE STUDY
Chapter I provides an introducrtion to the study by stating the problem
and emphasising the need for such an undertaking. lt also outlines the
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study's scope and possible limitations. lt highlights the importance of the
study by emphasising its potential contributions.
Chapter ll presents a thorough review of literature pertaining to the
topic of the study, tracing the gradual developments on this path over several
years. The studies undertaken in this general area over the last few decades
have been discussed with respect to their distinct contributions and
recommendations.
Chapter lll presents the theoretical foundations for the development of
hypotheses by providing an elaboration of the concept of culture, and its
various patterns and themes, together with subcultures and traits. A thorough
discussion pertaining to the cultural determinants of the managerial
etfectiveness has been provided. An attempt has also been made to show
the impact that some of these cultural traits (variables) may have on the
managerial func{ions and effectiveness thereof especially in the case of a
MNE manager functioning in an alien culture.
Chapter lV gives the details of the research design and methodology
that were adopted in carrying out this study. lt also provides the details of
developing questionnaires for managers and evaluators, pretest and pilot
study, the survey and administration of questionnaires and the results of the
survey.
Chapter V presents the description of profiles of overseas managers
in the five regions and of the evaluators for these five regions. lt also provides
the general description of overseas managers' as well as evaluators'
perceptions of the selecled cultural factors. The hypothesis testing, analysis
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of data and findings of this study are provided in the last part of the chapter.
An attempt was also undertaken to see whether the etfect of any cultural
variable is correlated with that of other/s. The research endeavour through its
detailed analysis of collected responses lrom the U.S. overseas managers
has successfully highlighted the relative impact of each of the cultural factors
on their performance and its measurement. Also, the analysis is geared to
provide the extent of similarity in perceptions of overseas managers about the
impact of cuhural factors on their performancs and consideration assigned to
the impact of cultural factors on performance in its (performance ) evaluation
by the evaluators.Differences in the perceived impact of cultural lactors on
performance of managers working overseas on a regional basis were also
examined.
Chapter Vl presents the summary ol the nature and purpose of the
research study. lt also provides the discussion of the findings and
conclusions, togelher with recommendations and suggestions for further
research in the area of performance evaluation in the context of multinational
corporations.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
INTRODUCTION
The emergence of the multinational enterprise (MNE) has been one of
the significant economic phenomena of this century. Enormous technical and
human resources employed by the MNEs in their worldwide operations have
profoundly aflected the contemporary international economic system and
have introduced complexities for theories in economics, business
administration and even in political science.l Understandably, they have
generated considerable interest in academic circles. Economists,
management and financial experts, political scientists and to a lesser €xtent
l r.u. Thiagarajan,
Values and Manaoerial Behayior. Technical Report 23, NONB N00014-67A, (Rochesier, NY:
University of Rochester, Management Research Genter, 1968), R. Nath," A MethodologicalReviewo|Cross-Gultura|Mana9ementResearch,"ining
edited by J. Boddewyn (Glenview, ll.: Scott, Foresman, 1969), pp. 195-223, John J. Dugan ,"
The Relationshio Between Culture and Manaoers' Behavioral Decisions: A Two Countrv Studv
of lhe Preterence Formation and Choice Processes, '(Ph. D. Dissertation, Temple University,
1984), pp.275, John M. Stoplord and John H. Dunning, Muhinationals: Company Performance
and Global Trends, (London: Macmillan Publishers, 1983), pp. 17-55, Nancy J. Adler,'Typology
of Management Studies Involving Culture," ig5. Fall 1983,
pp.29-47, Ananl R. Negandhi," Cross-Cultural Management Research: Trend and Future
Directions," Joumal of Iniernational Business Studies, Fall 1983, pp. 17-28, John Child,
"Culture, Conlingency and Capilalism in the Cross-National Study ol Organisations," in
Research in Organisational Behavior. Vol. lll,edited by L.L. Gummings and B.M. Shaw
(Greernvich, Ct.: JAI Press, 1981), Etemad Hamid and Dulude, Louise Seguin ," Managing The
Multinalional Subsidiary", in
Change and to Host Nation R & D Policies. edited by Etemad Hamid and Dulude, Louise
Seguin,London: Croom Helm, 1986, pp. 1-21, and Philip R. Hanis and Robert T. Moran,
Managing Crrltural Dfierences.2nd ed- (Houston, Texas: Gulf Publishing Co., 1987).
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anthropologists and sociologists have started to display a keen interest for
MNE impacts. As a result, literature on MNEs has been proliferating.z
PARADIGMS
Scholars have followed two distinct but interrelated routes, which can
be designated as "micro" and "macro' approaches. The ones following the
former path confine themselves to the structures and lunctioning of MNEs,
whib those interested in the alternative route seek to examine their impact on
economic and political systems -- national and international. The "micro"
scholars have investigated subjects such as the growth of MNEs, their
motivations lor investing abroad, their organisational structures, product
strategies, management and corporate policies, personnel and labour
relations, finance, taxation, marketing strategies, and relationship with
government officials. In fact all the major dimensions of MNEs have been
closely examined by these individuals. Most of these investigations have
been designed to facilitate the functioning of MNEs, the objective being to
feed the almost insatiable inlormation needs of MNEs and/or the agencies
dealing with them.3
2 The Centre on TNC of the U.N. Suruey of Research on TNC (New York: United Nations,
1978), pp. 1*40. Hertner, Peter and Jones, Geoflrey, 'Mullinalional:Theory and History,'pp.1-
]8; and Wilkins, Mira, ' Defining a Firm: History and Theory,' pp. 80-96, both lrom
Multinational:Theory and History edited by Heflner, Peter and Jones, Geoffrey, (BrookfieH,
Venrpnt: Gower Publishing Company, 1986).
3 K. Kumar, Social and Cultural lmoast of Multinational Conoorations (Hawali: East-Wesl
Gentre, 1978), p, 3 , Jangho Lee, " iln
Perlormance" (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Washingrton, 1986), pp. 193, K.M. Thiagarajan,
A Cross-Cultural Study of the Relationships Between Personal Values and Managerial Behavior,
op. cit.. R. Nath," A Methodological Review of Cross-Cultural Management Research," ep.-CiL,
John J. Dugan ," Ihe-BelialiotrshipJetween Cuhure and Managers' Behavioral Decisbns: A
Two Country Study of the Preference Formation and Choice Processes, ' (Ph. D. Dissertation,
Temple University, 1984), Nancy J. Adler,' Typology of Management Studies Involving
Culture," Joumalof Intemational Business Studies.Op.d., Anant R. Negandhi," Cross-Cultural
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Macro-level analysts have investigated the effects of MNEs on a wide
range of subjects such as employment, manpower and productivity, labour
relations and taxation systems, balance of payment situation, transfer of
technology, industrialisation and economic development.a Additionally,
scholars have also attempted to explore the impact of MNEs on national
sove re ig nty and i nternational stratificatio n.
This study has its focus on the "micro-level". Hence the literature
dealing with the macro-level approach was not surveyed in depth.
Despite the enormous literature pertaining to "micro-level' analysis of
MNEs, relatively little attention has been accorded to the impact of socio-
cultural factors on the managerial personnel and their performance
measurement. The apparent lack of interest could be explained as follows:
First, sociologists and anthropologists who often zealously guard their
disciplinary territories against outside encroachments are generally not
accustomed to analysing social and cultural phenomena in the context of their
Management Research: Trend and Future Direclions," op. cit.. John Child, 'Culture,
Conlingency and Capitalism in the Cross-National Study ol Organisations,'elL-Ct., Etemad
!-lamid and Dulude, Louise Seguin ," Managing The Multinational Subsidiary', in Managing TheMultinalional Subsidiary: Response to Enviiomental Change and to Host Nitbn R & D -poticies,
O!^.ciL, Frederick H. Schwaz," An Altemative Method ol Evaluatino the Financial Performance
of Foreign Subsidiaries," (Ph.D. Dissertation, St. Louis University, 1986), pp. 1-155, Robert
David Russ€ll," The Etfect of Environmerila
Influence Mechanisms on lhe Process ol lnnovation: Toward An lntegrated Theory of
Ln0Qyaligl," (Ph. D. Dissertation, University of Pittsburg, 1986),pp. 1-125, and Philip R. Hanis
and Robert T. Moran, Managing Cultural Differences, op. cil.
4 fiyosni Kojima, Direcl Foreion lnvesiment (London: Croom Helm Ltd., 1978),pp. 100-
150, Richard E. Caves, Multinational Enterprise and Economic Analysis (CambrHge,London:
Cambridge University Press,l982), pp. 130-220, and John A. Gantwell and T.A.B. Corley," The
Theory ol Intemational Production: Some HistorlcalAntecedents in Multinational: Theory and
History edited by Peter Hertner and Geoffrey Jones , oiL-cil., pp. 19-42, Mohammed Farid
Yasin Kurashi,- Ihe€ocial Responsibility ol the Multinational Corporations Operatino in Saudi
AfADi.3,," (Ph.D. Dissertalion, Claremont Graduate School, 1984), and Jean J. Boddewyn,
"Political Aspects of MNE Theory,'Joumal of Intpmalional Business Studies, Fall 1988, pp.
341-63.
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impact on multinational personnel. They have long regarded national social
and cultural systems as more or less self-contained and self-sustained.s
Second, national and corporate planners have in the past treated MNEs as
merely economic systems which could only be justified and/or evaluated with
reference to economic criteria.6 However, it does appear that the lack of
interest is being replaced by a growing realisation that the performance of
MNEs and their personnel should be judged with due consideration given to
varying socio-cultural environments.T
ROLE OF SOCIO-CULTURAL FACTORS
A prime requirement for a manager working in a multinational
environment is an understanding of the cultural differences between peoples
of various countries. Managers raised and experienced in one culture are
often expected to play bicultural and multicultural roles. To headquarters they
are local managers who belong to subsidiaries and hence should be capable
of effectively interfacing with the host country's cultural nuances. To their
employees and customers they represent the company which personifies a
5 K. Kumar, gp.-c[., p. 4.
6 Bart Alister Patf," A Conceptual Studv of Multinational Firms and the Maior Dimensions
of their Environments,'(Ph. D. Dissertation, The American Universily, 1969), w. 224; Karl p.
Sauvant, "The potential of Multinational Enterprise as Vehicles torthe Transmission of Business
Culfure", in Controlling Multinational Enterpriies: Problems. Strategies and Counter strateoies,
edite! by Karl P. Sauvant and Farid G. Lavipour (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1976);
and Glynn Cochrane, The Cultural Appraisal of Development Projects (New York: Praegdr
Publishers, 1979), pp. 1-10.
7 WagOy M. Abdallah, lntemal Accountabiliry: An International Emphasis (Ann Arbor,
Michigan: UMI Research Press, 1984), pp.18-25, Jettrey Marc Wachtel," A Cross-Cultural
ComParative Management Study Measuring the Differences in Managerial Motivation and lhe
Elfects of Culturaland Other Fxplanatory Variables of Potential Manaoers lrom Mexico ard the
United States." (Ph.D. Disseilation, Georgia State Universily, 1986), pp. 1-12, and Philip R.
Hanis and Robert T. Moran, gp.C[., pp. 20-23.
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ditferent (alien) cultural system unable to understand and appreciate their
value system and aspirations. The greater the ditference in cultures, the more
likely is an overssas manager prone to suffer failures and frustrations.
Managers of overseas otfices get sandwiched between their own culture and
that of the host country.8
It is felt that:
Knowledge about cuhures, both general and specific, provides
insights into the learned behaviour of groups. lt helps the
learner to gain awareness of what makes a people unique -
their customs and traditions, their values and beliefs, attitudes
and concepts, hierarchies and roles, time and space
relationship, and verbal and non-verbal communication
Processes.9
Any business operating within a single country must adjust to the
culture within which it operates, but the need for sensitivity towards culture is
much greater in the context of the multinational enterprise.lo Cultural
differences that can affect the international business operations arise virtually
8 Stetan H. Robock, Kenneth Simmonds ard Jack Zwick, Intemational Business and
Muftinational Enterprise (Homewood, lllinois: Richard D. Invin, 19m, pp.309-41 and Hanis and
Moran, g!*-Cil., pp. 23-5.
9 Hanis and Mornn, Manaoino CulturalDifferences-op. cil., 1979, pp. 20.
10 Stetan H. Robock, etal.,ltrlgfiatjenaLBgginegg, op. cit., pp.309-41;H.W. Lane,,
Systems, Values and Ac{ion: An Analytic Framework For Intercultural Management Research,"
Manaoement Intemational Review, Vol. 20, No. s, 1990, pp. 61-70; s.G. Rbdding,- cognilion
49An Aspect of Culture and lts Relation to Management Processes: An Exploratory View of lhe
chinese Case,"Journal of Manageme Vol. 17, May 1g80, p.127-48;-Lane Kelley
and Reginald Worthley,'The Role of Culture in Comparative Management: A Cross-Cultural
Perspective,'Academy of Management Joumal, Vol.24, No.l, 1981, pp. 164-173; David K.
Tse, Kam-hon Lee, llan Vertinsky, and Donald A. Wehrung,'Does Culture Matter? A Cross-
Cultural Study ol Executives' Choice, Decisiveness, and Risk Adjustment an International
Marketing, Joumatof Marketing, Vol. 52, October 1999, pp. g1-9S;J. Hayes and C.W. Allinson,.
Cultural Differences in the Leaming Styles of Managers," (Research Note) Management
lnternalional Review. Vol. 28, No. 3 1988, pp. 75-80, and Rose Knotts," Cross-Cultural
Management: Transformations and Adaptations," EUSingSS-HgIizenS, Vol. 32, No. 1, Jan.-Feb.
1989, pp. 29-33.
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in all aspects of business activity and have their impact manifested within
each of the traditional functions.ll
The preterence of the German housewife for packaged soup and the
insistence ol the French housewife for homemade soup explains their
respective values for convenience and their perception of motherhood.
Similarly, the still-prevalent paternalism in African tactories has literally no
place in the US, where it would restrict a need to express individuality.tz
Even in the external relations of the multinational enterprise, the role
of the socio-cultural variables can hardly be ignorefl.13 Harris and Moran in
their famous work, Managing Cultural Differences, presented a comparison of
aspecls of U.S. culture with those of other cultures, as these affect the various
managerial functions.la These are provided in Appendix C.
A careful study of Appendix C has revealed the varied impact which
these cultural aspects have on management functions. This makes the
measurement of the eftectiveness of the functions more ditficult and complex.
In addition, the potential difficulties in performance measurement suggested
11 Qp.-C[., and Arvind V. Phatak, Managing Multinational Corporaiions (New York:
Praeger Publishers, 1974), pp. 13644.
12 Stefan H. Robock, et al.,lntetnalieoaLEusiness, op. o1., pp. 313-4.
13 Hamid Etemad and Louise Seguin Dulude," Managing The Multinationalsubsidiary",
in Managing The Multinational Subsidiary: Response to Environmental Change and to Host
Nation R & D Policies,edited by Hamid Etemad and Louise Seguin Dulude (London: Croom
Helm, 1986), pp 1-21;Stephan H. Robock el al., Inlemational Business and Multinational
Enterprises. op. cil., pp. 10-12, and Batya Bertha Weinreb, "
Coroorations: A Comparison Between lsraeli and U.S. Subsidiaries,' (Ph.D. Dissertation,
Stanlord Universily, 1 987), pp. 27 4.
14 Philip R. Hanis and R.T. Moran, op. cit., 1983, p. 76-77.
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the need for the development of a framework of performance measurement
criteria wherein an adequate consideration is provided for the impact of
foreign cultural factors on the managerial performance.
CULTURE DEFINED
Culture is the unique life style of a particular group of people. Unlike
good manners, it is not something possessed by some and not by others - it is
possessed by all human beings and is in that sense, a unitying factor. Culture
is also communicable knowledge, learned behavioural traits that are shared
by participants in a social group and manifested in their institutions and
artifacts.ts
Despite the enormous literature (or perhaps because of it), "culture'
remains an imprecise construct.l6 There has been almost no agreement on
the definition of the cultural factors (variables) in cross-cultural studies.
Ajiferuke and Boddewyn, using culture as the main explanatory variable found
only two studies out of 22 attempting more than an implied definition.tT
Kroeber and Kluckhohnts in their critical review of definitions of culture
emphasised that culture represents patterns of "learned" behaviour which
have historical and evaluative components. Kaplan, for example has
15 toir. , p.57.
161.t. Gross and S. Rayner, Measuring Culture: A Paradiqm for fhe Analysis of Social
Oroanisation, (New York: Columbia press, 1gg5), pp. 146.
17 elferuXe and J. Boddewyn, "'Culture' and Other Explanatory Variables in Conparative
Managemenl Studies", Academy of Management Joumal , june 1970, pp.t53-79
18 L. Kroeber and C. Kluckhohn, Culture: A Critical Review of Concepts and Definitbns(Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard U niversity Press, 1 g52), p. 1 96.
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reviewed four theoretical sub-systems that explain cultural variation.le They
are ideology, social-structure, technoeconomics, and personality. All are
anthropological in orientation, although the latter sub-system personality does
encompass social and psychological dimensions.
The concept of culture is so broad that it gives little guidance to
anyone wishing to study or compare culture. Cultural processes are
multicausal, and no single explanation holds for all times and places. Some
classification of the elements of a culture is needed as a basic framework for
grasping the cultural pattern. By far, the most comprehensive list of cultural
universals has been proposed by George P. Murdock. These, he has argued,
occurred in every culture known to history or ethnography.2o While his list of
more than 60 one-dimensional universals (Appendix B) suffers from serious
limitations on account of its focus on very narrow facets of culture, it can
nevertheless be of considerable value.
The works reviewed here followed the definition of culture as provided
by Edward B. Tylor21, "...as a complex whole which consists of beliefs, laws,
customs, arts, and habits acquired by its societal members".
19 Kaplan A., Culture Theorv (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: prentice Hall, 1972); and Deifrich
L. Schaupp, A Cross-CutturalStudy ot a MultinationalCompany (New York: Praeger Publishers,
1978), p.9.
20 George P. Murdock, "The Common Denominator ot Cultures', in Ihe..$ciencg-el_llan
in the World Crises, op. cit., pp. 123-26.
21 Edward B. Taylor, Primitive Cullure - Researches into the Developmenl of Mytholooy-
Philosophy. Religion. Lanouage. Art and Custom (New York: Henry Holt & Co.,1977), vol. 1,
p.1.
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However, despite the fine semantical underpinnings, almost
everybody dealing with the concept of culture recognises that culture:
- is a social product
- is learned
- is adaptive
- tends to become a consistent and integrated whole
- increases the interdependence ol society's members.22
Robertson contends that world cultures can be classified within the
framework of distributive, organisational, and normative dimensions.23 The
distributive is the same as demographic. The organisational dimension
includes cultural participation patterns, e.g., family relationships. lt is the
normative dimension which encompasses values, assumptions and beliefs.
The major thrust between cultures that leads to behavioural and attitudinal
dissimilarities can be attributed to the normative dimensions of the cultural
makeup.
Harris and Moran2a have listed 10 major characleristics of culture:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Communications and Language
Dress and Appearance
Food and Feeding Habits
Time and Time Consciousness
Rewards and Recognitions
Relationships
Values and Norms
Sense of Self and Space
Mental Process and Learning
Beliefs and Attitude
22 1.,1. Honigmann, Personality in Cuhure (New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1967),
p.147.
23 Thomas S. Robertson, Censumer Behavior (Glenview, lllinois.: Scott, Foresman &
Co., 1970), pp. 100-106.
24Phi|ipB.HanisandR.T.Moran,-,op*.c[',1983,pp.19o-95.
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They argued that the differences in cultures c€ln be explained on the
basis of these major features. A point was also made that cultures are
different if they differ on any one of these major features. Guttures do not need
to differ on all of the characteristics to be considered different.
In another study, Farmer and Richmanzs proposed a framework for
analysing differences in business practices. They organised environmental
characteristics into four major groups: educational, socio-cuhural, legal and
political, and economic. The various elements in each of the lour groups
explain the way business organisations operate in a particular country. They
contended that their model can be used to explain the differences in the ways
business is conducted in one country compared to another. They proposed a
list of fifteen critical socio-cultural factors which, along with their individual
explanations, is provided in Appendix D.
The preceding review highlights the lack of unanimity among authors
regarding the elements of culture. Each one has viewed it from a different
perspective. These differences regarding the elements of culture provide a
stimulus to continue the search for its elements and their impact in the area of
interest.
25 Richard N. Farmer and Barry M. Richman, Comoarative Management and Economic
Prooress Bloomington, Ind.: Cedarwood press, 1970), pp.20-30.
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CROSS-CULTURAL STUDIES
Cross-cultural studies are comparalive in orientation and attempt to
emphasise the similarities and differences across cultures under study.26 The
locus in the studies conducted so far has been on the similarities and
differences in the elements of cultures and their impact on the behaviour,
attitudes, and working patterns of the societal members.2T There are three
viewpoints from which to look at the cross-cultural studies - universal,
economic, and cultural cluster. The universalists believe that no appreciable
difference exists in managerial behaviour across cultures. Proponents of this
theory include Likefi, and Mouton and Black. The economic cluster school
maintains that managerial behaviour is the product of a nation's economic
and industrial development. 28
The basic premise of the cuhural cluster school has been that culture
is the independent variable in explaining managerial behaviour and attitudes.
This group maintains that international behavioural and attitudinal differences
are the result of divergent values within different cultural spheres. 2s
26lhid.., pp. 20-133; Nancy J. Adler," Typology of Management Studies Involving
Culture,"3p.git., pp. 29-47 and Ananl R. Negandhi," Cross-Cultural Management Research:
Trend and Future Directions," ep.-Cil., pp.17-28.
27 $efan H. Robock, et al., LalgmalienalEDsinest, op. cit., p. 315.
28 n. ufert, "Trends Towards a World-wide Theory ol Management", Pfgceglti0gs-etlbg
CIOS Xlll International Managemenl Congress 2 (1963), pp. 110-4: J. Mouton and R. Black,
.'|ssuesinTransnationalorganizationDeve|opment",in@'edited
by B.M. Bass, et al. (Massachusetts: Lexington Books, 1970), pp. 208-24; Richad N. Farmer
and Barry M. Bichman, Comparative Management and Economac Prooress, op. cit., pp.179-89
and David C. Mc0lelland, The AchieMno Society (Princeton, N.J.: Van Nostrand fu., 1961.
29 John Child, "Culture, Contingency and Gapitalism in the Cross-Cultural Stutly of
Organizations," in Research in Organizational Behavior, vol3 edited by L.L. Cummings and B.M.
Shaw (Greenwich,CT: JAI Press, 1981), pp.303-55; and Monir Tayeb, 'Theorelical
PerspectiveinCross-Nationa|organizationa|Research,"
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Nancy Adler 30 in her "Typology of Management Studies" enumerated
six main approaches to cross-cultural research studies. In parochial research
the emphasis is placed on a single culture and the main thrust assumes the
existence of similarities. In the ethnocentric approach efforts are dirested to
explore the possibility of applying the domestic theories in foreign cuhures. In
the polycentric paradigm the efforts are geared to identify the ditferenes in
multi-cultural situations to help highlight the culture-specific patterns in
management. In the comparative research group an endeavour is undertaken
to bring focus on both the ditferences as well as similarities by studying the
comparative organisations in many cultures. In the geocentric approach the
attempt is to search for similarities, to see how the multinational oragnisations
function. Typically the majority of recent studies fall in this category. The last
group of studies' , distinct because of its synergistic thrust, demonstrates the
effort to use similarities and differences as a resource. lt tends to create a
semblance of universality. Fundamentally, the emphasis is placed on the
inquiry as to how can organisations create struciures and processes which
will be etfective in working with members of all cultures? Generally, it is not
and Organzation, Winter 1982-3, pp. 23-70; R.N. Farmer and B.M. Richman," A Model lor
Research in Comparative Management,'Calilomia Management Review, Winter 19&$, pp. 55-
68; Anant R. Negandhi," Comparative Managemenl and Organizalion Theory: A Marriage
Needed,' Academy of Managemnl Journal, June 1975, pp. 334-43 and Geert Hofstede,
Culture's Conseouences: Intenational Diflerences in Work-Related Values (Beverly Hills, CA:
Sage Publications, 1980
30 ruancy J. Adler, eptil., pp.Zg-gZ.
' Afred M. Jaegar, The Transfer of Organization Cufture Overseas: An Approach toContro|intheMu|tinationa|Corporation,'.igg,Fa||1983,
pp. 91-114. This paper describes an altemative organisational ideal type that relies on an
organisational culture for control (as opposed to Weberian bureaucracy, in which rules and
regulations specily desired behaviour, and rewards are based on explicit performance
measures. In this type of system, behaviour is specified by the organisation culture, and
performance is maintained via mechanisms of sociaU cultural pressure. An example of lafter type
ot control is lound in the Type Z organisation, an American organisational torm similar in many
ways to the Japanese form.
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that easy to fit research endeavours in any one specific category lor there are
always cases which may overlap in coverage and emphasis.
In their studies, Farmer and Richman, as well as Negandhi and
Estafen, reason that environmental factors determine the management and
enterprise etfectiveness.3l Farmer and Richman have provided a matrix
approach using a list of critical environmental factors, against which they set
another list of more than 75 critical elements in the managerial process. The
general categories for the critical elements cited, are planning and innovation,
control, organisation, slaffing, direction, leadership and motivation, marketing
policies, productions and procurement, research and development, finance,
and public and extemal relations. The authors concluded that the managerial
effectiveness is largely determined by the pattern of management.32
Haire, Ghiselli, and Porter undertook a cross-cultural study of
managerial attitudes, wherein they surveyed approximately 36,000 managers
in 14 countries. Although their study avoided the use of sophisticated
statistical tests, they did succeed in providing general stratification, showing
that the relative differences are caused by cultural differences.33 Similarly,
Sadler and Holstede carried out an extensive survey, soliciting the views of
21,000 employees of various countries, on leadership styres. They too
concluded that differences in employees' preferred leadership styles are
31 n.ru. Farmer and B.M. Richman, International Business. 2nd ed., (Bloomingrton, Ind,
Cedarwood Press, 1974); and A.R. Negandhi and B.D. Estaten, "A Research Model to
Determine the Applicabilily ol American Know-how in Difierent Cultures ancUor Environments",
Academy of Management Journal , December 1965, pp.3Og-19.
32 Farmer and Richman, Comparative Management, op. cit., pp.77-g9.
33 y. Haire, E.E. Ghiselli, and L.W. Porter, ManaoerialThinking: An Intematbnat Study,
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1966).
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based on their national culture entirely or partly.3+ Kellyss et al and Stephenso
also concluded that managerial attitudes and preferred leadership style are
culturally determined. Graham3T researched the cultural constraints on the
audit independence and Mckinnon3s explored the impact of culture on the
process of business negotiation and concluded that these are culture-
dependent.
Fleming,3e undertook a study to isolate the cultural determinants of
the effectiveness of American Executives abroad. He listed 10 cultural traits
(commonly perceived as personality traits) associated with executives'
background culture, and hypothesised the same as counteracting and
reducing these cultural conflicts, resulting eventually in managerial success
and etfectiveness. The 10 cultural determinants used in his study were:
heuristic attitude
societal, environmental, and cultural mobility
emotionally stable and mature personality
cultural empathy
34 p..t. Sadter and G.H. Hofstede,, "Leadership Styles: Prelerences and Perceptions of
Employees of an IntemationalCompany in Diflerent Countries", Mens en Onderiming 26,1972,
pp. 43-62.
35 Lane Kelley, Arthur Whatley, and Reginald Worthley,- Assessing The Etlects of
Culture on Managerial Attitudes: A Three-Culture Test,' Joumal ol lnternalional Business
Studies, vo!. 18, No.2, Summer 1987, pp. 17-31.
36 O.g. Stephens," Cultural Variation in Leadership Style: A Methodological Experiment
in Comparing Managers in the U.S. and Peruvian Textile Induslries," Manaoemenl lntematbnal
EgyiglU, vol.21, No.31981, pp. 47-55.
37 Uohn L. Graham," The lnlluence of Cutture on the Process of Business Negotaalions:
An Exploratory Study," Joumal of Intemational Business Studies,Spring 1985, pp. 81-96.
38 
.lilt McKinnon," Cultural Constraints on Audit Independence in Japan,' Lbg
lntemationalJoumalof Accounting: Educaiion and Research, Fall1984, pp.17-43.
39 Richard J. Fleming, " icao
Executives Abroad," (Ph.D. Dissertation, Louisiana Stale University, 1966), pp.50-60.
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5 communicative skills6 international philosophy7 belief in missionI technical competenceI organisational skills10 political sensitivity.
These traits were considered as multi-dimensional and the
questionnaires were prepared accordingly.ao He used 13 criteria for
evaluating and rating each executive's performance:
1 knowledge2 ability to get things done3 character4 planning5 ability to organise6 initiative7 decision-makingI communications9 ability to motivate people10 ability to develop people11 control12 present over-all performance rating13 potential for advancement.
These 13 criteria were used by the company in evaluating its overseas
executive's performance.4l He noted that for overseas managers some of the
cross- cultural conflicts resulted from: (1) ethnocentrism (monocentric or home
oriented); (2) latent and manifest culture patterns; (3) inappropriate American
philosophy and management principles; (4) divergence of time perception; (5)
mis-communication; (6) personality; and (7) attitude toward assignment.42
40 lbid., pp. 72-108.
41 rbid., p. 68.
42 lbid., p. 157.
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Using chi-square analysis, Fleming indicated that the "company's
more successlul and eflective businessman, as shown by appraisals, also
possessed the awareness and understanding of the cuhural determinants in
varying degrees. Results of the study substantiated the hypothesis that
cultural differences led to cross-cultural conflict in expatriate personnel which
in turn resulted in reduced effectiveness and efficiency overseas. The
possession of the awareness, understanding, and appreciation of the
indicated cultural determinants tended to alleviate this conllict which resulted
in the executive being more p[oductive".a3
In another study, Davar made an attempt to study the underlying
determinants of culture-shock manifestations.'t4 The study was geared more
towards the attitudinal and behavioural formation as a result of cultural shock.
The subjects chosen for this study were based in lran. The main hypothesis of
the study was that the behavioural manifestations of cultural shock are multi-
dimensional in form. Also, the intensity of behavioural manifestation was
hypothesised to be dependent on other variables, such as age, the length of
pre-departure training, number of foreign assignments already served and
their length, number of children living with the executive and so on.'ts
This study suggested three types of behavioural manifestations of
cultural shock which together possess multiple directiveness. These
manifestations were: lrequency of becoming an9ry; frequency of spending
4fl UiO., p.xiii.
4 Venous Davar, "An EmoiricalStudy
Manifestation in American Fxpatriates,' (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Nebraska, 1978), pp.
3-5.
45 tuio. , pp.1o-17.
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time in social clubs or organisational activities; and frequency of getting
physically fatigued without any apparent reason.46
By linking these manifestations with expatriates'belief systems, Davar
purports to emphasise a careful screening of the potential assignee with
regard to his belief system, along with the consideration of other variables,
such as age, education and length of stay in the foreign post.47
Davafs study highlights the underlying determinants of behavioural
and attitudinal manifestations of cultural shock. The study did not focus on the
impact of cultural shock on the managefs performance per se.
PERFORMANCE MEASUBEMENT AND EVALUATION
The philosophy of decentralisation as applied in the United States has
resulted in authority lor decision-making being delegated to division
managers. Periodically, those having the authority to make decisions have to
account for the efficiency and etfectiveness of their operations and decisions.
Assessment by top management of the reported results (measurement) is
therefore important in the process of performance evaluation.4s
It is well recognised that evaluation of the economic unit should be
separated from the evaluation of the entity's manager. ln order to measure
46_lhid., pp.3-4,
47 rnia., pp. 1S0-5.
48 Paul S. Tse," Evaluating Perlormance
June 1979, pp.21-5.
in Multinational," @ing,
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managerial performance fairly, several criteria have to be used. lt can be
asserted that a majority of decisions are made on some form of "cost-benefit"
analysis. The policy to emphasise only cost-benefit criteria may render the
performance evaluation narrowly focused and will raise problems of
accountability, short period versus long period, beneficial to the subsidiary or
the corporation as whole and of balance between the commercial aspirations
and social commitments. However, performance measurements are still
based on some financial indicator, e.g. profit, return on investment, or residual
income.49
ln order to place performance measurement into a manageable
context, the concept of responsibility accounting is widely applied, such that
control over costs and/or revenues can be identified with specific
individuals.so Additionally, developments over the last 35 years have
demonstrated the inappropriateness of using a single criterion of performance
such as the traditional accounting-based profitability measures of return on
investment or residual income.s1
One of the first efforts to introduce multiple measurements was by the
General Electric Company. At the time decentralisation was introduced by
that company, they conducted a measurement project which recommended
49 D.D. AlHashim," Internal Performance Evaluation in American Multinational
Enterprises, " Management International Review, vol.20, No.3, 1980, pp. 33-9.
50 EhuooO L. Miller, Accounting Problems of Multinational Enterprises (Massachusetts:
Lexington Books, 1979), pp. 179-99.
51 Richard F. Vancil, "What Kind of Management Control Do You Need?" Harvard
Business Review, March-Aprll,197g.
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an approach for evaluation of a division manager based on eight "key resull"
areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Profitability
Market position
Productivity
Product leadership
Personnel development
Employees' attitudes
Public responsibility
Harmony between short-range and long-range goals.sz
Through this approach General Electric indicated that over-emphasis
on a single goal may lead to success in one area but overall failure to attain
effectiveness.
Davies and Francisss contended that there is more to performance
than profits or growth. In any organisation, performance involves a trade off
between conflicting objectives and criteria. A fair and equitable performance
measurement for a unit should not be based on a single criterion. Instead,
many indices of accomplishments should be considered.
Robert lrish in the course of his interviews, found that controllers
strongly agreed with the assertion that profitability as a measurement criterion
cannot be used exclusively. Such a measurement focuses on short-term
results and does not gauge how well the divisional manager is fulfilling his
long-term objectives. Performance of the manager should be measured with
52 David Solomons, Division Performance: Measurement and Control (Homewood,
lllinois.: Richard D. lnrin, 1968), pp.277-86 and R.D. Buzzetl, B.T. Gale, and R.G.M. Suttan,
"MarketShare-aKeytoPro|itabili$,"@ie![,January-February,1975,p.97.
53 Celia Davies and Arthur Francis, "There is More to Perlormance than Profits or
Growth", Organizational Dynamics,Winter 1975, pp. 51-65.
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respect to all divisional objectives. His study concluded that objectives,
controllable factors, and performance measurements relating to division
should be determined jointly by the central management and by the division
manager under the system of management by objectives.S4
The growth of MNEs from a mere extension of operations into foreign
markets to substantial overseas involvement made it necessary to search for
other measures of performance. Since MNEs have multiple goals and
objectives, it is reasonable to expect the performance of MNEs to be
measured in terms of accomplishments of all the recognised objectives.
However, as stated earlier, traditional approaches tend to evaluate
performance towards a single objective. Therefore, it seems apparent that
alternative approaches are needed to evaluate the performance of MNEs
managers. Cunninghamss states that (to the best of his knowledge) there has
been no significant research to date related to development of comprehensive
performance measurement systems for MNEs.
An earlier study of the larger MNEs indicated that primary concem was
still being placed upon the safety of capital at risk in the relatively new foreign
markets.s6 Parent firms literally managed the overseas units. Since the
soundness ol the parent's division to make foreign investments was supreme,
54 nobert Reon lrish, "The Measurement of
Accounting Data." (Ph.D. Dissertation, Universily ol Texas at Austin, 1gT7), pp. 1-12.
55 Gary M. Cunningham, An Accounting Framework lor Multinational Entemrises (Ann
Arbor, Michigan: UMI Research press, 1g7B), pp.127-152.
56John J. Mauriel, "Evaluation and Control of Overseas Operations," ll,aoagggleol
Accounting, March 1969, pp. 95-39 .
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performance evaluations paralleled domestic practices and focused upon
profits.
In another studysT sponsored by Financial Executives Research
Foundation under the chairmanship of Bursk, it was found that 94 percent (of
34 MNEs studied) of MNEs held their subsidiary managers responsible for
profit performance, which was used as a measure of performance evaluation.
Profit as compared to profit budget was the principal measure and Return on
Investment (ROl) was the secondary measure. In the study it was concluded
that an MNE control system should measure how well the foreign subsidiary
manager has managed his/her operations in the light of environmental
conditions and foreign currency translations.
The 1972 Committee on International Accounting of the AAA indicated
that traditional approaches to evaluating the performance of the operating
subdivisions of business organisations are not well-suited for MNEs and
recommended the use of alternate approaches such as performance audit
and'point systems".ss
A subsequent AAA committeese brought out a report wherein it
expressed that performance evaluations by MNEs represented a mixture of
subjective appraisal, absolute measures (such as return on investment), and
57 Edrrard C. Bursk, John Dearden, David F. Hawkins, and Victor M. Longstreet, Eina0Cial
Control of Multinational Operations (New York: Financial Executive Research Foundations,
1971).
- 
58 
"Repoil of the Committee on InternationalAccounting", George M. Scott, Chainnan, in
Supplement to the Accountino Review , 1973, pp. 71-3.
- 
59 
"Report of lhe Committee on Intemational Accounfing", Bemard Honrvitz, Chairman, in
Suoplemenf to The Accounting Review ,1974, pp. 250-69.
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comparative assessments (interfirm, inter-temporal). Each of the evaluation
methods then in use was cited for its failure to maintain the necessary
separation between subsidiary economics and managerial performance. A
critical need was also believed to exist for the development of new, more valid
approaches to performance evaluation by MNEs.oo
Robbins and Stobaughol in an extensive survey of 189 U.S. MNEs
reported that the evaluation methods in use were confusing and unsound.
Almost without exception, the MNEs admitted using the same measures to
evaluate overseas and domestic operations. The authors suggested that the
return on investment (the 'best measuring stick") be discarded so that the
need to create fictitious profits by means of synthetic transfer prices would be
avoided. Budgets tailored to fit the real objectives and peculiar circumstances
of foreign subsidiaries were recommended.o2
MorsicatoGs examined the use of U.S. dollars and local currency
information by international division executives (lDE's) in evaluating the
6o lhid., p.253.
61 Sidney M. Robbins and Robert B. Stobaugh, "The Bent Measuring Stick for Foreign
Subsidiaries", Harvard Business Review ,september-October ,1973, pp. 80-82 and HaroH S.
Green," The Case for Managing by Numbers," Egdmg Oclober 1, 1984.
62 tbid., p.88.
63 Hebn Gemon Morsicato, 'ln lnvestigation of
Translation and Multinational Performance Evaluation," (Ph.D. Dissertation, The Pennsylvania
State University, 1978) and also 
_,
Evaluation in Multinationals, Research and Business Decisions, No. 20, (University Microfilms
Intemalional, 1980), pp. 30-105; lstemi S. Demirag," The Treatment of Exchange Rates in|nterna|Per|ormanceEvaluation,",Spring1985'pp'157-
63; Wagdy M. Abdallah, Intemal Accountability: An International Emphasis, gp.-Cil.,1984,
and Donald E. Keller,' Measuring the Multinational's Performance," !|3!Aggngl[
Accounling, October 1985, pp. 26-30 and 56; and Wagdy M. Abdallah," Change the
EnvironmentorChangetheSystem,.'@i0g,october,1986'pp.33-36.
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internal performance of their foreign managers. 70 U.S. based MNEs with
subsidiaries operating abroad participated in the study. The information on
the measure used is provided in Table 2.1. (Abdallah and Keller [1985] also
canied out a survey of measures used in evaluating foreign subsidiaries of
MNEs and found their results to be consistent with those of Morsicato).
TABLE 2.1
Financlal Measures Used as lndicators of lnternal
Performance Evaluation
Performance of the
Companies'
81.4
80.0
78.6
72.9
65.7
48.6
45.7
34.3
21.4
12.9
Flnancial Measures
Profit
Return
Budget compared to actual
profits
Budget compared to actual
sales
Cash flow potential from foreign
subsidiary to U.S. operations
Retum on Equity
Budget compared to actual
retum on investments
Ratios
Residual Income
Others
('These figures represent the percent of the total 70 corporations which report
using each particular measure.)
The Morsicato results are consistent with the results of prior studies. ln
another study Mauriel found that fifteen MNEs surveyed employed budgeting,
financial planning, comparisons, the profit centre concept emphasising return
on investment, and sales and profit targets.e+ Mclnnes6s reported that the
il John J. Mauriel, "Evaluation and Controlof Overseas Operations", ep-C[., pp. 32-35.
65 
.1.U. Mclnnes," Financial Control Systems lor Muhinational Operations: An Enrpirical
lnvestigalion,'Jeumalofldemational Business Studies, Fall 1971, pp. 11-28.
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corporations studied mentioned return on investment (ROl), actual compared
to budgeted performance and historical comparisons as the most useful
financial control techniques in evaluating performance and the research
findings supported the view that there is very little ditference in the design and
use of financial reporting systems for domestic and foreign operations. The
study sponsored by the Financial Executives Research Foundation in 197'l
confirmed that more than 90% of the companies reviewed by them held their
foreign subsidiary managers for profit performance, which was used as a
measure of performance evaluation.ee Shapiro criticised the the use of ROI in
performance evaluation and resource allocation as it may result in
undesirable actions by subsidiary managers because the specification of
investment base and measurement of relevent economic returns are fraught
with problems especially as it may vary over the operating cycle. Accordingly,
most ROI comparisons are likely to be misleading.6T
Schwarz 68 in his recent study emphasised the use of an alternative
method of evaluating the financial performance of foreign subsidiaries. His
method was to emphasise the amounts of cash generated from income which
are needed to pay an investment charge and a service fee besides providing
funds for working and maintenance capital. The suggested method for
66 Edrard C. Bursk, John Dearden, David F. Hawkins, and Victor M. Longslreet,'
Financial Control of Multinalional Operations, (New York: Executive Research Foundation,
1971), pp. 25-40.
67 Alan C. Shapiro,' Muttinational Financial Management, (Boslon: Allyn and Bacon,
1nc.,1982), pp. 570-75.
68 Frederick H. Schwaz,'
Performance of Foreion Subsidiaries,' (Ph.D. Dissertation, St. Louis University, 1986), oo. cit.
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relative measurement of performance was to compare the return on equity
(ROE) with residual cash generated by income after translation adjustment.
Many business organisations, including MNEs, often attempt to
motivate operating managers by relating manager's compensation to
performance evaluation measurements.6e On account of the centralised co-
ordination of the operating activities of MNEs, many factors affeOing entity
performance are outside the control of managers. Also, because of
integration, actions by operating managers in one operating division may be
reflected in the performance of other operating divisions.To The 1973
Committee on International Accounting of the AAA indicated that local cultural
differences cause differing attitudes towards such things as work, loyalty, and
honesty. Hence, it may be stated that cultural differences preclude meaningful
comparison among performances of managers in ditferent countries.
The 1972 Committee on International Accounting suggested a "point
system" based on formulas.Tl Smith et al72 suggested the management
audit, so as to evaluate the performance according to several criteria.
Robbins and StobaughT3 stated that
69 Gary M. Cunningham, iEeE, op. cit.,
p.133 and W.M. AMallah," How to Motivate and Evaluate Managers with Intemational Tnnsfer
Pricing Systems," Managemenl Intemational Review, vol.29, No.1,1989, pp.65-71.
70 
"Report ol the Commitlee on Intemational Accounting', e!!.!i1., 1974, p. 252-7.
71 
'Report of the Committee", 1973, gp.Cit., p. 73.
72 Charles H. Smith, et al, The Need lor and Scope ol the Audit ol Management: A
Survey of Attitudes", Ibelg@t4li.qgLEleyieg , Apnl1972, pp. 270€1.
73 Sidney M. Robbins and Robert B. Stobaugh, 'The Bent Measuring Stick for Foreign
Subsidiaries', Hailard Business Review , September.-October, 1973, p. 81.
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". . . the budget should be an MNE's key tool for assessing
local management. MNEs should replace company-wide ROE
measures with a budget system containing a set of goals for
each subsidiary. These goals should be determined on the
basis of prior experience of the subsidiary in question and the
economic conditions expected during the budget period."
They further advocated the use of secondary criteria, such as market
share, introduction of new products, strength of brand franchise, gross margin,
manufacturing costs, overhead costs, man hours per unit of production and
various balance sheet items.Ta The typical weaknesses of budgets are
highlighted and it is suggested that appropriate consideration should be given
to olher relevant factors.Ts
Regardless of which performance evaluation measure of a MNE one
uses, the financial results which a subsidiary manager reports to headquarters
will be atfected by the characteristics of the local operating environment. The
performance evaluation systems should reflect this circumstance.T6
Morsicato and Diamond77 categorised the environmental influences
in the lollowing three categories:
1. Those items which can be quantified in monetary terms.
These items should be incorporated and considered when
74 tqg., p.83.
75 lbid., p.82€3.
76 Wagdy M. Abdallah, Intemal Accountability: An Inlernational Emphasis, elL-ci|.,l984,
and Donald E. Keller," Measuring the Multinational's Performance,'ep.-Gil,1985
and Wagdy M. Abdallah,'Change the Environment or Change the System,* op. cit-, 1986.
77 Hebn G. Morsicato and Michael A. Diamond, An Approach to -Environmentalizing
Multinational Enlerprise Performance Evalualion Systems,'
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the performance evaluation system for foreign operations is
designed. This group includes considerations related to the
use ol ditferent currencies, the devaluation of currencies,
changes in the price level, and the multiplicity of tax
practices found overseas.
Those items which are related to operating and financial
risk. These items should be incorporated into the desired
performance standards. This group ol risk considerations
includes exchange controls, the risk of expropriation,
political instability, various government regulations, and
import-export controls.
Those that influence the effectiveness of a performance
evalualion system's administration. These are behavioural
considerations and reflect the different personal value
systems, cultural backgrounds, and educational levels of
the nationals in the overseas management hierarchy.Ts
Their paper focused on the last two groups of environmental variables
over which a foreign subsidiary manager has little or no control. They
recommended that proper allowances should be made for these factors lesl it
should give rise to dysfunctional consequences.Ts
In another study, Czechowicz, Choi and Bavishiso attempted to
survey the foreign performance evaluation practices of both U.S. and non-
U.S. MNEs. On the basis of enterprises (64 MNEs for U.S. and 24 for non-
U.S.) surveyed they concluded that firms employed a number of performance
criteria, both financial and non{inancial. Financial criteria tend to dominate
performance evaluation systems, the most popular being budget comparisons
and return on investment, when evaluating foreign operations. Despite
78 rbid., p.2so.
79 lhld., p.251.
80 l. James Czechowicz, Frederick D.S. Choi and Vinod B. Bavishi, Assessino Foreion
Subsidiary Performance (New York: Business lntemationalCorporation, 1982), pg.1-12.
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difficutties in measurement, they noted that a few firms have made use of non-
financial criteria such as market share and relations with the host government.
A particularly noteworthy finding of the study was the similarity in
criteria employed by both U.S. and non-U.S. multinationals in evaluating the
performance of the foreign unit as well as that of its manager. The similarity
extended to both financial and non-financial criteria, as well as domestic and
foreign operations. They noted the awareness on the part of MNEs to
evaluate managers somewhat ditferently than the unit (either subjectively ol
othenrise), though for many enterprises the distinction is apparently blurred.st
From amongst many suggestions advanced by the authors of the
study, a few suggestions stand out distincily, such as use of non-financial
criteria to reinforce the financial performance statistics, an adequate
consideration for country risk, greater emphasis on organisational objectives
rather than external reporting standards, and a systematic consideration of
environmental (social, economic and legal-political) variables in internal
performance evaluation systems.s2 Russell in his recent doctoral study on
innovation processes and before him Wagdy too, alluded to the importance of
these external environmental variables.ss
81 Eid., p. 78, A. Hosseni and R. Aggarwal," Evaluating Foreign Affiliates: The lmpact ofAtternativeForeignCurrencyTrans|ationMethods,";
Educaiion and Research, Fall 198[], pp. 65-87; Wagdy M. Abdallah," Change lhe Envionment
or Change the System,'gp.3i1, 1986; lstemi S. Demirag," How U.K. Companies Measure
Overseas Performance," ACCOtlOla.Egy, March and April 1987, pp. 101-3 and 87-90 and
Joumaf of Intemational Business Studies, Spring 1988, pp. 257-75.
82 lDid., pp.81-87.
83 Robert David Russell," T
Oroanizational Inlluence Mechanisms on lhe Process of Innovation: Toward An Integraled
Theory of Innovation," (Ph.D. Dissertation, University ol Pittsburg, 1986), pp.115-125 and
Wagdy M. Abdallah, Intemal Accourtabil'lty: An Intemational Erphasis, ep..cil,.,l984, pp. 1&30.
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Wagdy posited that on account of foreign environments being so
different from the domestic environments of overseas managers, the discipline
of management acuounting should be extended in an etfort to find etfective
solutions. A management accounting framework for performance evaluation
is badly needed which can address: (a) systematic recognition of
environmental ditferences, (b) achievement of goal congruence in decision-
making by management and (c) optimise the utilisation and allocation of
limited resources.s4
The review of studies concluded so lar has focused on the need to
develop managerial performance evaluation systems that include
environmental (especially cultural) factors.ss Belkaoui appropriately posits,
"..... that the accounting literature has well reflected the
richness of the discipline by presenting a spectrum of roles,
images, and foundations of accounting. Each of the roles,
images, and foundations presents a specific lens to view
particular aspects of the scope of the field. Some may preter to
examine all lenses as a way of covering all possible scopes of
the field. other s may prefer to search for the most appropriate
lens, the one most compatible with a given ideology and role
perceptions of the field, and to argue for its primacy. Finally,
84 WagOy M. AHallah, IntemalAccountability: An Intemational Emphasis, gp.g[.,l984,
pp. 89-90.
85 Schoenteld while talking about evaluation procedures alludes to evaluation measures
beyond accounting which ought to lorm part of the evaluation system. The environmental(political, societal, regulatory, technological) analysis which forms the basic foundation lor
strategy, plans and programmes may necessitate the use of those measures and methocls
which have not been considered in accounting to date. The role of management accountant in
this seiling takes on a larger profile and therein comes the relevance and iuslification of thspresent research piece. The common need lor measurement at various stages to give
appropriate consideration to people's eflorts (e.9. inputs both quantitative & otherwise) and
hence to have a well reasoned reckoning ol the outputs (outcomes) thus ensuring the
sustaaning of motivational thrust of the managemenl in general and accounting in patticular.(Hanns-Martin W. Schoenfeld," The Present State of Performarrce Evaluation in Multinational
Companies," in ManagerialAccountino and Analvsis in Muttinational Enterprises ed. H.P. Holzer
and H.M. Schoenfeld, New Yoft, NY:Walter de Gruyter, 1986, pp. 218-51) .
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others may adopt both approaches, using the first approach as
a scanning approach towards the final choice of the alternative
image and foundations of accounting most congruent with
their various beliefs. In making that final choice, it is important
to the market to be ideologically corregt."86
The empirical results presented indicate that although international
division's executives (lDEs) perceive the importance of these variables, these
constraints are not presently being systematically incorporated into evaluation
systems.
It is contended that a study to examine the impact of cultural factors on
the performance and its evaluation in the context of MNEs is highly desirable.
The findings of the study would go a long way to strengthen the internal
controls within the organisations and perhaps improve managerial
performance evaluation systems.
86 Ahmed Belkaoui, Inquiry and Accounting: Alternate Methods and research
Perspectives, Westporl, Conn.: Quorum Books, 1987.)
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CHAPTER III
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THEORETICAL
FOUNDATIONS FOR THE HYPOTHESES
Introduction
This chapter presents an elaboration of the term culture and many
approaches to understand and appreciate its varied manifestations. The
interface between culture and management and the etfects of cultural factors
on management's traditional func-tions are presented first in a generic and
conceptual framework mode at the national level and subsequently in greater
details with country-specific examples at the international level. Later an
attempt is made to provide the theoretical rationale for the developmenl ol the
hypotheses for the present study together with a discussion of partial and
comprehensive methodologies for assessing cultural ditferences.
The chapter on account of its broad scope and resultant coverage has
been divided into two parts. Part one focuses on the elaboration of the basic
concepts while the second part deals with the specific issues pertaining to the
culture and management of the multinational corporations.
PART I
Culture operates in a society and pertains to the general behaviour
and attitudes, beliefs and habits of its members and therefore any study of
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culture must to some extent entailthe study of the society it operates in. Hence,
the study of culture will fall within the sphere of the social sciences.
GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE NATURE
OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
All social scientists approach their subject via explicit or implicit
assumptions about the nature of the social world and the way in which it may
be investigated. First there are assumptions of an ontological nature -
assumptions which pertain to the very essence ol the phenomena under
investigation, that is the nature of the being. Social scientists are faced with a
basic ontological question: whether the reality to be investigated is external to
the individual - imposing itself on individual consciousness from without - or
the product of individual consciousness; whether "reality" is of an 'objective"
nature, or the product of individual cognition; whether "reality" is a given "out
there" in the world, or the product of one's mind.l
The second set of assumptions is of an epistemological nature. These
assumptions relate to the theory ol methods used, that is to the grounds of
knowledge - about how one might begin to understand the world and
communicate this as knowledge to fellow human beings. These assumptions
entail ideas, for example, about what forms of knowledge can be obtained,
and how one can sort out what is regarded as "true" from what is to be
regarded as "false'. Indeed, this dichotomy of "true" and "false" itself
presupposes a certain epistemological stance. lt is based upon a view of the
nature of knowledge itself: whether, for example, it is possible to identity and
1 Gibson Bunelland Gareth Morgan, Sociological Paradigms arrd OrganisatbnalAnalysis :
Elements ol the Sociologv ol Corporate Lite, (London, U.K.: Heinemann Educational Books
Ltd., 1979), pp. 1-2.
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communicate the nature of knowledge as being hard, real, and capable of
being transmitted in tangible form, or whether "knowledge' is a "sofiern, more
subjective, spiritual or even transcendental kind, based on experience and
insight of a unique and essentially personal nature. These assumptions
pertain to the issue of whether knowledge is something that can be acquired
on the one hand, or is something which has to be personally experienced on
the other.2
The third set of assumptions although associated with the ontological
and epistemological issues is a separate one and pertains to human nature .
In particular, to the relationship between human beings and their
environments. All social sciences, clearly, must be predicated upon this type of
assumption, since human lite, and human behaviour are essentially the
subject and object of enquiry. Thus, one can identify perspectives in social
science which entail a view of human beings responding in a mechanistic or
even deterministic fashion to the situations in their external world, that is,
human beings and their experiences are regarded as products of their
environments, one in which human beings are conditioned by their extemal
circumstances. The other extreme perspective can be contrasted with one
which attributes to human beings a much more creative role, where the man is
regarded as the creator of his environments, that is, controller as opposed to
the controlled, the master rather than the marionette.3
The aforementioned three sets of assumptions would obviously incline
social scientists towards different methodologies. lt is possible, for example, to
2 tuia.
3 IDid., pp.2-3.
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identify methodologies employed in social science research which treat the
social world like the natural world: as being hard, real, and external to the
individual and others which often could view this social dimension as being
of a much 'softef, personal, and of a more subjective quality. The adherents
of the former will focus upon an analysis of relationships and regularities
between the various elements of the social world. The concern is with the
identification and definition of these elements and with the discovery of ways
in which these relationships can be expressed. The issues of importance
would be concepts, their measurements and the identification of underlying
themes.
The proponents of the latter subscribe to the alternative view of social
reafity, which stresses the importance of the subjective experience of
individuals in the creation of a social world. The emphasis is to be placed
upon the explanation and understanding of what is general and universal.
This approach questions whether there exists an external reality worthy of
$udY.a
It is in these relevant contexts that this study attempts to explore the
impact (if any) of ditferent cultural characteristics on the members of another
culture with reference to the multinational's management, its policies,
functions and operations and the effectiveness thereof.
a p6.
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CONCEPT OF CULTURE
The concept of cuhure is the major theme of cuhural anthropology, and
is also "central to the behavioural sciences".s This concept is a very
comprehensive one, and is not restricted to any one group. Anthropologists do
not talk of cultural ladies sipping tea at a PTA (Parent-Teacher Association)
meeting. Such people are properly styled "cultivated," i.€., persons who
appreciate good music, art, and literature. Historians, when they speak of
culture, think in terms of special developments in artistic and intellectual fields,
such as "Greek Culture,n referring specifically to some learned Greeks of the
Golden age in Greece's history.o Others confuse culture with civilisation,T
such as referring to the Egyptian civilisation as one separate culture. We can
neither say comfortably that "culture" is the heritage of learned symbolic
behaviour that makes humans human nor especially, (amid the tides of
change and individual diversity) that "a culture" is the heritage people in a
particular society share.8
5 Bemard Berelson and Gary A. Steiner, Human Behaviour: An Inventory ol Scienlific
Findinos, (New York, NY.: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1964), pp. 644 and Fritz J.
Roethlisberger," Contributions ol the Behavioral Sciences to a General Theory of
Managemenl,'in Toward a Unilied Theorv of Management, ed. Harold Koontz, (New York, NY.:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., lnc., 1964), pp.41-2.
6 Godlrey Lienhardt, Social Anthropolooy, znd Ed., (Oxlord, U.K.: Oxford University
Press, 1966), pp. 1-32.
7 natpn L. Beals and Harry Hoijer," An Introduction to Anthropology (New York, NY.:
Macmillan Co., 1959), pp.220-7 and Maneck S. Wadia, "The Concept of Culture,- JelIDilLg[
Retailing, Vol.41, No.1, Spring 1965, pp.21-30.
8 Roger M. Keesing," Theories of Culture," Annual Review of Anthropology,1974, pp.
73-97.
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E.B. Taylor,e in 1871, was the first to use the word "culture" in English
in the sense now accepted by anthropologists and sociologists following the
fead of some German writers who used Kultur in this sense.l0 What is culture?
Some anthropologists conceive of culture as that which separates humans
from non-humans. Others think of culture as a communicable knowledge.
There are some anthropologists who speak of culture as the sum of historical
achievements (experiences) produced by man's social life. These differences
in conceiving culture are diflerences of emphasis rather than of total content,
and'are not mutually exclusive. Yet these differences have led to the
formulation of many definitions of culture, some of which were analysed by
Kroeber and Kluckhohn.ll lt was found that every definition had something in
common with the others. Kluckhohn and Kelby defined culture as, "historically
created designs for living, explicit and implicit, rational, irrational, and non-
rational which exist at any given time as potential guides for the behaviour of
man."l2 Culture is frequently taken to mean as a set of taken-for-granted
assumptions, expectations, or rules for being in the world. As paradigm, map,
frame of reference, interpretive schema, or shared understanding, the culture
concept emphasises the shared cognitive approaches to reality that
distinguish one group from another.13
9 Edvvard B. Taylor, Primitive Culture - Researches into the Develooment of Mythologry.
Philosophv. Religion Language. Art and Custom, (New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1977), Vol. 1,
p.l.
10 n.l. Kroeber and Clyde Kluckhohn, Culture: A Critical Review ol Concepis and
Definitions." (Cambridge: Massachusetls: Peabody Museum ol Archeology and Ethrnlogy,
Vol. XLVll, Harvard Universfi Press,1952), p.9.
11 Lbid., pp. 18-33 also published in bookform by Random HouseA/intage Books,
1985.
12 CtyOe Kluckhohn and William Kelby,The Corrcept of Culture,'The Science of Man in
World Crises, Ed. Ralph Linton, (New Yok, NY.: Colunbia University Press, 1945), pp. 95-101.
13 Nancy J. Adler and Mariann Jelinek," ls "Organization Culture" Gulture Bound?'
Human Resource Management. Vol.25, No.1, Spdng 1986, pp.73-90.
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Various Perspectlves
Cufture has been viewed by many in an evolutionary perspective.
Studies of human social life has led many to see more clearly that the human
biological design is open-ended and its completion and modification is
through cultural learning that makes human life viable in particular ecological
settings. A vast literature has dealt with the intenreaving and relative
importance of biological and cultural components of human behaviour, e.g.
aggression, territoriality, sex roles, facial expression and other domains.14 The
evofutionary/ecological approaches emphasise cultures as adaptive systems
(of socially transmitted patterns) that serve to relate human communities to
their ecological settings. These ways-of-life-of communities include
technologies and modes of economic organisation, settlement patterns,
modes of social groupings and political organisation, religious beliefs and
practices and so on. Binford posits that "Culture is all those means whose
forms are not under direct genetic control. . . which serve to adjust individuals
and groups within their ecological communities."lS Harris views culture as
behaviour patterns associated with particular groups of people, that is to
"customs" or to a people's "way of Life."l6
Seen as adaptive systems, cultures change in the direstion of
equilibrium wilhin ecosystems, but when balances are upset by
environmental, demographic, technological, or other systematic changes,
14 A. ethnd, The Human lmperative, (New York: NY:, Columbia Universily Pless, 19721:
s Evolution and Human Behaviour,2nd Ed., (New York, NY: Doubleday, 1973 and
R.J. Holloway Jr., Culture a Human Domain, Cun. Anthropology,-l0: pp. 395407.
15uR.Binford,"Post.P|eistoceneAdaptations,"in,
ed. L.R. Binford and S.R. Binford, (Chicago, lllinois: Aldine, 1968), pp.311.
16 M. Hanis, The Rise of CuhuralTheory, (New Yo*, NY: Cowell, 1929).
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fufiher adjustive changes tend to ramify through the cultural system. Feedback
mechanisms in cultur:al systems may thus operate both negatively (toward self-
correction and equilibrium) and positively (toward disequilibrium and
directional change). l7
In contrast to the diverse adaptationist theorists of culture stand a
number of theorists who see cultures as ideational systems. These
researchers have attempted to approach culture lrom three perspec-tives:
cognitive, structural, and symbolic. The cognitive anthropologists see cultures
as systems of knowledge. ward Goodenough appropriately states:
"A society's culture consists of whatever it is one has to
know or believe in order to operate in a manner acceptable to
its members. Gulture is not a material phenomenon: it does not
consist of things, people, behavior, of emotions. lt is rather an
organization of these things. lt is the form of things that people
have in mind, their models for perceiving, ielatinj, and
otherwise interpreting them."ts (emphasis added)
"Culture . . . consists of standards for deciding what is, . . .
for deciding what can be, . . . for deciding what on-e feels about
it, . . . for deciding what to do about it, and . . . for deciding how
to go about doing it."tr
Goodenough contrasts this ideational sense of culture with the sense
used by the adaptationists, who conceive culture to be the patterns of life
within a community. Cultures are epistemologically in the same realm as
language, as inlerred ideational codes lying behind the realm ol observable
events. In this conceptualisation, language is a subsystem of culture; and
17 Roger M. Keesing," Theodes of Culture,, Op.dL, p. 76.
18 W. H. Goodenough, 'Cultural Anthropology and Linguistics,' in Report ot the
Seventh Annual Round Table Meetino on Linguistici and Langpage Study, ed. P Garuin,
Morngr. series No.9, (washingrton D. c.: Georgetown university, igsT), p. 167
19 
-, 
'Gomment on Cultural Evolulion,' Daedatus. pg. SZ2.
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explorers in cognitive anthropology have assumed that linguistic methods and
models will be appropriate to other cuhural realms as well. However, the early
cognitive anthropology has yielded few lragments of cultural description.20
Levi Strauss,2l the most well known of the structuralists elaborated his
view of men's symbolic worlds and the processes of mind that generate them.
His writings have elicited an ever-widening stream of exegetical literature.22
He viewed cultures as shared symbotic systems that are cumulative creations
of mind; he seeks to discover in the structuring of cultural domains - myths, art,
kinship, language - the principles of mind that generate these cuttural
elaborations. The physical world humans live in provides the raw materials
which the universal processes of mind elaborate into substantively diverse but
formally similar patterns. The mind imposes culturally pattemed order, a logic
of binary contrast, of relations and transformations, on a continually changing
and often random world. The gulf between the cultural realm, where man
imposes his arbitrary order, and the realm of nature becomes a major axis of
symbolic polarity: "nature vs culture" is a fundamental conceptual opposition in
many, perhaps all, times and places. He is more concerned with "Cuhure" than
with "a culture."23
Another perspective lreats cultures as systems of shared symbols and
meanings.u Geerlz, a leading proponent of this symbolic paradigm maintains
20 Roger M. Keesing,'Theories of Culture," O&liL, p.T7-g.
21 c. Levi-strauss, Mytholooioues. lV: L'Homme Nu, (paris, France: plon, 1971).
22 F. Bailey, Stratagems and Spoils: A Social Anthropology of Politics, (New York, Ny.:
Schocken, 1969).
23 Roger M. Keesing, op. cit., p. 7g-9.
- 
,24 Edr,vard sapir," symbolism," in Encyclopaedia of the ieoce$ (New york, Ny.:MacMillan Company, 1990), pp. 492-95.
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that meanings are not "in people's heads'; symbols and meanings are shared
by social actors - between, not in them: they are public not private.s He sees
culture as semiotic. To study culture is to study shared codes of meaning.
Anthropofogy thus becomes a matter ol interpretation, nol decipherment. For
Geertz interpretation becomes thick description that must be embedded in the
contextual richness of social life.26He cautions against analyst mapping a
culture in such a way as to maximise and neaten its integration and internal
consistency, where in facl only partial integration and often disconnectedness
and internal contradiction exist. He uses an apt metaphor to elucidate his
point:
.The problem of cultural analysis is as much a matter of
determining independencies as iriterconnection, gulfs as well
as bridges. The appropriate image, if one must h-ave images,
of cultural organisation, is neithei a spider web not the pil-e of
sand. lt is rather more the octopus, whose tentacles bre inlarge paT separately integraied, neurally quite poorly
connected with one another and with what-in ihe odtopuspasses for a brain, and yet who nonetheless manages to get
around and to preserve himself, for a while anyiay, ai a
viable, il somewhat ungainly enLly.,27
Schneider believes that analysis of cuhures as systems of symbols can
profitably be carried out independently of the "actual states of affairs" one can
observe as evenls and behaviours. However, one must ask questions about
25 C' Greetz, "The Growth of Culture and the Evolution of Mind," in Theories of Mind, ed.
ItJ: 9..I"1, lGl-epoe, lllinois: Free Press, 1962), pp. 71340;- , ldeotogy as acullural System,'in ldeologv and Discon , ed. by D. Apter, tetencoeLllinois: Frdd press,
J.ge+l'..pp' 47-56: . . , Tltg lmpact ot the Concept ol Culture on the Gorrcept of Man,' inNpw vipws on the Nalure ot Man, bd. by J. R. platt, ichicago, lllinois, r96s), pi. gg-11g, and
, The lnterpretation of Culture, (New york, Ny: Basic Books, 1g7g).
26 Roger M. Keesing, op. cit.
- 
27 C. Geertz," Person, Time and Conduct in Bali: An Essay in Cultural Analysis,, fhlgSorrtheast Program, Cullural Rep. Series No. 14, 1966.
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the connections between the plane ol cultural symbols and the plane of
observable events so that one can discover how the cuhural constructs are
generated, the laws governing their change, and In just what way they are
systematically related to the actual state of atfairs of life."2s
One would like to see if an eclectic composite can be obtained from
the various perspectives on culture, where adaptationists and those
propogating other ideational themes agree. One may like to look at socio-
cultural systems which represent the social realisations or enactments of
ideational designs-for-living in particular environments. A settlement pattern or
a mode of subsistence technology is more a part of socio-cultural system but
not (strictly speaking) of cultural system. Nonetheless, it is these systems that
are adaptive to environments, that is in economic domain and at the same time
ideational in terms of religion, ideology, law and art etc.29
The cognitive model underscores a composite of the cultural
knowledge of individuals in ditferent social niches, thus it is remarked,
' . . . People learn as individuals. Therefore, if culture is
learned, its ultimate locus must be in individuars rather than ingroups, 
. . . Cultural theory must (then) explain in what sense
we can speak of culture as being shared or as the propoff ofgroups 
. . . and what the processes are by which such-sharing
arises, . . we must . . . try to explain how this analyticall!
28 D. Schneider, American Kinship : A Cultural Account, (Engfewood, New Jersey:
Prentice Hall, 1968), p. 7.
29 Geertz wams lor the dangers of swallowing rhe social into the cultural or the cultural
into.lhe social by staling, ". . . Either culture is regafred as wholly derivative lrom the forms of
social organization . ... or the torms of organizatioi are regarded 6s behavioral embodiments of
cultural pattems. In either qas.e . . . tne dfnamic elements'in social change which ariii trom ttrefailure ol cultural patterns. to be_perfecilti congruent with the forms of s6cial orginizations are
tgrOelV incapable of lormulationst l'Rituai anO Social Change, A Javanese exarffte,; AmedianAnthropology, No. 59, 1957, p. 992). Many others snare me premise that cultural and social
realms are distinct though intenelat€d: neither is a mere refleaion of the other - each must be
considered in its own right.
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useful construct relates to . . . the social and psycho-logical
processes that characilenze men in groups."30
Culture is seen as transcending individual's cognitive worlds to the
collective ideas and behaviour3l of populations. The collective
representations reflect and reveal the structures and processes of the
individual minds of which they are cumulative creations. lndividuals live their
lives mainly in familiar phenomenological space whose particularities guide
their response. They call cultural roles and rules - based on general and
abstract, not concrete and individual - into play mainly on the periphery of their
immediately familiar space when dealing (in culturalty appropriate ways) with
strangers or bureaucracies.
The structure of cultural systems is created, shaped and constrained
by individual minds and brains. What forms cultures take depend on what
individual humans can think, imagine, and learn, as welt as what collec{ive
behaviours shape and sustain viable patterns of life in ecosystems. Cultures
must be thinkable and learnable as well as livable.32
Bascom and Herskovits in their book of essays state that, . . .
'. . . culture includes not only social institutions and theirderivative form of learned - behaviour but also those
manilestations of creativity whereby the artist produces
something. new and individual within the range of fbrms andpafiems which are part of his tradition . . .
30 w. H. Goodenough," cullure, Language and society,' Mccatb Modure inAnthropology,(Reading,Massachusetts:Addison.Wel|ey,1971),p.io.-
l^1 'fl"lqlogy. aims at providing explanations of individual behavior, sociotogy of groupbehavior, and cultural ol lhe effecl of social value ard norms on indiviJual anilgroup behavior," William G. Scott,
(Homewood, lllinois: Richard D.lrwin, Inc., 1967), ppS-6.
32 Roger M. Keesing, op. cit. p. g6.
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The study of culture involves not only the institutions
lhat frame man's reactions to fellow members of his society,
but also the extra-institutional aspects of human behaviour,
including language, the relation between language and
behaviour, between personality and culture, and the syltem ol
values that gives meaning to the accepted forms of bbhaviour
of a people.'33
According to Kluckhohn and Kelby the description of culture relates to
organisational analysis especially in its reference to the concept of rational,
irrational and non-rational forms of behaviour. This concept has been of
interest to anthropological, managerial and organisational scholarc for many
Years.34
In the words of W.T. Tucker, "Anthropologists, based on their vast
experience of cross-cuhural studies, believe that a large portion of human
behaviour, and this, of course, includes the behaviour of managers as well as
those managed (sic), is neither totally compatible with reason nor
incompatibfe with reason, but is brought about through culturat conditioning -
the non-rational dimension."3s Thus, behaviour, such as having three meals a
day, or wearing a tie, and beliefs , such as the virginity of Mary or the validity of
monogamy (sic, though the rationale of monogamy can to some extent be
based on medical rationale) have their roots not in reason or againsl reason,
but in cuhure.36
33 Bascom, W R. and Herskovits, M. J. , ed., Cofrinuity and Chanoe in Alrican Cuftures,
1958.
Confli"t 
"nd Cottuni""tion B"t*""n Cultur"q (Not*ood, New Jersey: lblex publishing;1983) and Philip R. Hanis," Management in Transition: Translorming Managerial Practices and
,(Sanfranci@
35 W.T.Tucker, Foundations for a Theory of Consumer Behaviour. (New yoft, Ny.: HoltRinehartandWinston,1967),pp.1-3andRossA'w',
(Homewood, lllirrcis: Richard D. lrwin,1969), pp. i-100.
36 Maneck S. Wadia, Manaoement and the Behavioural Sciences, (Boston,
Massachusetts: Allyn and Bacon, !nc., t96g)
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That cultures vary in their assumptions about the world has long been
accepted by the anthropological community.3T Anthropologists with a
philosophical bent of mind assert that what is rational is often based on the
culture. This theory is founded on the tact that as a culture undergoes change,
the notion of what is rational or irrational also changes A case in point from
the weslern culture is the changing view on the death penalty. At one point of
time it was supported on the rational grounds that it deterred crime, whib in
the recent past this was being opposed on rational grounds. And the death
penatty is again gaining strength in the United States as more violent crimes
are being committed. Cross-culturally, what is rational behaviour in one culture
may be considered irrational in another, as is the case of taboos against beef
eating among Indian Hindus and pork eating among Jews and Moslems.3s
Guhure is shared with others in an organisation, society, @untry, etc.
Hence, when one studies culture one studies the cuhure of some group. The
end results of this study are generalisations and their analysis, pertaining to
the culture of that group. Some of these generalisations may be found in all
cultures, and hence are viewed as cultural universals and lead to broader
considerations of human nature.39 "The diversity of cuttures turns out in part to
be ditferent ways of accomplishing similar ends."40
37 Nancy J. Adler and Mariann Jelinek,'op. cit.,p.74., Marston Bates, Gtuttons and
Liberlines: Human Problems ol Being Natural, (New York, NY.: Random House tnc., tSeAj-nE
c.w. ceram, Graves. Gods and scholars, (New yod<, Ny.: Allred A. Krnpf, lnc, 1967).
38 Maneck S. Wadia, The Concept ol Culture in the Analysis of Consumers,'American
Marketing Association Proceedings, 1967, pp.1gS90.
39 George P. Murdock," The Comrnon Denominator of Cuttures,"IbeScigEe-ol_ldanjn
the WorH Crises, ed. Ralph Linton, (New York, NY.: Columbia Universily Press, tgt5), p.123-
42.
40 Beals and Hoijer, 
, ep.Cil., p.246.
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Patterns and Themes of Cultureat
Some cultural anthropologists, especially Dr. Ruth Benedict,42 have
tried to develop the concept of a single integrative pattem to describe a culture
and its inlluence on the behaviour of its members. Thus, for Benedict, lhe
culture of the Pueblos is integrated under one major pattern called
"Apollonian." Apollonian, as described by Nietsche in his studies of Greek
tragedy, applies to those who stick to the "middle of the road," avoiding any
form of excess or conflict, to arrive at the values of existence. Through this
single pattern Benedict has tried to facilitate the understanding of pueblo
culture by her summation of the integrating force. She believed that,
p"tt",i;'11'&#:,?'#i#:iliili,i#;':,'nlE1il,'T:t',1,,",7
into being characteristic purposes nol necessarily shared by
other types of society for variety of reasons. tn obedience to
these iirrposes, eaclr people trirtner and further consolidates
its experience, and in proportion to the urgency of these drives
the heterogeneous items of behaviour t-ake more and more
congruous shape."43
The difficult task is to pin-point a dominant pattern for a culture, as
once this is accomplished the benefits are obvious and meaningful. This is on
account of the overlap of various themes and patterns in a culture that one
faces hurdles and experiences inabilities in understanding human behaviour
.al Osw.alg Spengler," On the Style-Pattems of Culture," in lheories of Society:
, Vol. ll, ed. Talcott Parsons, Ednard Strils et. ai.,(New York, NY.:The Free Press ol Gtencoe, lnc., 1961), pp. 1345-55.
42 Dr. Rulh Benedicl, Patterns of Cutture, (Boston, Massachusens: Houghton-Mitflin
Co., 1934), pp. 44-48.
€ lhid and Francis L.K. Hsu (ed.), Aspects of Culture anct personality, (New york, Ny.:
Abelard-Schuman, 1 954)
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under Benedicl's method. How would one classity the U.S. culture under one
patlern - 'affluent," "easy-going," "hard-working," "materialistic," "achieving,"
"excitable,' 'status seeking,"? Obviously the majority consider this integrative
principle too generalised and very ditficult to arrive at. Accordingly, many
anthropologists seem to prefer opler's summative (sic) method, i.e., it would
be better to organise the content of a cutture around a number of summative
themes.'sa A theme is then defined as " a postutate or position, declared or
implied, and usually controlling behaviour, or stimulating activity, which is
tacitly approved or openly promoted in a society.,4s One can note that in most
Asian cultures there is a "fatalism" theme, while in American business
subculture the theme is self-determination, profits or the "bottom line."46
Though the concept of a pattern of culture seems more uselul to the
understanding of human behaviour, in practice, the concept of themes and
their interplay, provide a better theoretical tool for studying and understanding
human behaviour and (sic) hence in studying a manager's behaviour.aT
Authors like Vance Packard, John Kenneth Galbraith, and David c.
McOlelland have successfully utilised the concept of a dominant pattern.
Taking one important pattem, such as affluency in the case of Galbraith or the
need for achievement as in the case of McOlelland, new ideas and theories
have been put forward, some of which are quite pertinent to managerial
^ 
44 Morris E. opler," Some Recently Developed Concepts Relating to Culture,"Souflwestem Journat of Anthropotogy, Vol. + ,lg4g, pp.iOS-tZS. '
a5 66.
^ 
-O9 
tlilip R. Hanis and Robert T. Moran, Managino Culturat Differences, (Houston, Texas:
${_Pyblislting company, 19.79,1987), pp. 64-6s ano Robert T. Moran and phitip R. Hanis,lvtanaging culturalsynergy, (Houston, Texas: Gulf publishing company, 19g2).
47 Morris E. Opler, "Themes as Dynamic Forces in Culture," American Journal ol
$ociofogy November, 1945, pp. 1go-zol and Abu-Hilal Maher, "r"*igr st"d"til.
Arah Sludents in Southern Catifornia'(Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Catitomia, Rivetoafe,
1986), pp.225.
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performance (sic). Though these theories provide a uniform approach, but
they sutfer from the same weakness as the Benedict's concept of patterns of
culture.
Cuhure is an abstraction from behaviour.48 We do not see cutture but
observe manifestations of it just as we do not see electricity or gravity but
observe manifeslations of them. Nobody observes a total cuhure direcfly, but
only parts of it, such as words, astions, and things.ag
What we observe about culture are certain regularities. Some of these
are readily observable while others are ditficult to pin-point. Each ditferent way
of life makes its own assumptions about the ends and purposes of human
existence, about what human beings have a right to expect from each others,
about what constitutes lulfilment or frustration. Some of these assumptions are
made explicit in the folk lore, while others are to be inferred by finding
Social systenB can only exist because human behavbur is not random, hJt to some
extgnt predictable. But for each prediction of behaviour one shoutd take both the person as
well as the sifuafion into account. We assume that each person canies a cedain 'amount of
Jnent?l programming which is stable over time and leads d me same person showing more orless the same behaviour in similar siluations. One cannot observe merial programmin! but can
observe behaviour from which the preserrce ol stable mental programming iE intened. Mentalprogrammes like Torces' in physics are intangibles and are caliedionstruc{s. These conslruc.ts
do not'exist' in an absolute sense these arelefined into existence. (Geert Hotstede, Culture's
Consequences: Inlernational Dilferences in Work-Related Values, (Beverly Hitts, CA: Sagle
Publications, 1980),p. 14.
. .Erery person's mental programming is partly unique and parily shared with olhers. The
mental programming can be visualised at tnree levels: universal, coilective and lndividual.The
least unique ?nd rnos! basic is universal, akin to biologicaloperating system. The collective levelis shared with some but not with all other people, it Is conimon to-people belonging to cerlaingroupycategories but dilferent in others. The whole area of subjeciive'human cultrire belonos
to ihis level. The individual level is truly unique as no two people are programmed exacily
alike.This is the levelol indivkJual personality, and it provides for a wide range of altemative
behaviours within the same collective qllture. it is onicirtt lo draw sharp dividiig lines between
indivilJual personality and collective cutture. ( | bid).
49 John H. Honigmann, The World of Man, (New York, NY.: Harper & Brolhers, 1g5g), p.
15.
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consistent trends in word and deed.SO In the sphere of business and
managemenl (more so in international), as it would be valid in other areas of
interest too, that one would do better if besides relying on explicit elements of
culture one also tries to appreciate the othenrise more ditficult to observe
implicit elements of culture and analyse them, as these are of far greater
relevance. The appreciation of implicit elements of culture will help one to
understand the rationale, the justification for particular patterns and logistics of
people's behaviour.
within a larger society, group, or nation sharing a common majority
culture, there may be subgroupings of people possessing characleristic traits
that set them apart and distinguish them from others. These subcultures or
microcultures may be described in group classification by age, class, sex, race
or some other feature, that differentiates this microculture from the
macroculture. However, it is true that these sub-culture groups share many
traits with others of the same main culture group. These clustered traits may
also be shared by societies which othenrrise ditfer from each other. In other
words a sub-culture refers to a distinguishable entity within a larger cuhure or
to the cluslered cultural traits shared by certain entities in differing cultures.Sl lt
seems obvious that the concept of sub-culture has strong implications for
business and managsment, particularty international, as the members of the
similar sub-cultures in different parts of the world may behave similarly.
50 ClyOe Kluckhohn, Mirrorfor Man: A Survev of Human Behaviour and Social Attitudes,(Greenwich, Connecticut: Fawcett Publications lnc., tgSgj, pp.go-3s. anct Geert nofstede,Culture's ConsEuences: lntemational Dilferences in VVork-ieliied Values, Op3il., ch. 1.
51 pnitp R. Hanis and Robefi T. Monan, 
, 
gp.-cil., pp. at-67; Andrea L. Rich,
Ioletracial-tcommunications, (New yoft, Ny.: Harper & Rofl,tg74), aid r. Kochman, Btad< and
white-styles in conftict, (chicago, lllinois: Universityol chirngo piess, lggl).
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Of the variety of terms invented to designate the central core of
meanings in societies the most familiar are "unconscious systems of
meanings" (Sapirlsz, unconscious canons of choice" (Benedict)s3,
"configurations" (C. Kluckhoh[)54, "culture themes (Opler)55, and "core
culture" (Thompson).s6 Bas'c 'personality type" (Kardiner and Linton)s7 1r 
"n
equally familiar concept which has similarities to those just mentioned but
ditfers from them in having a more definitely psychological focus. Still another
and more recently formulated concept is that of "world view"(Redfield).st
Bateson summarises and posits,
is being considered, that of the observer or the ouserveo. iAouerr Redfielrl,World and lts Transformations.
"The human individual is endlessly simplifying,
organizing, and generalising his own view of nis -own
environments; he constantly imposes on this snvironment his
own constructions and meanings; these constructions and
52 Edward Sapir, Selected Writinos in Language. Cutbre and personality, ed. by DavidGoodmanMande|baum,(Berke|ey,CA':Universitrotca@
53 Dr. Ruth Benedicr, gp-ciL
Cllde Kluckhuhn,' Values ard Value Orientations in the Theory of Action,' in IQXtaEl
a. Genqral Theory of Action. ed., Talcott Parson, Edward A. Shils el. al., (Cambriclge,Massachusetts: Harvard University press, lgsl), pp. 40g-10 and , .universal
category ol culture,'_ in Anthropotogy Today, ba.'erred c. koeoer, 1crrrcigo, lllinois:University of Chicago Press, 19S3) pp. SOZ-24.
55 Monis E. Opler," Some Recently Developed Corrcepts Relating to Culture,' op. cit.
56 Lzura Thompson, Toward a Science of Markind, (New York, NY.: McGraw Hill, 1961).
57 Abraham Kardiner, The Individual and His Society and Psychodynamhs of primitive
SqcElAlganizations" (New York, NY. : Cotunbia
The Study of Man, (New York, NY.: Appleton-Gentury, 19gO) and Florence iockwood
Kluckhohn and Fred L. Strodtbeck, Variations in Vatue Orientations, (Evanston, lllinois: Row,
Peterson & Company,l961), pp.1 *4g.
lt 
"p 
distinguishes lour concepts - lhe culture of a peopte, its eff,os, the national
cnaracterot a people, or its perconality type, arvj workl view. His dislinciions seem in part to be
a matter of level of generalily, but even more important considerations are the diflirerrce of
l9T^:,91{e_11P yqon the evaluative or the existential and the probtem of whose point of view
ignq (lthaka, NY.: ComellUnivers'lty press, 1959), Chapter lV.
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meanings [are] characteristic of one culture, as over against
another."59
Human culture varies in space. This cultural diversity affects human
behaviour. Social organisations, marriage customs, food habits, and religious
ceremonies all vary endlessly. There is a close relationship between man and
culture as White asserts, 'ln a consideration of the differences of behaviour
between peoples, therefore, we may regard man as a constant, culture as a
variable. This is to say that the differences in behaviour that we observe
between Eskimos and Hottentots, Chinese and Russians, Canadian and
Brazilians, are due to their respective cultures rather than biological -
anatomical, physiological, or psychological - ditferences between them."60
For the field of international business and management and the
resultant analysis of host countries' employees' behaviour and its
repercussions on managerial personnel in their usual functioning, the impact
of the diversity of culture seems endless. Take the use of colour, for instance.
In lran blue is mourning: mourners wear white in Japan, while in America
white is typically associated with weddings, and black with sombre and the
sad, and purple symbolises death in Latin America.6t
f9 
-Cregory 
Bateson," Cultural Determinants of Personalily" in Personatity and rhe
Behavior Disorders. ed. J. McV. Hunl, (New york, Ny: Ronald press, 1g/t4), p.273.
60 Leslie A. White, The Science of Culture: A Study of Man and Civitisation. (New york,
NY.: Fanar, Straus and Cudahy, 1949), pp. 120-26.
61 Maneck S. Wadia, The Concept of Culture,.IlfL-GiL, pp. 2t-30.
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MANAGEMENT AND CULTURE
Organisations and their management are extremely complex topics as
each possesses numerous dimensions which can be studied independently or
in conjunction with other/s. Researchers have approached the study of
management from a variety of perspectives thus giving rise to various
"schools" of management theory, each claiming to provide new and
momentous insights into the discipline. In the words of Harold Koontz:
There are behaviorists . . . who see management as a
complex of interpersonal relationships and the basis of
management theory, the tentative tenets of the new and
undeveloped science of psychology. There are also those who
see. management theory as simply a manifestation of the
institutional and cultural aspects 6f sociorogy. still others,
observing that the central core of managemeht is decision-
making, branch in all directions from this core to encompass
everything in organisation life. Then, there are mathematiiians
who think of management primarily as an exercise in logical
relationships. expressed in symbols and the omnipresentlnd
ever revered model. But the entanglement of growth reaches
its ultimate when the study of management is regarded as oneof a number of systems and- sub-systeirs, with an
understandable tendency for the researchei to be dissatisfied
until he encompassed the entire physical and cultural universe
as a management slstern.62 (emphasis added)
The thrust of the'management process' 63 school is the identification of
universal functions of the manager. lt is submitted that once correcily identified
these functions may serve as a base to help develop a conceptual framework
around which knowledge can be accumulated and synthesized. R.C. Davis,64
62 Harold Koontz," The Managemenl Theory Jungle," Academy of Management Joumal,
lV, No, 3, (December 1961, pp. 174-5.
ffi Abo known as .functional'school.
. 
64 Ratptr C. Davls, lndusrrial Ordanisalion and Management, (New york, Ny.: Harper &B-rofhgfj 1940,lirst publish.ed jn t!ze), pp. sS-so;is w'ersir seems , were inftuencecl by theFrench theoriil Henry Fayots eddnistrdthn tMustieile et Generale (tito).
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probably the most influential of this group submitted three organic functions:
Planning, OrganisingFs, and Controlting, though others following on his heels
modified and added a few more66 to the list. This approach attempts to
describe the essential functions of the manager, to show their
interrelationships, and then to introduce logic toward inferring how each
function may be effectively performed. Another approach, known as
the'empirical school'67 emphasises the study of real experiences of
organisations and managers in order to arrive at principles.6S This method
enjoys an advantage as this "real world" emphasis permits the use of a variety
of techniques in deriving information toward a comprehensive grasp of
situations. lt is posited that if used alone, with no attempt to structure the
findings, this approach yields only a set of individual findings derived from a
specilic situation/s, certainly not compatible with the construction of science.6e
Lawrence AppleyTo sees the essence of management to be gaining
the astive cooperation of others in the pursuit of common objectives. The focal
point for the manager, therefore, is to understand the determinants of human
behaviou/l in organisations, and then to convert these insights into a system
^ 
t: For an indepth analysis ol behavioral dimensions of organisation please see Chester LBemard, The Functions of ihe E.ecutive, (Cambridge, Masiachusettsi Harvard University
Press, 1938), especially chapters 6 & 7.
66 such as'leading', 'motivaling','executing', 'directing', 'coordinating,etc... 
.
67 Known also as the "case sludy,'appoach.
68 Peter M. Blau, The Dvnamics of Bureaucracy, (Chicago, lllinois: University ol Chicago
Press, 1963), pp. 3-5.
69 Paul E. Torgersen ard lrwin T. Weinslock, Management: An Integrated Approach,(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: prentice-Hall, Inc., f SZZ), ppS-f S
^ !?.L-A-^Appley, Management in Acrion, (New york, Ny.: American ManagementAssociation, 1956), pp. 322-24.
71 Known as 'human behaviour' school. Also refer to Bemard's, The Funclions ot the
EXeCUlVe.
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of leadership that will yield maximum efforts by subordinates or by others
whose inputs are required. The approach examines the theories of motivation,
perception, and learning and is basically the application of psychology to the
understanding of normal individual behaviour determinants. lt emphasises the
behavioural dynamics of smatt groups, with respect to the processes of
establishing group values, sitatus sfiructures, socially accepted behaviour and
so on. Moving a step further toward the macro-level of the behaviour school is
the study of relationship between groups, the question of inter-departmental
cooperation, conflict, status, and communication. Focus is directed towards the
goals and perceptions of interdependent departments, the effects of work flow
on their relationships and efficiency and the obstacles in their
communication.T2 According. to this school, the behavioural sciences hold the
key to management theory and practice.
The 'social system'73 school views the business organisation as
being composed of a great variety of inputs, which are controlled by diverse
segments of society - the greater social system. Essentially it views the
organisation as a social device for creating and distributing utility.T 4
Management is another of the required inputs. The role of the manager is to
acquire and etficiently utilise all other inputs so as to satisfy divergent and, at
times, conflicting demands. This school views management in a realistic mode
72 Paul E. Torgersen ard lmin T. Weinstock, gp.-Ci[., pp,g-l0,
73 For more details, please reler to J. G. March and H. A. Simon, Organizations, (New
York, NY.:John Wiley & Sons, 1959), pp. B4-111.
- 
lo The output (inducements) must be of greater value than the utitity contrbutecl by eachperyg.n 
.9r gro-up and. be greater than the utility realizable through atternative use bt tne
contributions. A. potential employee will join and rehain with an organlation onii il ne perceives
lhat various satisfactions!o !e gained by participating are ot greatEr utitity than may # obtainedby his aftematives. (Paut E. Torgersen airi lrwtn r. ufeinstocti, ep.-cil., p1i.tl-2.
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and puts the manager in the most demanding role as he is to simultaneously
satisfy many publics.
The Uecision theory'75 school views manager as a decision maker
and attempts to study the rational decision procedures as well as the actual
ways by which managers reach decisions. The school delves in both
quantitative as well as qualitative models for problem solving. The aspect
relating to the actual managerial decision behaviour, strongly resembles lhe
human behaviour school and similarly focuses on human motivation,
perception, and conditioning emphasising one's personal experiences and
values. Still others who show reluctance to use the term science with a
discipline unless it is highly quantified would like to see the potential for
precise and measured language of mathematics in the discipline of
management. lt is sufficient to state that management is moving in that
direction but with a slower pace.76
The 'comparative management' school seeks to develop
generalisations from the study of management in diverse cultures. Efforts are
made to determine in what ways managerial systems resemble each other in
heterogeneous cultures, providing insights into possible universal
management characteristics. The school seems to resemble the empirical
school but endeavours to free the latter from the usual criticism of 'culture
bound' findings.TT
75 Known also as'decision science','management science', and bperations research'.
76 Paul E. Torgersen and lrwin T. Weinstock, Op.-c[., p.14.
fl !bjd.,p. 14-1s.
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There is an apparent interrelatedness and commonality among these
schools of management thought. All provide insights into management
processes but none studied by itself can provide a comprehensive view of the
discipline as Koontz himself conceded.T8 He viewed behavioural and
quantitative approaches as tools to be used by managers. He favoured a
'process approach' (functional) that could encompass and synthesize the
diversity of the day. The mid -1960s witnessed the emergence of the 'sysfems
approach' which emphasises the inter-relationships and interdependencies of
parts in a manner that produces a unified whole. lt was the open system
(Figure 3.1)approach which caughtthe attention of many as it recognisesthe
dynamic interaction of the system with its environmenfs.Te The organisation is
envisaged as made up of interdependent' factors, including individuals,
groups, attitudes, motives, formal structure, interactions, goals, status and
authority.Eo The manage/s job is to ensure that all parts of the organisation
are coordinated internally so that the organisations goals can be achieved.El
The most recent development is the'contingency approach'.82 This
perspective allows us to specifically identify the internal and extemal variables
that have an impact on managerial actions and organisational performance.
The contingency approach has attempted to deal with real life situations by
78 Harold Koorilz," The Management Theory Jungle," op. cil.
--tt-lqePgS ol'open systemg was talked about as earty as 19it0 by Chester Bemard,op. cit. Frederick W. Taylo/s iscientilic Management approach was more akin to ,closed
systems', i.e. oblivious to its extemalenvironments.
80 Kenyon B. DeGreene, $ciotechnical Systems: Factors in Analysis^ Design and
Management, (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,: prentice naU tgTg), p. 19
81 Stephen P. Robbins and Debu Mukerii, Managing Oroanisations: New Chailenges andPerspectives, (Sydney, Australia : prentice nai, t SSO1,!ffii6'.
82 Also known as 'situational approactr'. Louis W. Fry and Deborah A Smith,
'Colgruence, Gontingency, and Theory ariitoing,; acaJenv oi'uatiaopmem Cevnw, January,1987, pp. 117-192.
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integrating management concepts into a situational framework. Recent efforts
in contingency theory have tried to isolate the situational determinanVs to
gauge and assess its/their effecVs on managerial functions and control
designs.
FIGURE 3.1
Closed System Open System
Essentially management refers to the processs3 of getting activities
completed efficiently with and through other people. As Appley states,
'management is personnel management."S4 Notwithstanding a particular
framework, it is the people in an organisation who work to achieve objectives.
These people represent different individuals.
83 tne process represents the primary activilies engaged in by managers such as
planning, organising, leading, controlling and so on. Organisalions' goals are defined,
strategies established and an antegrated hierarchy of plans put in place. Structure detailing what
tasks are to be done, in what order, by whom, to be reported to whom and by whom, developed
and put in place. Motivating people wilh a view to accomplish the overallgoals etficiently. After
the goals are set, the plans are formulated, the structural arrangements delineated and the
people hired, trained and motivaled, lhere is a need lor monitoring the performarrce to make
sure that things are on lhe track, and il not, a coneclive aclion is iniliated. These functions also
view manager's ditlerent roles, such as inter-personal, informational and decisional (Henry
Minlzbeq, The Nature of Managerial Work, (New York, NY.: Harper & Row 1973)
84 U.A. Appley, op. cit., p. 323.
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The manager is - first and foremost - a decision maker and by and
large all of his decisions involve his people directly or indirectly. The success
or otherwise of his endeavours on various dimensions of managerial functions
depend on the skill, motivation, and cooperation of those with whom he works
inside and outside the organisation. Human motivation and perception play an
important role in determining human behaviour. A rational manager should
understand his needs and should reflect on wayls his interpretations of the
world affect his own behaviour. He must possess a similar understanding of
others in the organisation if he is to constructively influence their actions. An
essential corollary to a basic grasp of human psychology is a fundamental
comprehension and appreciation of the processes underlying the behaviour of
people individually, in small groups, in bigger groups, within an organisation
and so on.
Every individual has something that psychologists term as personatity
85 which is made up of a set of retatively permanent and stable traits. These
traits get manifested in his beliefs, attitudes, and value systems. One of the
important determinants of individual's personality is the cultural system he has
has been exposed to since his inception. As alluded to in the earlier parts of
this chapter it is culture of the group (tribe, society, or region) besides other
environmental factors which dictates how each member will act toward fellow
members and outsiders. lt presents a framework of assumptions, norms,
85 fte normalp-ersonality is in a state of dynamic eguitibdum.lt preserves its klentity, yet
is abfe.to change. lt is flexible, but maintains a cohsistent character. eirsonality is goat-direcied
behavior.ln a real sense it is the choice among goals that distinguishes one-perionality from
another' Afso personality conceived as a whole-aaualises itself in a determinint environment.
That means that an individualcannot be understood apart from his environment. In fact person-
environment lorms a syndrome, two or rnore mutualli, dependent interacting parts, crdating a
Lairly stable structure of relationships which possess-es ah inherent potenfifil'of pr'eOUaUitiy.Personality is also a process of becoming. (XuOert Bonner, Psychology of Perionatity, Neir
York, NY.: Ronald Press Co., 1g61, pp. gg-41).
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attitudes,s6 and values. The culturaltraits of employees of an organisation will
have a significant efiect on their work, inclination, and efficiency.
The management implications with regard to the employees' attitudes
are three fold. First, very little of human conduct is logical.sT Most human
conduct, says Pareto,8t is nonlogical and originates in psychic states,
inclinations, preconceplions, and subconscious feelings. Management must
be aware that people are not logic machines, rationally conjoining means with
ends in the pursuit of some goal. Second, the most usual form of behaviour is
a nonlogical one based on feelings and prejudices. The attitudes underlying
nonlogical behaviour have been long established and are brought by the
employees to the organisation. Additionally, other attitudes in this sense are
socially produced in the work situation. Nonlogical attitudes are subtle and
varied, but they are no less a reality than logical attitudes. Third, it is often a
purely relative matter whether attitudes are logical or nonlogical. lt is not
enough to consider our attitudes as logical and the other fellow's as non-
logical - a bias which management frequently has.8e
Organisations are not islands unto themselves. They interact with, and
are influenced by their environments: the economic, political, technological
86 Atitudes are, ]. . . an enduring organization of rnotivational, ernotional, perpetual, andp9n!rye processes wilh respect to some aspect of the individuat's wortd.' 1O. (rb*i and R.S.Crutchfiled, Theory and Probiems ol Social P'sychology, (New yoft, Ny.: MiGrar-HillCompany,
Inc., 1948), pp. 152.
87 enitudes are thought to fall into two general classifications - Iogicat aN nontogicat.
log.ical behaviour is prompted by logical attiludes. Nonlogical attitude is -nnre characteriib ottypical' behaviour. lt arises from opinions, beliefs, ard vahies heH by people with respect to the
events surrounding tlg_m. P_eople give opinions to judge 'riglrt' or 'irionj' conduct dut of their
frame of reference. (William G. Scon, op. iir., pp.70-72).
88 Varredo Pareto, The Man and Society, translated and edited by Arthur Livingston,(New Yoft, NY.: Haroourt, Brace and Co., lgg5).
89 Wittiam G. Scott, apJil.
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and cultural (Figure 3.eleo. All are vital to the effectiveness of managerial
functions individually as well as jointly. These influence not only the long term
planning and size and scope of organisational structure, but also the day to
day task management and human resource utilisation and development. As
cultural factorsltraits are more stable and durable, this study's focus is on
cultural factors from a managerial perspective. Accordingly, it is surmised lhat
management will do well if in its various decisions the role of cultural faclors in
their varied manifestations is given due consideration. The organisational
structure, the degree of subordinate participation in decision making, the
reward system and so on are all influenced by the relevant culture of the
organisation's person nel.
Culture is a group phenomenon, more so a group problem-solving
tool for daily coping in a particular environment. The work place provides its
own unique environment of shared values and goals developed over the
years to successfully exploit challenges and opportunities through the
interaction between management and those managed thus giving rise to
another culture, 'organisation culture'. The organisation culture conveys
assumptions and norms, governing values, activities and goals; and doing so,
it tells employees how things should be done and what is important. lt is a
system ol shared meaning.9l These shared values determine, in large degree,
90 Anant R. Negandhi,'Three Decades of Cross-CulturalManagement Researcfi: Alice in
Wonderland," in ia, eds Stewart R. Clegg, Deliler C.
Dunphy and S. Gordon Redding, (Hong Kong: Gentre of Asian Sludies, University ol Hong
Kong, 1986), pp 35-66.
91 ft is a system of shared meaning. In every organisation there are systems or patlems
of values, symbols, rituals, myths and practices that have evolved overtime Linda Smircich,'
Concepts ol Culture and Organisational Analysis," Administrative Science Ouailerlv, Sept.
198If, p 3if9.
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what managers see and how they respond to their world.e2 Organisation
culture is a'perception'. This perception exists in the organisation, nol in the
individual. As a result individuals with different backgrounds or at different
levels in the organisation tend to describe the organisation in similar terms.
Second, organisation culture is descriptive rather than evaluative as it is
concerned with how members perceive the organisation, not whether they like
it or not,93
While all organisations have cultures, they do not all have an equal
impact on employees. The more that employees accept the organisation's key
values and the greater their commitment to those values, the stronger the
culture is. lt has been aptly posited,
"Culture controls the manager . . . through automaticfilters that bias the manager's perceptions, thoughts and
feelings. As culture arises and gains strength, it 6ecomes
pervasive and influences evefvthing the manhger does, even
his own thinking and feeling. The pbint is especially important
because most of the elements that the mdnageri vi6ws as
aspects of effective management - setting objectives,
measuring, following up, controlling, giving -perf6rmance
feedback, and so on - are themselves cutturally'biased to an
unknown degree in any given organisation. There is no such
thing as a culture-free concept of management."g4 (emphasis
added)
92 llice M. Sapienza, --Believing is Seeing: How Culture Inlluences the Decisions TopManagers Make,' in Ralph H. Kilman et. al (eds) daining Controt ot the CorporatJCutture, (Sah
Francisco, CA.: Jossey-Bass, .lgg5), p. 65.
g3stephen P. Robbins and Debu Mukerii, e!.-Cil., pp.l6-7.
94 A[ce M. sapienz?, "eroanisational cult ig, (san Frarrcisco, cA.:
Jossey-Bass, 1985), pp. 314-15.
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FIGURE 3.2
Erternal (Environmental) Determinants ol organisational
Patterns and Effectiveness
99{q9,.S"nt R. Ne_gandhi," Three Decades of Cross-Culturat Management Research:Alloe in Wonderland," in The Enterodse and Management in East Asii, eds Stewafi R.
9l"qp' oglgr c..Dunphy and s. Gordon neooing,lFrongrKongrientre ot Asian
uluores, University of Hong Kong, 1996), pp 35-66.
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An organisation's culture,95 especially a strong one, therefore
constrains (or facilitates) a manage/s decision - making options concerning all
manage ment funstions. lt musl reflect the history of the organisation as it has
developed over the years in response to the then extant environments.96
However, it need not be in conflict with the group culture outside the
organisation as that will retard its efficacy. lt merely articulates and sharply
focuses their value system in a particular (business) context. From a slightly
wider perspective one may like to look at the culture of a bigger group, say a
nation. National culture is something that is shared by all inhabitants of a
countrye? and that shapes their behaviours and the way they see the world.e8
An obvious question may arise as to which one is more important:
organisational culture or the national culture? The research indicates that
national culture has a greater impacl on employees thal does their
organisation's culture. 99
95 Group culture (analogous to organisation cutture and also to national culture in the
sense of ethnic group or a collection thereof) is quite durable largely because of the wariness
its members have toward potentially disrupting influences originating in its history and
environments. Even tumover in its membership seems not to alter greatly the content ol this
culture. The group preserves ils culture through the prccess of transmitting it from the older
members to the new. William G. Scott, op. cit., p, 96.
96 Stephen P. Robbins and Debu Mukerji, gp.^C[., pp. 19-20.
97 Some nations have diflerent ethnic groups which show quite a few distinct traits brrt
overall one may discem a onspicuous degree of commonality (see earlier discussion).
98 Geert Hofstede, Cuhure's Consequences: Internationa! Differences in Work-Related
lf,afieg, (Beverly Hills, CA., Sage Publications, 1980), pp.22-6 and Somkao Rungledkrengkrai
and Suda Engkaninan," The Pattem ol Managerial Behaviour in Thai Cullure,- Asia Pacilic
Joumalof Management. Vol.5, No. l, September, 1987, pp.8-15.
99 Nancy J. Adler, lnternalional Dimensions of Oroanisational Behaviour, (Boston,
Massachusetts: Kent Publishing 1986), pp. 46-8; Andre Laurent, 'Cultural Dimensions of
Managerial ldeologies: National Versus Multinational Cultures," Presented at the Filth Annual
Meetino of the European International Business Association, London Business School,
December 12-14,1979, pp.l-17; Rosalie L. Tung, 'Seleclion and Training of Personnelfor
Overseas Assignments," Columbia Joumal of World Business, Spring 1981, pp.68-78 and
, "Cross-Cultural Managerial Research: The Ostrich and lhe Trend," Academy of
Management Review, April 1983, 226-32.
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Cultural Determinants of Managerlal Effectiveness
The role of cultural (factors) in its various manifestation in determining
the effectiveness of managerial functions cannot be over emphssisscl.l00
Hofstede l0l in a comprehensive survey of first 40 countries and later 63
countries, identified four major dimensions along which national cuttures could
be characterised. Power distance, individualism, masculinity and uncertainty
avoidance.
Power Distance, from large to small. lt is defined as the extent to which
members of a society accept that power in institutions and organisations is
distributed unequally. A high power-distance society accepts wide ditferences
in power in organisations. Employees show a great deal of respect for those in
authority. In contrast, a low power-distance society plays down inequalities as
much as possible. Fundamentally, it describes a society's way of handling
inequality: from institutionalising and accepting it to minimising it. lt identifies
some societies as more and others as less equal.
lndividualism describes the relationship between the individual and
the collectivity which prevails in the society.l02 Individualism is made possible
because of a large amount of freedom that a society allows its members. In
some cultures individualism is seen as a blessing and a source of well being;
100 93v;6 J. Hickson, C.R, Hinings, C.J. McMillan anct J.P. Sctrwitter, " The Gulture-Free
Context ol Organizalion Struc{ure: A Tri-NationalComparison," Segieleqy, Vol. 8, 1974, pp.59-
80.
101 6ssrt Holslede, Cufture's Conseouences: lntemational Diflerences in Work-Relaled
llalqeg, op. cit-
102 lynn R. Anderson, ilgness, Wofting Paper
No. 7, (Auckland, New Zealand: The Departmenl ol Management Studies, The University of
Auckland, 1 981), pp.1-22.
l0l
in others it is seen as disturbing, that is, a society which is characterised by a
tight social framework in which people expect others, in groups of which they
are a part, to look after them and protect them when they are in trouble. lt
operates at the level of the group, like an extended family.
Masculinify with, as its opposite, Femininity. On the masculine side,
one finds strong differentiated social sex roles: the masculine role implies
achievement, assertiveness, sympathy for the strong, and material success.
On the feminine side, one notices overlapping social sex roles: both imply
warm relationships, modesty, care for the weak, and quality of life. lt opposes
tough, competitive societies to tender, solidarist societies. Where femininity
dominates members put human relationships before money and are
concerned with quality of life, preserving environments and helping e16srs.l03
Uncertainty Avoidance,lrom strong to weak. lt is defined as the level of
anxiety within members of a society in the face of unstructured or ambiguous
situations - expressed in aggressivity and emotionality, in institutions
promoting conformity, in beliefs promoting certainty. Some societies are
relatively tolerant of behaviour and opinions that ditfer from their own because
they do not feel threatened by them. While a society high in uncertainty
avoidance endeavours to create mechanisms to provide security and reduce
risk. Their organisations are likely to have more formal rules and a lower
tolerance level for deviant ideas and behaviours. Fundamentally, it describes
a society's intolerance for ambiguity: from trying to control it at all cost, to
accepting to live with it. lt identilies some societies as rigid and others as
flexible.
103 6ggd Hofstede, "The Cultural Relativity in Organizational Practices and Theories,*Joumalof Iniemational Business Studies, Fall 19g3, pp. Zi-aS.
r02
The way decisions are made and the degree of risk a decision-maker
(manager) is willing to take will depend upon the organisation's external
cultural environments (Figure 3.3). Management in countries with a high score
on individualism would be less inclinqd to make group decisions. On the other
hand, places where collestivist values are stronger managers would be
naturally inclined to make group decisions (e.g. in Japan). Similarly, countries
with high power-distance values, subordinatss as a rule do not want to
participate. lt is part of their expeclation that managers will make decisions
autocratically.
Countries low on uncertainty tolerance would witness a preference on
the part of management to ptan for shorter time-periods. Unstable political
and economic environments in countries with a high power distance score
would, too, observe an accentuated thrust for short-term planning by the
management.lB Management decision making would be more decentralised
in countries with a low power-distance rating. Similarly environments of high
uncertainty avoidance would result in a high formalisation level.l05psl
instance French and ltalian managers tend to create rigid bureaucracies that
are high in both centralisation and formalisation (high power-distance and
high uncertainty avoidance). Indian managers, on the other hand, prefer
centralisation and low formalisation (high power - distance and low uncertainty
avoidance) while German managers prefer formalisation with decentralisation
(high uncertainty avoidance with low power-distance).100
104 $ephen P. Robbins and Debu Mukedi, op. cit., pp. 506€.
105 6ssrt Hofstede, 'Motivation, Leadership and Organisalion: Do American TheodesApply Abroad," organisalional Dynamics, Summer isaO, pp.ii-63 and Bob Ganatt, 'Gontrasts
in chinese anc westem Managemenl Thinking,* LODJ- e, i tgar , pp. 17-zz.
106 qssrt Hofstede, The Cufiural Relativity in Organizational practices and Theories,,
op. cit.. p. 87.
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FIGURE 3.3
(cultural) Determinants of Managerial Effectiveness
ft has been observed that'Management by objectives, (MBo) is an
effective way of integrating and operationalising the planning function. But
MBO is bound by culture. lt is well adapted to the United States, because its
key components align reasonably well with the US srJttrlys.l0T MBO assumes
that subordinates will be reasonably independent (not too high a score on
power-distance), that managers and subordinates will seek challenging goals
(low in uncertainty avoidance), and that performance is considered important
by both (high in masculinity).108 Qsunlries with high uncertainty avoidance
would see its business management teams less receptive to the innovative
structural designs and excursions into uncharted and unknown spheres.
The theories of motivation underscores the need for achievement. The
view that a high need for achievement acts as an internal motivator
presupposes the existence of two cultural characteristics: a willingness to
accept a moderate risk and a proclivity towards better performance. The
107;.1. Gullahom and J.E. Gullahom,'An Exrension ot the U-Curve Hypothesis,'Joumalof SocialSciences, January 1969, pp. U4T.
108 Stepnen P. Robbins and Debu Mukerii, oo. cil., p.507.
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countries with high uncertainty avoidance and feminine ratings would
obviously observe a lack of intere$ in achievement and hence would tend to
constrain the managefs ability to motivate.loe Similarly the leadership styles
will hinge to a great extent on the national cuhure of the subordinates. "What is
feasible depends to a large extent on the cultural conditioning of a leade/s
subordinatssn.ll0 Participatory leadership is likely to be most effective in low
power-distance countries such as theNordic cluster for it favourably atfects the
employees' willingness to accept participation.
The cultural system is a dynamic system with homeostatic tendencies
which tend to stabilise the system internally, that is, put the body of culture and
and the management at equilibrium, and externally, that is, put the cultural
system and environment at rest. Alfred Kuhn apily posits,
'. , . An), operative cutture system contains sub-systems which
establish and maintain certain norms, or cons6nsus values
about many things. These sub-systems do have an equilibrium
action which tends to maintain whatever particutar ievel the
system h.appens to have attained. The main sub-system is
essentially that of deviation and conformity, in which thepressure to conform varies directly with the deviation, and the
deviation varies inversely with the pressure of conformitlr."ttt
The manager's decisions and behaviour impinge upon his
environment and the cultural system. His behaviour assumes meaning when
viewed in terms of his environment and cuhure which acts as reference points
from which he determines his best course of action towards his and
109 Geert Hotstede, 'Molivalion, Leactership and Organisation: Do American Theories
Apply Abroad," Op.-CiL, pp.55-6..
1l0lUa. and Stephen p. Robbins and Debu Mukerji, gp.-cil., p. 509.
111 461e6 Kuhn, The study of society: A unitied Approach. (Homewood, lllinois: Richard
D. Inrin and The Dorsey Press lnc., 19A3), pp 205-7.
t05
corporation goals. The value of such goals is culturatly and environmentally
determined. His assumptions about the goals, decisions, and the means to
goal attainment are subject to his perception and interpretation of the relevant
cuhure and environment. The culture and environment, in turn prescribe the
manage/s value system and behaviour which guides his assumptions. lf the
assumptions of the manager are correct and his fellow societal members
subscribe to his value system, he receives a positive reaction and vice
versa.l12 The compatibility between the cultural system followed by the
employees and the managers is vitally important for the effective and efficient
accomplishment of the employees' as well as management's goals. The issue
assumes increased seriousness and enhanced importance in the context of
international management and multinational corporations.
Cross-Gultural: A Few Elaborailons
Knowledge aboul cultures, both generat and specific, provides insights
into the learned behaviour of groups. lt helps the learner to gain awareness of
what makes a people unique - their customs and traditions, their values and
beliefs, attitudes and concepts, hierarchies and roles, time and space
relations, and verbal and non-verbal communication processes.lt3 Culture is
fundamentaffy a group problem-sotving tool for daily coping in a particular
environment. lt enables a unique group of people to grow in self-actualisation,
112 p;sh3y6 John Fleming, "Cuhurat Determina iqanExecr.rtives Abrcad,' ( ph.D., Dissertatio n, Lou isiana State@
t]t llilip R. Hanis and Robeil T. Moran, Managino Culrurat Difierences,2rd Ed. g!.-c[.,
tp;lt??t.?:B..Stephens,'CulturalVariation in Leadenship Styte: A Methodotogicat Experiment! ugmpanng Managers in the U.S. and peruvian Textite tnddslries,"llanaggmenlhleindional
ffgyiglx,vol-21, No. 3, 198'1, pp. 47-55, and John L. Graham,"Tne tnfluence ot Cutture on the
Process of Business Negotiations: An Exploratory Study," Journal ol Intemational Business
Studies. Spring 1985, pp. gl-96.
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to create a distinctive world around them, to control their own destinies. Since
human social and technological advancement are the legacy of all mankind,
various people of diverse cultures should borrow from one another so that the
exchange will promote a new level of human development. The pertinent data
for all this may come from a variety of behavioural sciences, such as culturat
anthropology, psychology, cross-cultural communication and linguistics.
Information gained from these (cross-cultural) studies will enable managers to
become more cosmopolitan (literally, the one who functions etfectively
anywhere in the world), to cope more etfectively abroad, to reduce stress and
resolve conflict more readily in the international business arena. Such
transcultural competency should be an integral aim of any MNE,s
managemsnl.l14
By cufture we mean the whole set of social norms and responses that
condition a population's behaviour. lt is these that make one social (and
general) environment different from another and gives each a shape of its
own. Basic to all is the idea that culture is acquired and inculcated. lt is the set
of rules and behaviour patterns that an individual learns but does not inherit at
birth. For every society these norms and behavioural responses develop into
a different cultural patternl15 which gets passed down through the
generations with continual embellishment and adaptation; but with its own
14 A. Sorge and M. Wamer," Culture, Management & Manufacturing Organizalion: AStudy ol British aid German rirmi,J Man-agement International Review, Vol.21, No. 1, 1g81,pp. 35-48; Andre Laurent," The Cross-Cultural Puzzle of International Human ResourceManagement,' HumaniFsource Managament, vol. 25, No. 1, sprinJ rgae, pp. gi-ioz; Mark
X_"ld_Tl|l1_1$ery Oddou," Acculturation Profiles of Expatriate uinagers:'trnpticarions toruross-Gultural Training Programs," The Columbia Journal'of World Business, V6l. at, No.4,Winter1986,pp.73.9;SusanC'Schneider,-tvatio@|mp|icatbnsfor
Human Resource Management,'Human Aesource Minige?rent,yol.2z, No. z, summer1988' pp. 231-46, and Robert C. Maddox anO oougllas Short," The Cultural Integrator,"Business Hori-ons, vor. 31, No. 6, November-Decembe-r rsae, pp. sz-s.
1 15 gu[rr1s is defined as ,collective
Conseouences: lda|tleg, op. cit. p.lS.
programming of mind.' (G. Holstede, CUlUId,g
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focus on aspects that are most highly developed. For much of cultural
conditioning, the individual is unaware of the learning. The subtle process of
inculcating culture through example and perceived reward or punishment is
generally more powerful than direct instruction, and the individual unwittingly
adopts the cultural norms. This process is called enculturarion which
conditions the individual so that a large proportion of his behaviour fits the
requirements of his cultural environment (sic) and yet is determined below his
level of conscious thought.l16 Much of the cultural conditioning of an
individual is like an iceberg - he is unaware of nine-tenths of it.1l7 For
example a person from the warrior caste of India may not realise how he
developed a tendency towards war (sic) (figh\ at the slightest provocation.
But of course this is also a culturat factor, as some cultures may prefer being
taught while others preter the more subile technique.
A sensitivity to the elements of culture and the ways in which they ditfer
brings with it an ability to analyse any happening from its cultural perspective.
What on the surface may simply look like a similar happening in different
cultures may well be composed of many different cultural elements. The
apparently simple phenomenon of a family meal, for instance, could be viewed
as an extensive set of ditferent rules concerning the time the meal is eaten, the
seating arrangements (where the father or mother sits in relation to the rest of
the family), the roles played by each in initiating or ending conversation and in
interrupting or changing the subject, the comments regarded as humourous,
the facial expressions used, the values placed on different foods, the attitudes
116 Mekille J. Herskovits, cutturat Anthropology, (New york, Ny.: Allred A. Knopf,
Inc.,1963), p.326.
117 g1s13p H. Robock, Kennelh Simmords and Jack Zwick, Intemational Business and
MuliinationatEntemrise, (Homewood, illinois: Richard D. lruin trrc., tE-y, pp.-os-ol
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toward age, and so on. Moreover, the shape and size of the table will differ, as
will the utensils, the way they are used, and how the peopre gsl. l18
CULTURE AND COMMUNICATION
The communication system, verbal and non-verbal distinguishes one
group from another. Apart from the muhitude of "foreign" tanguages, some
nations have fifteen or more spoken languages (within one language group
there are dialects, accents, slang, jargon, and other such variations).
Furthermore, the meaning given to the gestures, for example, often ditfer by
ar;1r1rs.l l9
A languagel20 is inextricably linked with all aspects of culture, and
each culture reflects in its language what is of value to the people. Cutture is
largely inculcated through language - spoken or written. For example, the
author of this study once commented on an examination script, in an attempt to
motivate the student to their potential that, "l know that you could have done
much better and can do much better." The student from a different culture
interpreted this as a means of chastisement and conveyed this feeling to the
author.
11815iq., pp. 3i0.
119 qe6ert r. Moran and philip R. Hanis- op. cit.,lgg7, pp. 43-45 and George H. Mead,
- 
fat Gesture to Synbol,'in Theories of Society: Foundations of Modem SociokrdcalTheory,Vol. ll, ep.-C[., pp. 999-100S.
-. ^ ii 'Language is both the vehicle of most cross-cultural research as weil as part of itsobjecl.'G. Hofstede, Cullure's Consequences. . . . Values, gp.-Cil., p.34.
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Language then becomes the embodiment of culture.l2l ;1 may even
condition what we look lor and therefore see. lt is more on the abstract or
interpretational or motivational dimension rather than on a tangible or solid
aspect. One anthropologist comparing the structure of languages pointed out
that Eskimo languages have several ditferent words for types of snow, while
the English language has one, and Aztec uses the same basic word stem for
snow, ice, and cold.rzz A plausible reason for this occurrence may be that
Eskimos are familiar with snow and identify 'ditferent" types of "snow," while
Aztecs would consider "snow" (or ice or cold) a foreign substance and hence
group it simply on a "touch" basis while the English lie in between the two
extremes climatically and hence the language.
Studies have shown that cultures can be categorised within a
framework of a high to low context, depending on the cultural reliance on
verbal versus non-verbal cues for meaning and interpretation of a situation. In
high context cuttures, communications depend largely on the context or non-
verbal cues, and low-context cultures depend depend heavily on verbally
expressed and more explicit communication. This measure is only a broad
and general one but at the same time quite important to facilitate an
understanding of personal relationships in diffrent tes|s1|ss.l23
When communication involves translation from one language into
another, the problems of ascertaining meaning that arise within one culture
l2l tniC.
122 payl Henle, Lanouage. Thought. and Culture. (Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of
MichQan, 1958).
123 66dslspher T. Selvarajah and Katrin Cuthrsh-Sabine, eds., hleglaliQ0aLEqsingss,
(Melboume: Longman Cheshire, 1991), pp. 6-8.
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are multiplied many 11mss.l24 Translation is not merely a matching of words
with identical meanings. lt involves interpretation of the cultural patterns and
concepts of one country in terms of patterns and concepts of another to sustain
an appropriate level of apprec;s1;sn.12s Awareness of difficuhies of translation
is particularly important for legal agreements. As a distinguished international
lawyer has noted," When contracts cross national borders, they may alter in
character as well as language.126 "Verite en-deca des Pyrenees, erreur au
dela." i.e. "There are truths on this side of the Pyrenees which are falsehoods
on the other," (Blaise Pascal, Penees). For example, in some cuftures a hand
shake is equivalent to a signature.
Communication does not always take the form of language.l2T All
behaviour communicates and, as Edward Hall so cleverly pointed out, each
culture may be ditferent in the way it experiences and uses time, space,
relationships, and a variety of other aspects of culture.l2s The use of time in
one culture may convey a set ol meanings quite different from the meanings
for a similar use of time in another culture. To be 30 minutes late for an
appointment with a business associate may be the height of rudeness in one
124 113ns1s1ors of English literature have noticed that French and many other modern
languages have no adequate equivalent lor the English 'achievement'; Japanese has no
equiva|entfor.decision-making..(G.Holstede,,opJil..p.
34.
1254n161ns Meillet,'How Words Change Their Meanings,'in Theories of Society:
Foundalions of Modem SociolooicatTheory, Vol. ll, Op.-Cil., pp. 1013-18.
126 ;-.|snry P. deVries,'The Language Baniers,' ingsg
July-August, 1 969, p.79.
127 6ssrg6 H. Mead, "From Gesture to Symbol,* in
Modem SociologicalTheory, Vol. ll, epJit., pp. 999-1005.
128 E6wsv6 T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension: The Silent Language, (Garden City, NY:
Doubleday & Company, 1966,1959).
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culture but in another culture it may be early and unexpectedly 1g;;s61s.129
The author has personal experiences of these for having served in Kenya,
India, and at different places in U.S.A. Ditferent messages may be conveyed
by the amount of notice given for a meeting, the time of departure, invitations to
future commitments, or the way in which a party agrees to the order of
discussion at the meeting. In some cultures a delay in answering a
c-ommunication is interpreted by the other party as a lack of interest. In other
cultures the more important a matterthe more time is taken to respond.l30
Operating ditficulties can arise when workers are a@ustomed to a different set
of values: where work is not eguated with time , (sic) for example agrarian
work is not regularly and precisely scheduled. Thus the setting of schedules or
deadlines will evoke a positive response in certain cultures and a negative
response |n 2ns16s7.131
In a similar way, the use of space conveys ditferent meanings. The
distance one person stands away from another indicates the degree of
relationship or interest and can dramatically influence what is said. Ditferent
cuftures have different norms for the appropriate distance for a given type of
interaction' Middle Easterners and Latin Americans, for instance, stand much
closer than Americans and Western Europgsns.l32 The Latin speaking may
also break the "bubble" without saying 'excuse me." Instead of handshakes
129 lssmd Broom and Philip Setznick, Sociolooy: A Text with Actapted Reactirrys, Srd!d.'(NewYork,NY.:Harper&RowPub|ishers,obertT.Moran^lgjit.,1987, pp. 40-45.
130 $s13n H. Robock, Kenneth Simmonds and Jack Zwick, 
_,0D. cil., p. gtz.
131 Conrad M. Arensberg and Arthur M. Niehoff, lntroducing Social Change: A Manualtor nmerlcans overc (chicago, lltinois: Aldine euorsning co, rg6at, ppl6o-16s and RoseKnotts," Cross-Gultural Management: Translormations ano ldaptationsj'Business Horizons,Vol. 3, No. 1, January-February 1999, pp. 29_gg.
132 E6vv316 T. Hall, The Hidden [rimension: The silent Language, 1966, ep-dl., pp.187-209.
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men often embrace. The size of an office in relation to other offices conveys a
great deal about the status of an American executive. In the Arab world, the
size and location of an office are poor indicators of the importance of the
person who occupies it. tgg
CULTURAL BIAS
In all cases requiring cross-cuhurat assessment the problem of cultural
bias will be present. Everyone tends unwittingly to bias their view of other
cultures by unconscious acceptance of their own cultural conditioning. lt takes
a great deal of discipline to force one's mind to see things that one,s own
culture ignores or places in low value. Cultural bias may be reduced through
the development of culturally sensitive management. Attempts to eliminate
'self-reference criterion' (SRC), however can be incorporated in the syslem.ll+
Hofstedel3s, in the preface of his book notes,
" . . . The survivar of mankind wiil to a rarge extent depend
Pj-tlr_^PjlltV ol.p.eopte who think differenily-to act together.tnternational collaboration presupposes some understinding
of where other's thinking differs fr6m ours. Exploring tne wai ii
which nationality predisposes our thinking is therefo re not anintellectual luxury. A beiter understandini of invisible culturaldifferences is one of the main contributioni the social sciencescan make to practical policy makers in governments,
organizations and institutions - aho to ordinary cilizens."
133 Stefan H. Flobock, et al, 
_,ep_cjl., p. 313 and H.W. Lane," Systems,Values and Aclion:. An. Analytic Fra-rnework for Intercultural Managemenl Research,"Management Intemational Revi6w, vol. i0, No.3, igAO,-ppl6l:zO.
1& James e- r-e9,-c.u.rtural Analysis in overseas operations," Harvard Business Review.March-Aprit, 1 966, pp. 1 06-14.
135 6. Hotstede, curiure's conseouences: 
. . . Varues, op. cit.. preface.
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Cross cultural management studies following an environmental
approach tend to highlight the impact of external environmental factors - for
example, socio-economic, political, legal, and cultural - on management
practices and effectiveness.l36 lt is essentially a macro approach with the
underlying hypothesis that managerial prac{ices and effectiveness are the
functions of external variables; accordingly, interfirm differences in both
practices and etfectiveness can be explained on the basis of differences in
environmental conditions facing firms in ditferent locations or countries. While
those adopting a behavioural approach in comparative management studies
attempt to explain behaviour patterns of individual and groups in
organisational settings. Here, basically researchers have concentrated on
national character profiles,137 attitudes and perceptionsl3s of managers
concerning some key management concepts and activities and prevalent
beliefs, value systems and need hierarchiesl3e in a given society. The basic
assumption here is that attitudes, beliefs, value systems, and need hierarchies
are functions of a given culture.l40 By establishing relationships belween
these concepts and managerial practices and effectiveness, one can deduce
the impact of cultural variables on management prac,tices and effectiveness,
136 g.p. Farmer and Barry M. Richman, Comoarative Management and Economic
ElOgteSS, (Homewood, lllinois: Richard D. lrwin, lnc., 1965).
137 g13n1sy M. Davis, Comoarative Managemeni: Cultural and Organizational
Perspelives, (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1g7l) and Dhirendra Narain, "lndian
National Character in the Twefiieth Century," AOOalS, March, 1967, pp. 124-1gZ-
138 6.y. Banett and B.M. Bass, 'Comparative Surveys of Manageriat Attitudes and
Behavior," in Comoarative Management: Teachino. Research hnd Trainini, ed. J. Boddewyn,
{!fe.w !9*: Comparative School of Business Administration, 1970), p.170-207; M. Haire, E.E.Ghiselli, and L.W. Poner,_Ml!.agerialThinking: An lntemationat Stuiy, (New York: John iMley
1nd Sons,.1966) and K.M. Thiagarajan,' A bross-Cultural Study oi Aelationships BetweeirPersonal Values and Manageriat Bbnavior,' Technicat Reoort 23, NONR tttiOOta-eZ-n.(Rochester, NY: University of Rochester, Management Research center, 196g).
139 5tanlsy M. Davis, op. cir.
140 41611 R. Negandhi,'Three Decades of Cross-CuhuralManagemenl Research: Alice
in Wonderland," in gp.Cil., pp.35-66.
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hence, this an endeavour which assumes enhanced significance in the
context of multinational corpol61lsne. 14l
PART II
This part specifically discusses the issues pertaining to the cultural
characteristics of the host countries and the resultant effects on the
etlectiveness of the managerial personnel of the multinational corporations.
Various approaches to look at the present and potential problems of this area
particularly in the sphere of managerial performance and its measurement
have been discussed in details.
MULTINATIONAL CORPORATION AND
CULTURAL DIFFERENCES
Because the microculture is a reflection of the macroculture, it stands
to reason that the location ol an organisation will be affected by the culture of
the community that surrounds it. Even within a country, such as the United
States or India, this would be a significant factor affecting employee behaviour.
There is a continuous interaction between majority and minority cultures, each
influencing the other (in intriguing yet fascinating ways). Any business
operating within a single country must adjust to the culture within which it
operates, but the need for cultural sensitivity and adjustment is much greater
lor the international firm. The local firms may introduce an innovation in the
form of a new product or new business practice only infrequently. For the
international firm, in comparison, cross-national transfers of any one of its old
141 Lane Kelley and Reginald Worthley, 'The Role ol Culture in ComparativeManagement:ACross.Cultura|Perspective,.,Vo|.24,No.1
1981, pp. 1U-73.
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products or @nventional practices may represent innovations. When a firm
has an existence outside a culture, many of its actions will introduce
something new. There are many ways in which a firm may be an unwitting
agent for transplanting aspects of one culture into anoth q.r42
Our very way of thinking can be culturally conditioned. Eastem cultures
analyse in ideograms or visualisations, where as Western cultures tend to use
concepts. Because a concept is a general notion or idea that combines
charasteristics known about a subject, it provides a framework for thinking or
analysing a particular topic or experience. Cultural differences that can atfect
international business operations arise in all aspecls of business activity and
have their impact within each of the traditional functions.l43 Differences in
behaviour of customers must be taken into account in product policies and
marketing strategies. The German housewife values convenience and can be
rather easily persuaded to buy packaged soup. The French housewife prefers
homemade soup because it fulfils her image of herself as the mother.
Ditferences in behaviour and values of employees can have a major
impact on the etfestiveness of production-management policies. The African
and Indian factory worker, for example, may find paternalism a desirable
practice because it helps replace security feelings that are lost when the
worker leaves the tribal group. The American factory worker, on the other
142 6. Kumar, Transnational EnterFrises: Their lmpaa on Third World Societies and
Cultures, (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1gB0), pp. 1-30.
143 
"gultrrls is the sum total ol an individual's experience and knowledge gained as a
member of society. The experience and knowledge is gained from a number of areas which
include religion, moral values, qrsloms, law, arl and inlluences that make an indivitiual a corplex
whole." The various tacets of this complex whole are inter-related in such a way that they
operate as a system, that is, if a single aspect is changed il will afiect the other pails and cause
changes in the whole system. This syslem perspective of culture is important and the inter-
related nature of culture should be understood. (Christopher T. Selvarajah and Katrin Culbush-
Sabine, eds., elJiL pp.Sg).
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hand, tends to feel that paternalistic management is outdated because it
restricts a need to express individuality.la+
That cultures vary in their assumptions about the world has long been
accepted by the anthropological community. While national cultural
differences have tended to be ignored by management researche;s,145
recently they have begun to be accepted by a subset of the management
community.l40 Most notably, the Japanese style of management has been
delineated as an alternative, contrasting, and highly effective 3pproach,l47
very different from the traditional American approach. lt is asserted that the full
range of human attitudes and behaviours exists within any society, but that
each society favours certain behaviour over others. There is no single,
universal P"ttern.las
The external relations of
influenced by cultural variables.
international firm can also be strongly
dealing with local business firms in a
the
ln
1#stetanH.Robock,eta|,-,QP&[.,p.313and.masculinity-temin|nily.and
'irdividualism - collectivism' of G. Hofstede.
145 pgpy J. Adler,"Cross-CulturalManagement: The Ostdch and the Trend,'Academy
of Management Review, Vol.8, No.2, April 198[], pp. 226-32.
146 6gsrt Hofstede, Cufture's Consequences: lntemalional Differences in Worft-Related
yalu€g, ep.dL, , "Motivation, Leadership and Organisation: Do American Theories
Apply Abroad,'e!.-cjl., pp. 42-63; and Andre Laurent,. The Cultural Diversily of Westem
Management Conceptions,' ien, Vol. Xlll,
No. 1-2, Spring/Summer 1983, pp. 75-96.
147 pb6s16 Tanner Pascale and Anthony G. Athos, ,
(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1981) and William Ouchi, Theory Z , (Readirq, MA.: Adclison-
Wesley,1981) and John L. Graham,'The Influence,of Culture on the Process of Business
Negotiations: An Exploratory Study, Joumal ol lnternalional Business Studies, Spring 1985,
pp. 81-96.
148 126e11 Parsons,"suggestions for a SociologicalApproach to the Theory of Organi-
zations,' Administrative Science Ouarterly, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1956, pp. 62€5; , IhggligS-gf
Societv. (New York, NY.: Free Press, 1961) and Marvin Hanis," The Sleep-Crawling Questbn,"
Psycholooy Today, May 1983, p.26-7.
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specific national environment, the international enterprise may have to
recognise that agreements and accommodations among potential competitors,
rather than aggressive competition, are the accepted norms. In raising money
from the local banks or security markets, personal reputation may be the key
requirement in one environment whereas a high degree of financial disclosure
may be the more important element in another and yet in others a careful
balance e1 6s16. lae
For the multinational enterprise the impact of cultural variables affects
management at two levels - the national and the multinational. The issues at
the national level might be relerred to as bicultural. At the national level, the
situation is largely of a "we and they'type. The manager of a subsidiary must
be aware of possible conflicts between local conditions and the cultural
assumptions underlying the business practices being imported. Essentially
these problems are two sided, and management personnel of subsidiaries
must be the bridge between the local situation and the international enterprise.
At the muhinational level, or more specifically at the global or regional
headquarters of the international enterprise, the task is to effectively
coordinate and integrate business activities that are operating in many
different cultural environments. Managers must deal with languages and
across many cultures. The problems are both horizontal--across many
cultures--and vertical-between each subsidiary and the headquarters. The
organisational struc'ture and policies of the global enterprise must facilitate
communications that allow all regions to incorporate the global goals and the
149 lbid., pp. 313-4 and Sushil Vachani," Strategic Product Market Choices by
Multinatbnals ard Local Firms in a Newly lndustrializing Country," (D.B.A, Thesis, Harvard
University, 1985).
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implementation of policies across many cultures in order to achieve global
goals.
THE NEED TO ASSESS CULTURAL DIFFERENCES
Cutture appears in many layers: national culture is the shared mental
programming of most members of a nation; organisational or corporate cuhure
is the additional programming shared by most members of an organisation;
and occupational culture is the programming acquired by those exercising a
distinct profession like accountants or accounting professors. On the top of
that one can think of a generation culture, a class cuJture, a family culture, and
so on. 150
For the multinational corporation, managers of foreign operations tend
to be less closely controlled by the head office, for no other reason than that
distance precludes direct controls. The managers brought up and accustomed
to a particular cultural system are required to interacl with those brought up
and familair with the cultural system of the host country. Cultural background
affects the management style of the overseas managers which need to
interface with the subordinates from a different cultural environments. There
are possibilities that these two cultural systems may not be exactly supportive
and totally sustaining for each other in all of their aspects.
The extent of the impact of cultural differences on international
business makes quite clear the need for skills in cultural assessment on the
150gggrtHofstede,TheCultura|CorrtextofAccounting,'@,ed.
Barry E. Cushing, (Sarasota, FL.: American Accounling Association, 1987), pp. 1-4 and C.J.J.
Vermeulen and A. de Ruijter, "Dominanl Epistemological Presuppositions in the Use ol the
Cross-CulturalSurvey Melhod," Cunent Anthropology. Vol. 16, No. 1, March 1975, pp. 29-52.
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part of the MNE'S manager. The manager may never become an expert
anthropologist, sociologist, or social psychologist in addition to her/his prime
role as a management specialist, but s/he should at least develop skills in
assessing the key cultural elements that will have a direct bearing on his
effectiveness as a manager and that of the firm.
Vern Terpstratst identifies five factors to be considered in
international business: Culturat Variabitity, that is the degree to which
conditions within a macroculture are at a low or high, stable or unstable rate.
The more turbulent the macroculture, for instance, the more unpredictable are
the business operations. The internal structure and processes in that situation
requiring rapid adjustment to change, would demand open channels of
communication, and decentralised decision-making. Cultural Comptexity - that
is the issue of high and low context cuttures which would help determine the
type of approach (covert or overt) the corporation needs to take toward the
macrocufture. Cultural Hostility - the degree to which conditions locally are
threatening to organisational goals, norms, values and so on. The indigenous
environments may range from munificent to malevolent in terms of
acceptability of MNE and its overseas staff.
Terpstra maintains that the previous three dimensions occur within
cufture, but that the next two can be observed among macrocultures. Culturat
Heterogeneity -the degree to which cultures are dissimilar or similar. lt is
relatively easier to operate within a homogeneous culture but when a culture
is diverse and disparate, then it is ditficult for the corporate headquarters to
coordinate the behaviour of subsidiaries, its managerial personnel and other
. 1lt U.Tetpslra., The Cultural Environment of Intemationat Business, (Cirrcinnati, Ohio:South-Westem Publishing Co., 1978).
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staff. Cultunl lndependence - the degree of sensitivity of the culture to respond
to conditions and developments in other cultures. This may range from
economic dependence on other nations for raw materials, supplies and
equipment, tg adaptation and adoption of new technology and processes from
other interacting cultures, to being subject to scrutiny in the host culture for
attitudes and actions that occurred on the part of the corporation in another
culture.
There is no one method to adopt in making cultural assessment as a
basis for specilic business decisions. Business problems cover such a wide
range that the methods used may extend from a narrow-depth study of
receptivity to a new management practice through to a broad assessment of a
society's attitudes to spending. Attempts have also been made to focus on
organisational culture as opposed to exogenous cultural environmgnls.l52
METHODOLOGIES FOR ASSESSING
CULTURAL DIFFERENCES
For at least the last thirty years or so, the literature has yielded diverse
positions on the transferability of modern management principles into different
cultures. A review of research shows that most cross-cultural studies are
actually cross-national studies which means comparing socio-cultural,
political, and economic systems not just culture. Two of the more important
models are described in terms of the role of culture-the Farmer-Richman
152 lbid, p.316, yosup Lee,'
and the United States on Selecled Socio-Cultural Dimensions,'(Ph.D. Dissertation, Clarernont
Graduate School, 1982), pp. 157; Farhad Fassihi Harandi,'A Comparative Study of Cultural
Attitudes Underlying Management Practices ot lranian and American Managers,'( Ph.D.
Dissertation, United States Intemational University, 1984), pp. 161 and Sally Wallace, Tbg
Culture of an Organisalion: A Case Study," (Ph.D. Dissertation, Marquette University, 1986),
pp. 235.
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model and the Negandhi-Prasad model. These models identify management
as a dependent variable, and as an independent variable respectively.tsr
Evidence from the research studies conducted so far suggest the viability of
Farmer and Richman's position on the role of culture in the formation of
managerial attitudes and not the position of Negandhi-Prasad model. This
does not negate the importance Negandhi places on other contextual
variables such as organisation size, technology, location, and market
Position.l5+
For the purpose of this model we shall construe culture as an
independent factor. The two common methods of assessing cultural
differences available to researchers are the partial and comprehensive
approaches. The partial approaches are relatively less powerful than
comprehensive approaches that attempt to identify and classity an entire
range of cuhural ditferences.
Partial Approach
The most common methodology of cultural assessment is a partial one
confined to studying particular aspects of a culture. The immense number of
elements that can vary between cultures, however, makes overall
(comprehensive) approaches extremely unwieldy and costly to use. A
153 p. Farmer and B.A. Richman, "A Modelfor Flesearch in Comparative Management,"
California Manaoement Review, Vol. 4 No. 2, 1964, pp. 55-68; C.J.J. Vermeulen and A. de
Ruiiter, "Dominant Epistenological Presupposilions in the Use of the Cross-Cullural Survey
Method," ep.-C[., and A.R. NeGandhi and B. Prasad, Comoaralive Manaoement, (New York,
NY.: Appleton-Century- Crofts, 1971 ).
154 Lsng Kelley and Raginald Worthley, " The Role of Culture in ComparativeManagement:ACross.Cultura|Perspective,",Vo|.24,No.1,
1981, pp. 184-173 and E. Harari and Y. Zeira,-Atlitudes of Japanese and Non-Japanese
Employees: A Cross-National Comparison in Uninational and Multinational Corporations,"
IntemationalJoumalof Comparative Sociology, September-October 1977, pp.3-5.
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compromise, often used by social anthropologists, is to compose a word
picture of some constrained slice of behaviour in the culture being examined,
emphasising, as would an artist, the more significant elements in the subjects.
Examples of such word pictures would be a description of a day in the life of a
typical consumer 155 el a typical day of a producer.
In examining cultural patterns the managers should be aware of
similarities as well as differences. Cross-cultural analysis for multinational
business tends to emphasise differences because they are likely to create
business problems. But to err by perceiving more ditferences than actually
exist can also cause serious problems. For instance, an American executive
may see the Japanese as less risk-taking while some of the studies suggest
that they are alike.ls6 Often times similarities could cause problems due to
previous conceptions of the new culture.
Another general caveat is that observed cultural patterns may be
representative of a national group yet not applicable to everyone in the group.
What is usually being discussed is a modal pattem, and considerable variation
from the mode will exist within a group or a suDsef (sub-cuhure) of the group.
In fact, for some cultural traits there may be a wider range within a given
society than between societies. Care needs to be exercised to define the
limits of the group one is interested in and still be cognisant for individual
6111s7sn6ss.157
155 gs€1 Lewis, Five Families: Mexican Case Studies in the Culture of Poverty, (New
York, NY.: Basic Books, Inc., 1959).
156 ggrmrd M. Bass, The American Adviser Abroad, Technical Report 27, Management
Research Centre of the College of Business Administration, (Rochester, New York: University
of Rochester, August, 1969), p.12
157 g1s13n H. Robock Bt :rl , - ep.-Cil., pp. 315-17.
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Whatever the scope of the variables included in a cuttural assessment,
the assessment may be either static or dynamic. A static assessment serves
only to identify the ditferences in variables between cultures. A dynamic
assessment seeks to indicate which variables will change and perhaps in
what order and with what speed. For the MNE engaged in cross-cultural
transfers of products, practices, and ideas, the identification of what changes
will be readily accepted and what wil! be rejected can mean the difierences
between success sn6 1s;hJls.lsE In other words the awareness of these
variations.and likely pace of change thereof will decidedly have a significant
impact on the proposed training of personnel, efforts at motivations,
encouragement for innovation and for the initiative, extent of decentralisation,
and the like.lse
Some Signlficant Aspects
It would be impossible to list and evaluate any significant proportion of
the cultural variables that could have a major impact on an MNE manager
(management). Accordingly this section will be devoted to the consideration of
only a few of those traits which are perceived to be fundamental in the MNE's
management and tend to vary greatly among cuttures.
15815i6., p. 315 and Stephen Ayres Nunes,* Toward a Theoretical Frameuork for Cross-
CulturalTraining Programs,* (Ed.D. Thesis, The Florida State University, 1987), pp. 210.
159 gru6s W. Stening and Mitchell R. Hammer,"Cultural Baggage and the Adaption ol
Expatriate American and Japanese Managers,- Management lnternalional Review, Vol. 32,
1992, pp. 77-89: Mark Mendenhall and Gary Oddou,' Acculturation Profiles of Expatriate
Managers: lmplications lor Cross-Cultural Training Prograrns," OpJiL, pp. 73-9; J. Hayes and
C.W. Allinson,' Cultural Ditferences in the Leaming Styles of Managers,* llanAgglngnllnternational Review, vol. 28, No. g, lgBB, pp. 75-80 and Ghris Hendry, 'HRM in
Intemationalisation and Domestic Business Management: ls There Any Difference," Rgsearch
Paper No. d3, Warwick Business Research Bureau, 1992, pp. 1-23.
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Attitude Toward Work and Ach;ey6sns11l60
The dominant view in a society toward wealth and material gain can
have a significant bearing on the types, qualities, and numbers of individuals
who pursue entrepreneurial and management careers as well as on the way
workers respond to material inssnliyss.16l In most countries in the world,
wealth tends to be considered desirable and the prospects ol material gain
operates as a significant motivation. But there are societies where workers will
be on the job until they earn a certain amount of money and then be absent
until these earnings are exhausted. In some affluent societies, moreover,
young people are becoming more inclined for job satisfaction, per se, than in
straight financial rewards. 162
Variations among cultures in the dominant views toward work and
achievement, which can be a vital determinant of managerial performance and
productive efficiency, have been the subject of considerable research under
the title "achievement motivation" by David C. McOle;;sn6.t63 That is, a
willingness to commit oneself to the accomplishment of the tasks considered to
be worthwhile and challenging. An achievement motivated person makes
160 pslgv J. Dowling and Trevor W. Nagel, The Influence of Culture on Work Attitudes: AStudyofAustra|ianandAmericanThresholdManagers,*@TheGraduate
Schoolof Management, The Universily of Melboume, May 1985, pp. 1-26.
161 g;ghad Farmer and Barry M. Bichman, ic
PIegIgSg, (Bloomingrton, Ind., Cedarwood Press, 1965), pp. 177-90.
162g1g1gnH.Robocketa|,-,.@,..Cil.,p.318,andJohnJ,Dugan,"ftrg
Relationship Between Culture and Manaoers' Behavioural Decisions: A Two Country Study ol
the Prelerence Formation and Choice Processes," (Ph.D. Dissertation, Temple University,
1984).
163DavidC.McC|e|land,@,(Princeton,NewJersey:D.Van
Nostrand Co., 1961).
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accomplishment an end in itself. He does not reject tangible rewards, but they
are not essential.l6a
Cultures also differ on the basis of the their members' attitudes relating
to a man's ability to influence the future. For instance, an assumption that
people can substantially influence the future underlies much of U.S.
management philosophy. The notion of self-determination or "master of
destiny" attitude relates the necessary hard work with the accomplishment of
realistic future goals, the belief which underscores the relevance and
importance of long range planning that the future can be influenced. On the
other hand this "master of destiny' concept may not sit well with a fatalistic
viewpoint in some Moslem cultures and some religious sec'ts in Asia. Still it
differs from a mythical view that events are likely to be determined by the
capricious influence of spirits that must be appeasscl.165 Obviously in these
types of cultures the U.S. managerial personnel would have an uphill task to
install a dependable planning system and instil the basic rudiments of
motivation.
Also the extent to which objective analysis is used for decision making
varies among cultures. There are strong culture goals underlying U.S.
management practices that decisions should be based on objective analyses
of the facts and all persons who can contribute pertinent information should do
so. This practice invariably results in large collections of data and somewhat
impersonal decision making. On the other hand decision making on a factual
and rational basis may not be a regular practice in many cultures. The
1il Stetan H. Robock et al , _, !!!.-c[., p.318.
165yy;11i36H.Newman,"|sManagementExportab|e?"@
EuS,ipeSS, January-February, 1 970, pp.7-8.
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personal judgement of a senior executive may be enough by way of a go
ahead. To ask a senior personnel for the reasoning or substantiation of his
decision may tantamount to lack of faith in his ability. Also the senior may be
perceived as being unsure if he attempts to ask information from others and
solicit their opinion-especially juniors. In such cultures, hierarchical, emotional,
and mystical considerations, rather than objective analyses seem to dominate
decision making. 166
Attitude toward Authorlty and Subordlnate
The dominant view of authority in a society may range from an
autocratic system at one extreme to a democratic-participative system at the
other sxt7srns.167 lf authority is looked upon as an absolute natural right of
management or of other types of formal leaders, the etfect on managerial
behaviour would typically be a high degree of centralisation and little or very
little delegation of authority. At the other extreme, managerial authority would
be shared with subordinates and workers, and considerable decentralisation
in decision making may resull.l6s
It may be futile to state which forms of managerial authority along this
continuum are best in terms of efficiency or in being effective. The forms vary
from Japan to West Germany to Yugoslavia to the United States. Yet each of
166 $dsn H. Robock et al , 
-, 
g!.-g,it., pp. 318-9.
1671.1. Martyn-Johns," Gullural Conditioning of Views of Authortty and lts Effect on the
BusinessDecision-Making Process with Special Relerence lo Java," in Basic Problenn in Cmss-
Cufftrral Psvchology , ed. Y.H. Poortinga, (Amsterdam: Swets and Zeitlinger, 19771, pp. W-52
and J.C. Abegglen," Subordination and Autonomy Attitudes of Javanese Workers," American
Joumal of Scoiology, Vol. 63, No. 1, 1957, pp. 181-9.
1s lhid., p.919-20
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these countries has had impressive records of business performance and
economic growth in recent years. lt may be sufficient to state that whatever
authority system prevails in a given country, the multinational enterprise
management will have to relate its management patterns/paradigms to the
expeclations and traditions of local employees to attain optimum lssu;1s.169
The knowledge of prevalent cultural patterns in this respect will also accrue
benefits when negotiations are to take place with government otficials and
other important civic personalities.
Akin to communication and language a feature which invariably
assumes significance is the expression of disagreement. In Far Eastern
cultures it is traditional to value politeness over blunt truth. The Japanese
businessmen find it difficult to say "no" in many situations. In many situations
"will think about it" may mean "no" while in others it may mean it deserves
serious consideration and may result in an affirmative answer. In many Latin
American countries expressing a disagreement with the boss may be
construed as a personal attack and may not be taken up easily. Persons in
subordinate positions are expected to either present information or
judgements that support the ideas of senior personnel or be silent.
Cultures also differ with respect to family ties. Strong and extended
family ties can result in what has been termed as patrimonial management.lT0
This obviously may breed nepotism and result in statfing all strategic positions
with relatives and friends. The system is a mixed blessing. lt fosters teamwork,
16e 6p.
170 prc6g6ck Harbison and Charles A. Myers, Manaoement in the lnduslrialWorH, (New
York, NY.: McGraw-HillBook Co., 1959), pp.69-75.
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loyalty and mutual interest, but may breed sluggishness and limit the supply of
qualified managers.
Cultures may also show their distinctiveness on their social structures-
their main elements and pervasiveness thereof. These structures may include
variables such as interclass mobility, patterns of education and the like.
Despite making an assumption that all men are equal, many societies have
traditional systems of ranking individuals and groups. The relative positions in
the social hierarchy are based sn sl[1i6,171 cultura!, educational, and
linguistic differences as well as on economic position. Some are rigid like the
caste system in India while in some cases the system may not be rigid and
interclass mobility may be easy. Class relations are relations of power. The
concept of class and power are akin, in that the place in which they are
constituted is the field bounded by social relations. Class relations ar€ no
more the foundations of power relations than power relations are the
foundations of class lslstiens.l72 Nevertheless there is a discernible
distindion between the elite and those who fall under'have-nots."
Anglo cultures (e.9. Australia, Canada, New Zealand, U.K. and U.S.)
were lound in the survey carried out by HofstedetT3 which was mentioned
earlier, as representing low power distance, high individualism, high
masculinity and low uncertainty avoidance. On the other hand Asian countries
171 1. M. Feldman, l.A. Sam, W. F. McDonald, and G.G. Bechtel, "Work Outcome
Preference and Evaluation: A Study ol Three Ethnic Groups,' Journal of Cross-Cultural
Psvcholooy, 1980, pp. 444-68.
't72 N;6ss Poulantzas, Political Power and Social Class, Trans. by Timothy O'Hagan,
(London: U.K.: NLB and Sheed and Ward, 1973), pp. 99-104.
173 6. Hofstede, Culture's Consequences: . . . Values, ep.liL
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(e.9. Japan, Korea, and Muslim countries) exhibit large power distance with
strong uncertainty avoidance.
l'lefstsflslTa in his presentation at the Plenary Session at the
American Accounting Association on Accounting and Culture, quoted one of
his American Colleagues who taught at INSEAD international business school
in France. The friend used their individual term papers based on one and the
same case study, a conflict between two departments in an organisation. The
students were asked to determine what was wrong and what should be done
to resolve the problem. The French in majority refened the problem to the next
higher authority level. The Germans suggested the setting of the written rules
to resolve such problems in the future. The British wanted to improve
communication between the two department heads, perhaps by some kind of
human relations training. The friend concluded that the dominant underlying
model of an organisation for the French was a pyramid, a hierarchical structure
held together by unity of command (large power distance- as well as by rules
(strong uncertainty avoidance). The model for the Germans was a well-oiled
machine; the exercise of personal command was largely unnecessary
because the rules settled everything (strong uncertainty avoidance but small
power distance). The Model for the British was a village market, no decisive
hierarchy, flexible rules, and a solution of the problem by negotiating (small
power distance and weak uncertainty avoidance).
The understanding and appreciation of the national value systems
deservedly plays an important role in MNE's overseas operations as it may
become awlully difficult to accomplish managerial etfectiveness if the social
174
RssociationJggzl-pjAccounting and culture, Plenary session at American Accounting
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structure inhibits the interclass mobility.lTs The problem may not stay
confined to internal management it may make the actual work of doing
business more difficutt if doing a business (or a particular business) has been
assigned a low priority. Hall and Amado-Fischgrund stated .... "that the British
social system, although much more llexible than it was a few decades ago, still
assigns great importance to family and university background when
individuals are being considered for high-level positions in government and
6rg1nggg."l76
Educational patterns generally reflec't and reinforce patterns of class
mobility and status. Where class mobility is high and status depends upon
merit rather than family name or caste, the educational system, is likely to be
open to students on the basis of their performance, and training in technical
and managerial fields is available.
Structu rell nstltuti on
These two concepts must be clearly distinguished. By institution it is
meant a system of norms and rules which is socially sanctioned. The concept
of institutions must not therefore be reserved for juridico-political Institutions
alone, since the company, school, church, etc., also constitute institutions.
(This " reserved" sense is current and is even often admitted by Marxism, in a
notion of superstructural institutions). On the other hand, the concept ot
structure covers the organising matrix of institutions. Through the functioning
175 ggslge Shouksmith, Cross-Cultural And Occuoational Grouo Diflerences in
Leadershio Style, Occasional Papers in Psychology, No. 6, (Palmerston North, New Zealand:
Massey University, 1981), pp.l-9.
176 93v;6 J. Hall and Gilles Amado-Fischgrund,"Chief Executive in Britain,- European
EUginess, January, 1 969.
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of the ideological, the structure always remain hidden in and by the
institutional system which it organises. lt must be added that structure is
present in an allusive and inverted form in the institution itself, and it is in the
reiteration of these successive, hidden presences that one can discover the
principle of elucidation of the institu1l6ns.l77 One must not lose note of this
when venturing to assess the legal system and other related norms prevalent
in other cuhures.
Comprehensive Approaches to Cultural Assessment
Although there may well be a justified temptation to focus on individual
elements of cultures that have a direct bearing on the managerial
effectiveness, yet a familiarity with one or two ways in which an overall culture
can be conceptualised would certainly accord a framework on which to draw
the picture of specific culture. Hitherto, two overall (comprehensive)
approaches have been attempted, both two dimensional and both widely
quoted in the relevant literature.
The first overall approach has been developed by Edward T. Hall 178
while the second one is buih on an attempt made by Farmer and Richman. The
latter is a cultural framewspklTe specifically related to business decision
making.
1 7
178
chap.3.
179
Nicos Poulantzas, Political Power and Social Class, 
- 
,99^3[., pp. 115€.
Eclward T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension: The Silent Languaoe, 
-, 
O&-Cil.,
Richard N. Farmer and Barry M. Richrnan, L0lenalienalElttsiness, Qf!..C[., pp. 8S3.
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Hall presents his map of culture as a two dimensional matrix
composed of 10 aspects of human activity which he calls Primary Message
Systems. These are presented in the Table 3.1. Hall shows that how a grasp
of the complex relationships of a culture can be obtained by commencing with
any of these 10 aspects and studying its interaction with each of the others. In
a matrix there will be two interastions of each pair of aspects. Both aspec{s will
ditfer from culture to culturea and this may have a more direct application in
International business, and management of MNEs.
1. Interadion
2. Association
3. Subsistence
4. Bisexuality
5. Tenttoriality
6. Temporality
7. Leaming
8. Phv
9. Defense
10. Exploitation
Farmer and Richman also used
four-group list comprising of 29 critical
elements as follows:
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The ordering ol man's inleraction
with those arcund him,lhrough
language, touch, noise, gesture,
and so forth
The Oqanisation (grouping) ard
structurirg ol socie$ and its
compongnts
The ordering of man's activities in
leeding, working, and making a living
The differenliation of roles,
activities, and function along sex lines
The possession, use, and defense
of space and tenitory
The use, allocalion, and division of tlme
The adaptive pn,cess ol leaming
and instruction
Relaxation, humour, recrealbn, and
enjoyment
Protection against man's envitonment,
irrcluding medicine, warfare and law
Turning the environmenl to rnan's use
lhrough technology, construction, and
extraction of malerials.
a matrix approach. They proposed a
environmental constraints, or cultural
TABLE 3.1
PRIMARY MESSAGE SYSTEMSIsO
Fffi arv ft-iss-age SvJlem --- -Depitf en-ituEds-a]ro-c-iliu iai-
Rules for:
180 E6wsrd K. Hall, The Hidden Dimension. The Silent Languaoe. (Garden City, New
York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1966, 1959), pp. 6-80.
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TABLE 3.2
ENVIRONIIENTAL CONSTRAINTSIsI
l. Educatlonal:
1. Literacy level2. Specialised vocational and technicaltraining and
general secondary education3. Higher education4. Special management development programs5. Atitude toward education6. Education match with requirernents
ll. Soclologlcal Characterlstlcs:
1. Viewtowardindustrial manageFand rnanagement2. View towad authority and subordinates3. Interorganisational cooperation4. Viewtoward achievemenl and wofi5. Class structure and individualmobility6. Viewtoward wealth and material gain7. View toward scientific method8. View toward risk taking9. View toward change
lll. Polltlcal and Legal Characterlstlcs:
1 . Relevant legal rules ol the game2. Defense Policy3. Foreign Policy4. Politicalstability5. Politicalorganisation6. Flexibility of law and legalchanges
lV. Economlc Gharacterlstlcs:
1 . General economic lramework2. Centralbanking system and monetary policy3. Fiscalpolicy4. Economic stability5. Organisation of capitalmarkets6. Factor endowment7. Maftet size8. Socialoverhead capilal
181 p;66"t6 N. Fanner and Barry M. Richman, lntemational Business, ll Ed. (Bloomirgton,
lndiana: Cedanrood Press, 19741. pp.80-3.
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Against these they set another list of 77 crilical elements in the
managerial process. The general categories lor the critical elements are
planning and innovation, control, organisation, staffing, direction, leadership
and motivation, marketing policies, production and procurements, research
and development, finance, and public and external relations and each with
their own specific elements. They suggest a number of uses for their
methodology that range lrom measuring system-wide efficiency to evaluating
local constraints. In a particular sense it could be used to rate the relative
environments of different countries as they contend that managerial
effestiveness is largely determined by the pattern of external constraints. As
the environment changes, so too must the pattern of management. What might
be effective in producing results in one culture may be completely ineffectual
in another. Russellls2 found in his research study that associated with an
increased level of organisational effectiveness are a degree of
decentralisation, environmental uncertainty, and innovation-related norms.
And that increased level of external uncertainty (moderated by organisational
structure) apparently contributes lo a higher level of innovation.
p3v16s6nl83 posited, ". that a recent trend in international
management research has been the development of contingency modes that
identify optimal planning and management modes for international units, given
key characteristics of the product, market, and industry... . In practice, however,
planning and management modes appear to be dictated not only by external
182 Pp6srt David Russell,-
Organisational lnfluence Mechanisms on lhe Process of lnnovations Toward An Inteorated
Theorv of Innovation," (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Pittsburg, 1986), pp. 229 and
Sumantra Ghoshal and Cristopher A. Bartletl," Creation, Adoption, and Diffusion of InrpvationbySubsidiarieso|Mu]tinationa|Corporations,"ies,Fa||
1988, pp. 365€7.
183 yyi1l;s6 H. Davidson," Administrative Orientation and International Performance,"
Joumal of Intemational Business Studies," Fall 1984, pp. l1-23.
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market and industry conditions, but also by internal aspects of the firm's
administrative orientation", i.e. the MNE's philosophy and its constant interface
with local staff. The data and results obtained pointed to the complexity of
trade-offs between centralised and decentralised management. That
centralised lirms exhibit lower sales growth but higher profit growth than their
decentralised counter parts as they show relatively less responsiveness to
market and lack entrepreneuilal skills.
A subsidiary manager responsible for a division in a country with a
higher overall environmental rating would be expected to obtain a higher level
of performance rating than managers operating in environments with lower
ratings. For instance Farmer and Richman suggest that the Delphi technique
could be used to develop ideal weights for each environmental constraint.
The same technique could also be used to weigh the same constraints in
various countries.
The ditferences between ideal and actual represent the degree of
environmental difficulty with which the manager must cope and accordingly
must be accorded some consideration at the time of performance
measurement and evaluation to sustain a valid objective and acceptable
consensus. lt is also likely that by examining the managerial alternatives
against the background of external constraints, managers will move toward a
pattern of business practice most appropriate to the situation and away from
absolute rules, which are conceived as a generalisation and hence cannot
take into account in every particular situation.
However, there are a number of difficulties with their approach. First,
the task of quantification using the Delphi technique to rate all the constraints
r37
is expensive and time consuming. Second this approach ignores the
interrelationship between environmental constraints and firm-specific
functions. Thus, it becomes impossible to quantify the effects of various
environmental constraints on performance measures. A more efficient
approach would be for a multinational corporation to determine which
particular management functions are more critical to the operating
performance of a subsidiary,l84 and which of the prevalent cultural faclors
might have a significant impact.
THE HYPOTHESES
It has been indicated earlier that the profit centre concept cannot stand
alone as a measure of the performance of managers of a MNE, primarily
because the corporate headquarters of the firm rather than the subsidiary
manager makes most of the major decisions atfecting the profitability of the
subsidiary.l85 ffis similar problems may arise even in the case of the Return
on Investment (ROl) concept. No clear relationship between authority and
responsibility exists under these conditions. As a matter of fact, each manager
is encouraged to make decisions which may benefit other subsidiaries, as
long as those decisions maximise the overall profit of a MNE. Therefore, other
means for evaluating managerial performance throughout the global system
need to be pursued.
184 Hsbn G. Morsicato and Michael A. Diamond, "An Approach to'Environmentalizing"
Multinational Enterprise Performance Evaluation Syslems,' The lnternational Journal ol
Accounting:Education and Research, Vol. 16, No. 1, Fall, 1980, p.247-66.
185 Robert S. Kaplan, Advanced Management Accounting, (Englewood Clifls, New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1982), pp. 4il8-342.
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Given the different environments under which a MNE conducls its
operations, it is only logical that a multidimensional system be utilised to
evaluate the performance of its managers or its subsidiaries. This system may
be sub-divided into both linancial and non-financial sub-systems. Financial
sub-systems utilise the responsibility accounting concept including
comprehensive budgeting in order to better evaluate the performance of
managers of a MNE. Non-financial sub-systems would involve the
measurement and reporting of such attributes as managers' attitudes,
cooperation, and motivation. All these attributes are affected to varying
degrees by the environments of the place where the MNE manager is posted.
ln order to have an optimum performance measurement model one must opt
for the comprehensive methodology so as to embrace all the cultural variables
along with the normal managerial functions. 186 fhs comprehensive format
could show the relative effects of cultural factors on various managerial
functions individually and interactively across different regions/countries of the
world.
However, in the light of the time and other constraints it was proposed
to carry out this study using the commonly followed methodology: a partial
approach. Accordingly, this study has focused on twelve cultural factors
(Table 1.1) selected from the 29 given by Farmer and Richman (Table 3.2).
These are held to be very pertinent for the managerial functions and the
186 9663 can,"
Enter-Prises: Explorino ihe Use of Fuzzy Outranking Relations," (Ph.D. Dissertation, University
of lllinois at Urbana Champaign, 1988), pp. 245. ln this study an etforl was undertaken to
develop a performance evaluation modelthat relates non-financial irdbators such as (i) total
productivity growth index; (ii) change in the number ol employees index ; (iii) the market share
growth index to retum-on-investment and to determine the temporal relationships as well. An
attempt was also undertaken lo utilise multi-criteria luzzy outranking relations to appraise lhe
performance of MNE with a view to gain some ins(7ht as regard to the rnanagefs percsplaon of
ditferent activaties. However these indicators are quantitative and rnore in the lorm of
outputs/outcomes, while the emphasis in this research is on input variables which are qualitative
in character.
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effectiveness thereof, both explicitly and implicitly. Although, Farmer and
Richman provided a list ol77 critical elements in managerial process, but this
study adapted eight (Table 1.2) from the already adapted list of dimensions of
managerial performance used by Richard FlemingtET (and added a few
others), through carrying out a survey (Appendix F).
The following chapter provides the details of the proposed hypotheses,
the rationale for the research design and methodology, development of
relevant questionnaires for overseas managers and their evaluators, pretest
and pilot study. The chapter also provides detailed reasoning and
explanations for adopting a particular set of statistical analyses and tests,
together with their assumptions and limitations. The chapter also narrates the
details of data collection and presents the descriptive results of the survey.
187 SbMrd John Fteming, op.-cil., pp. 6s70.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH DESIGN, METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents in detail the reasoning for the research design
and methodology adopted lor the collection and analysis of the data for this
study. lt also provides the details related to the different phases of the situdy:
initial contacl, selection of subjecls to be studied, proposed questionnaire,
pretest and pilot study, transmittal of questionnaires, and collection of data.
The chapter also includes the list of countries from which responses were
received and presentation of descriptive statistics relating to the participating
MNCs from the chosen five regions.
INITIAL CONTACT
Executives involved with international operations at the headquarters
of MNCs were selected lor initial contact. These executives were contacted by
telephone in order to assess the feasibility of this study and to obtain their
commitment for co-operation.
As an initial step, a few corporations were randomly selected from the
100 largest MNCs for contact.l Eleven executives in charge of overseas
I Forbes, April30, 1984, pp. 286-326.
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personnel were contacted. The main contents of the study were explained to
these executives to solicit their views related to the feasibility of the study and
seek their co-operation in the subsequent stages of the contemplated
endeavour. From amongst those contacted five executives agreed to provide
their enterprises' support for this study by assuming the responsibility of
sending out the questionnaires to their overseas executives along with a cover
letter stating the purpose and usefulness of the survey. The responses from
overseas executives were to be addressed directly to the researcher. The
same (five) executives have shown their enthusiastic support and commitment
to provide information pertaining to performance evaluation on a regional
basis. Overall, it was felt that the first phase, i.e., initial contact had
accomplished its intended purpose, i.e. the assessment of the feasibility of the
study and several firms'commitment of co-operation.
FORMAT OF STUDY AND SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS
Keeping in mind the time and resource constraints, it was proposed to
limit the study to only a few multinational enterprises and their U.S. executives
working overseas. Additionally, as this research study was of an exploratory
nature, it was contended that it would help us learn enough from a few specific
case studies, and would also enable interested oersons in the future to
develop pertinent hypotheses2 for the variables and features covered under
this study.
2 Edwin H. Caplan and Joseph E. Champoux, ing;
Context and Behavior, (New York: NationalAssociation of Accountants, 1978), pp. 1-10.
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The study did not make use of a formal control group to identify and
analyse the effects of region-specific cultural fastors. The likely confounding of
organisation-specific culture's etfects with region-specific culture's etfects was
guarded against by the following reasoning.
Firstly, the effect of organisation-specific culture is likely to be minimal
as there are ten multinational organisations which one may contend might
have neutralised the specific etfects of an individual organisation's culture by
being in a group. Secondly, the endeavour of comparing the managers'
responses with those from evaluators on a regional basis also underscores
the fact that the evaluators group could well be taken as a control group.
Thirdly, from a slightly diflerent angle one could also argue that by
being members of the group comprising ten MNCs lhe managers of individual
regions may be taken as acting as control groups lor the others. The
organisations being common in two regions, the impact of the organisation-
specific cuhure may also be common, hence other things being equal one can
successfully contend that the differences in their perceptions for the effects of
cultural factors on their performance (and its aspects) are on account of
distinct regional cultural factors. This, however, will highlight differences
between regions but not for a region for the US overseas managers per se
unless the comparison is undertaken with the evaluators.
The case study format was considered but not proposed for this study
as there were doubts about the availability of matched data for the U.S.
overseas managers. The case method sutfers from the limitations which
pertain to the fact that the information obtained is scientifically weak and otten
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completely unacceptable.3 Even if objective measures are relied upon, the
case study does not control for fastors that might account for the same patterns
of results.4 Also, as the thrust of this study was more towards hypotheses-
generation rather than hypotheses-testing, it was feh appropriate not to make
use of the case method of analysis.s
This study's format of exploratory research evinces a lew concerns
with regard to the validity of findings when compared with a comprehensive
field of study. These weaknesses may arise because of the number of subjects
chosen, the perceived lack of adequate representation and the randomness of
seleclion. However, it is contended that the amount of information, which is
rich in description and details, certainly helps establish a link between the few
3 A malor concem about the inlormation derived lrom a case study is the generalisabilty to
olher situations. Scientific research attempts to establish relationships betrreen independent
and dependent variables. Although such relationships may be demonstrated lor an indivldual
case, the assumed purpose of science is to develop general 'larys" of behaviour that hold
without respect to the identity ol any case. The goal of science lies beyond uncovering
idiosyncratic laws about different cases these laws would rnt permit developmenl ol a general
science. Alan E. Kazdan, Research Design in Clinical Psychology, (New York, NY.: Harper &
Row, Publishers, 1980), pp. 9-30. Further, it has also been remarked, ". . . never assume that
we can argue from the trulh of singular statements to the truth of theories, never assume that by
force of veritied conclusions, theories can be established as true or even as merely probable.'
Karl R. Popper, The Logic of Scientilic Discovery, (Hutchinson of London, 1969), p.33.
4 Alan E. Kazdan,lbicL
5 Hypotheses are used differently in various research methods. Experirnentation is
primarily a hypthesis4esting method. Experimenters derive a hypothesis from a lheory, design
an experimenl, and gather data to test the hypothesis. Participant obseruation is primarily a
hypothesis-generating method. Participant observers record their observations and begin to
crede hypotheses and develop a theory to explain the data. Hypothesis testing is deductive
research while hypotheses generating is inductive research. The former proceeds from
lypotheses lo data, the latter lrom data to hypotheses. In practice researchers do both.Participation observers create hypotheses from their data, but they also began their data
collection with some hunches that serve as hypotheses to guide lheir work. Experimenters may
test some_of lhe hypotheses they began with but then develop new hypotheses when they see
the data. Seldom is research purely deductive or purely inductive. (Louise H. Kidder, Research
Methods in Social Relations, 4th Ed., (New York, NY.: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1981), pp. 8-
11.
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selected subjects and more general conditions and hence, the pertinent
research propositions.6
Though the limited size of the sample raises issues about the validity
of the conclusions, the format of this study does not preclude us from
appreciating its contributions - both in terms of findings and in providing a
model for future research.T
There is a conspicuous lack ol information relating to overseas
personnel of U.S. multinational enterprises. Neither statistical directories, nor
statistical data banks maintained by institutions seem to possess or even have
access to information pertaining to U.S. overseas executives.
Without a direct source of information it was considered necessary to
rely on other sources, such as contact with selected MNC headquarters. As
noted earlier, some of the MNCs do not send U.S. managers abroad but use
local talent.
ln addition, as this study proposed to focus on five regions: Europe,
Middle East, Far East, Africa, and Latin America (for reasons cited in Chapter l)
it was proposed to contact only those enterprises which have otficers in these
6 Lawrance R. Jauch, Richard N. Osbom, and Thomas N. Martin, "structured Content
Analysis of Cases: A Complementary Method for Organizational Research,'f,ggglggy4,1[
Managemenl Review, 1980, Vol.5, No.4, pp.517-ZS.
7 Edrin H. Caplan and Joseph E. Champoux, qptiL pp. 2-S.
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regions. (lnformation on these was available in the Directory of American
Firms Operating in Foreign Countries. Vol.l. ll. and lll).8
As stated earlier, a few MNCs were randomly selected from the Forbes
top 100. But it was decided that a more broad based sample (stratified) would
better represent the population and hence MNCs not in the Forbes top 100
were also included based on their (willingness) commitment to assist in this
endeavour. Contac'ts by telephone were established with executives in charge
of international personnel placements for these enterprises. The responses
were encouraging and a few committed at their own to co-operate in this
study. However, keeping in mind the administrative expediency and
constraints in terms ol time and resources, it was decided that the specific
study be conducted on a few selected MNCs only. The criterion for choosing
these enterprises lrom amongst those who showed their enthusiasm and
willingness to co-operate, was the greatest coverags of geographical regions
and largest numbers of U.S. executives working overseas.
As this study proposed to explore the impact of specific foreign cuhural
fac'tors on the performance of U.S. executives, the non-U.S. executives
working overseas in the selected MNCs were not contasted. Also, as it was an
exploratory study it seemed appropriate that all of the U.S. overseas
executives of the chosen MNCs be surveyed through guestionnaires to solicit
their views about the impact of the selected foreign cultural faclors on their
performance.
8 Directory ol Anrerican Firms OperatirE in Forehn Countries. 9th Edition. Vol.l. ll. and lll,
(New York: World Trade Academy Press lrrc., 1984).
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On the basis of the promised support and commitment shown toward
the usefulness of this study by the personnel contacted at corporate
headquarters, it was believed that an adequate number of responses would
be forthcoming from the overseas personnel. The executives in charge of the
evaluation of performance of overseas managers were provided with live sets
of questionnaires - one for each region of response. The executives contasted
agreed to fill these out and also provide time for follow-up interviews.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The research endeavour proposed to study the perceived and
considered effect of twelve toreign cultural lactors on the eight specific
aspects of performance of the U.S. overseas managers of the selected live
regions. The specific objectives of this study were to:
Ascertain the views of U.S. managers working overseas
about specific foreign cultural factors.
Determine the etfect and direction of these specific cultural
factors as perceived by the U.S. Managers working
overseas on their performance.
Also to check if there are any variations in the perceived
effects of these cultural factors on any aspect of managerial
performance which are jointly accounted tor by more than
one cultural variable which are interrelated (that is, to test for
multicollinearity).
Ascertain as to which aspecUs of performance is relatively
more responsive to a cultural factor and in which direction.
Ascertain the views of evaluator/s at corporate headquarters
about these specific foreign cultural factors.
Determine the consideration given to the impac-t of these
specific foreign cultural factors by the evaluator/s in
evaluating the performance of U.S. executives working
overseas.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(s)
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Ascertain the similarities and differences among the views
of overseas managers and evaluators about these specific
loreign cultural factors.
Measure the similarities and ditferences in the perceptions
of overseas managers about the impact of these specific
foreign cultural factors on their performance and the
consideration accorded to the impact of these specific
foreign cultural faclors by the evaluators in evaluating the
performance of U.S. executives working overseas.
Ascertain the similarities and differences among the views
of the U.S. overseas managers of the five selested regions
regarding the specific foreign cultural lastors.
Explore the differences (if any) in the perceptions of
overseas managers about the impact of these foreign
cultural factors on performance on a regional basis. Also
identify those foreign cultural factors (if any) which are
perceived to have a distinst impact on the specific aspects of
performance of U.S. executives working overssas on a
regional basis (based on resPonses of overseas
managers).
No hypothesis is proposed
There is no difterence among the mean scores representing
the general perception and impac't of a specific cultural
factor on eight different aspects of performance as viewed by
the U.S. managers working overseas. (There are twelve
hypotheses, one for each of the twelve foreign cultural
factors).
There is no difference among the mean scores representing
the impact of twelve selected foreign cultural factors on an
individual aspect of performance as viewed by the U.S.
managers working overseas. (There would be eight
hypotheses, one for each of the eight selected aspects of the
performance).
(6)
(7',l
(8)
HYPOTH ESES
The following null hypotheses were formulated in accordance with the
previously stated objectives of the study: (Numerals in parentheses
correspond with those of objectives).
(1)
(2) H1
H2
(3) & (4)
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No hypotheses are proposed as only a few responses
representing the views of performance evaluators would be
forthcoming.
There is no difference between the mean scores
representing the view of the U.S. managers working
overseas and performance evaluators regarding twelve
selected foreign cultural factors.
There is no difference between the mean scores
representing the views of the U.S. managers working
overseas and performance evaluators regarding the impact
of twelve specific foreign cultural factors on the selected
eight aspects of performance.
There is no difference among the mean scores representing
the views of the U.S. managers working in the five selected
overseas regions regarding twelve specific foreign cultural
factors.
There is no ditference among the mean scores representing
the views of the U.S. managers working in the five selected
overseas regions regarding the impact of twelve specific
foreign cultural factors on the selected eight aspects of
performance.
(5) H3
(6) H4
(7) H5
(8) H6
DATA SETS AND ANALYSIS
The data sets for the U.S. overseas managers' responses pertaining to
their general perception of cultural factors globally as well as regionally would
appear as in Table 4.1. The averages in the column cells of the response row
would facilitate an overall descriptive comparison of U.S. overseas managers'
general perceptions of the twelve foreign cultural factors both at global as well
as at regional levels.
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FOR OVEBSEAS MANAGERS
TABLE 4.1
(For'A palt of each question dealing with culturalfactors)
'n' represents the number of the U-5. overseas respondents in that cell. lt can
als be organised to show resor.nses from each region. ln each cellthe resor,nsr,s are
on a scale of I to 7. Eventually, each cell would have a number between 1 to 7
representing the average perception ol overseas managers tor the cultural tactors
designated by that cell hased on its pertinent'n'.
The Table 4.2 presents the data set that facilitates a descriptive
comparison amongst foreign cultural fadors' etfects on selected aspecls of
managerial performance as well as the relative responsiveness of the specific
aspects of performance to a foreign cultural factor both globally as well
regionally. The averages appearing in horizontal cells would help accomplish
the former comparison (H1) while the averages appearing in vertical cells the
latter (H2).
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TABLE 4.2
(For'B' pan of each question dealing with the impacl ol anllural lactors on
different aspects of performance)
E
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Ability to Plan n n n
Ability to Organise n n n
Ability for Etfective
Decision-Making
n n n
Overall Performance
n n n
'n' represents the number of the U.S. overseas respondents. lt can also be
organis$ to show responses from each region. ln each cell the responses are on a
*ale of 1 to 7 showing the perceived effect of a cultural fador on a specific aspect ot
managerial pertormance. Eventually, each cell would have a number between 1 to 7
representing the average response (perceived eftect) for the cell based on its
peftinent'n'-
Similar data sets were also obtained from the responsss of the
evaluator/s of performance of U.S. overseas managers.
The visual depiction provided in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 facilitates the
grasp and appreciation of overall schema of comparisons and their ensuing
importance. lt also helped in weighing the appropriateness of statistical tools
for the stated objectives and corresponding hypotheses.
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Data on specilic environmental (cultural) factors as independent
variables to find their effect on selected performance factors were collected on
a Likert scale. This rating scale is usually ordinal in nature. Ordinal data
provide an ordering of cases from the highest to lowest and best to worst.
Ordinal data lack the desirable characteristics of equal intervals or absolute
zero, and are not truly numerical. Although the data so obtained do not enjoy
the characteristics of an interval or ratio unit of measurement, but the same
may be used to permit a meaningful comparison of items so that one can
determine which item is less than the other. Analysis of ordinal data provides
comparisons in which we can have considerable confidencee - although such
data generally speaking are not as precise as interval data, which provides
measures of how much higher one item is than the other. 10
There is an adequate justification in the research literature for treating
the ordinal data as interval data.l1 Under certain circumstances,l2 one can
9 L.L. Thurstone,"The essential characteristic of the presenl measurement (ordinal)
method is the scale of evenly graduated opinions so arranged that equal steps or intervals on
the scale seem to most people lo represent equally noliceable shifts in attitude," in'Attitudes
Can be Measured,'The American Journal of Sociology. January 1928, pp. 529-54; cited in
Francis J. Pribyle,'The lmage ol the New Car Dealer as Perceived by the Neur Car Buyer: A
Comparative Study ol Differential Attiludes,'(Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, North Texas
State University, 1975).
10DavidK.Hildebrand,JamesD'LaingandHowardRosentha|,@,
(London: Sage Publications, 1977), pp.l-5.
11 Norman H. Anderson, "Scales and Statistics: Parametric and Nonparametric,"
Psychological Bullefin. 58, 1961, pp. 305-16 and Fred N. Kerlinger and Elazer J. Pedhazur,
Multiple Regiression in Behavioural Research (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Wingon, |rrc., 1973),
pp.437-41.
12 Though most psychological scales are basically ordinal, one can with considerable
assurance often assume equality of interval. The argument is evidential. lf one has, say, h,yo or
three measures of the same variable, and these measures are all substantially and linearly
relaled, then equalintervals can be assumed. This assumplion is valid because the npre nearly a
relation approaches linearity, the more nearly equal are the intervals of lhe scales. This applies,
to some extent, to certain psychological measures like intelligence, achievement and attitudes.(Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research, New York, NY.: Holt, Rinehad And
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consider ordinal data to have interval scale properties. This is justified on the
assumption that the ordinal scales used in this survey approximate interval
equality quite well especially as the respondents happen to be senior
managers of MNCs. Therefore, it was proposed to consider data as interval
scale related (unless othenrise specified ditferently) for all the research
objectives.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND TESTS
It was proposed, as mentioned earlier, to send questionnaires to each
subject - (overseas manager/s) of the study for his/her response. In other
words, an attempt was made to solicit the responses from the entire
population of U.S. overseas executives of the chosen MNCs in the specified
regions.
It was proposed to use descriptive statistics given the fac't that
statistical methods need to be applied to a set of data which comprise a
sample from the population of interest. These statistics would provide
methods to organise, summarise, and describe sets of data which represent
populations. All statistical methods are directed towards the description of a
population. The population concept provides the frame of reference for all
statistical methods. 13
Winston,|nc.,1973,pp.440.1).andLarryB.Christenson,@(Boston,
Massachusetts: Allyn and Bacon Inc., 1977), pp.3314.
13 Sidney J. Armore, lntroduction to Statistical Analvsis and Inference for Psycholooy and
Education (New Yoft: John Wley & Sons, 1966), pp. 8-11.
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To accomplish the stated research objectives and to test
corresponding hypotheses it was proposed to employ the following statistics:
A)
For the first research objective no hypothesis is proposed. However,
the arithmetic average and standard deviation for each question are computed
and presented to highlight the general views of U.S. overseas managers
about the specific cultural factors and the deviations amongst themselves on
these views (pertinent data set Table 4.1). The graphs are prepared and
presented on the basis of the mean responses from the overseas managers to
provide a view of their general perception of the selected cultural variables
and their perceived effect on the specific aspects of managerial performance,
both from a global perspective as well as from a regional perspective.
B)
For the second research objective (and hypotheses 1 and 21,
arithmetic averages and standard deviations are computed and presented.
Stated hypotheses are tested by comparing the arithmetic means (descriptive
statistics) of data cells representing the views ol overseas managers about the
impact of specific cultural faclors on selected aspects of performance.
As the above hypotheses involve muttiple means tests, it was decided
to employ an F test in the repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)
using the GLM (General Linear Modell.t+ An F test in ANOVA tells if lhe
14 g. a. Maxwell, Introduction to Statistical Thinking, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, |rrc.,l983), pp.364*40 and SAVSTAT User's GukJe, Release 6.03 Ed., (Cary, NC:
SAS lnstitute Inc.), pp. 19-23 and Chapter 11.
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means are significantly ditferent from each other, but it does not tell us which
means ditfer from other means. The GLM procedure, however, also performs
several multiple comparisons tests evsn with balanced as well as unbalanced
designs. The multiple comparisons method gives more detailed information
about the difierences among the means and allow one to control error rates for
a multitude of comparisons. The GLM procedure eliminates the possibility of
incorrect results where analysis of vailance involves unbalanced designs. In
an analysis of variance, the variation in the response is separated into
variation due to the classification variables and variation due to random error.
An analysis of variance constructs tests to determine the significance of the
classification variables. A typical goal in ANOVA is to compare means of the
response variable for various combinations of the classification variables. The
various procedures of the ANOVA fit model parameters that minimise the sum
of squares of residual errors (that is mean squared error or MSE).
In order to achieve good statistical properties and simplify the
statistical arithmetic, one may assign the same number of units to every cell in
the design (i.e., balanced design). This is likely to enhance the generalisability
of the results. However, the selected GLM procedure for the analysis will not
compromise the benefits of balanced design in terms of generalisability. Care
and caution need to be exercised as the data for the study is not striclly
parametric.
When one has more than two means to compare, an F test in ANOVA
tells if the means are significantly ditferent lrom each other, but it does not tell
which means differ from which other means. Multiple comparison methods
give more detailed information about the ditferences among the means and
allow you to control eror rates for a multitude of comparisons. lt was proposed
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to employ Fisher's least-significant-difference (LSD) test in this case which
performs pairwise t tests and highlights the means which are different,
together with an indication about the size of the ditference.
The above procedure helped test the first group of twelve hypotheses
formulated to test the equality of a string of nine means, representing the
responses for the general perception and perceived etfest of a cultural fastor
on eight aspects of overseas managers' performance. The same procedure
was employed to test the second group of eight hypotheses developed to test
the equality of (twelve) means, representing the responses pertaining to the
etfects of all the twelve cultural lactors on specific aspects of overseas
managers' performance.
This helped us gauge the differences in impact of a cultural fastor on
different aspects of performance. Also, the differences in impact on one
aspect of performance, as caused by different cultural factors would be
gauged. This also highlighted which (if any) cultural factor's general
perception is significantly different from those of others and also which aspecl
of performance is perceived to be more significantly aflected than other
aspests by a cultural factor.
The proposition to use ANOVA for the preceding was based on the
main thrust of the research objective (No. 2) and hence the associated
hypotheses (H1 and H2).1s In the present study the focus ol the researuh effort
15 
'Analysis of Variance' (ANOVA) is used in studies in which we wish to determine
whether two or more populations are equivalent in the sense that they have equal means. The
same method is employed to assess the relative effects of diflerent faclors atfecting
observations by comparing the equality of the means ol various (sample) groups (wilh or without
the specific lactor/s). The diflerences arTpng the means tend to indicate that the clrcsen factor/s
sesm to exercise/have difterent effects on the subjects. These conclusbns are valid for the
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was to determine whether different foreign cultural factors produce different
effects (perceived or otherwise) on the selected aspects of managerial
performance.l6
In regression analysis, we do virtually the same thing. In many cases,
it is often necessary to determine the nature of any quantitative relationships
between the treatments and etfects, if they exist, to be able to establish any
general "trend," and to be able to predict values of one variable that would
occur with specific values of another. However, in this study as the orientation
was not to engage in the prediction of the outcome (performance) on a given a
set of cultural factors for US overseas managers, the use of regression
analysis was accordingly not proposed. Also, regression coetficients are not
stable for interpretative purposes lf the explanatory variables are intenelated.
The estimated parameters change with addition or subtraction of independent
variables which are correlated. There is no absolute way to interpret them
because they do not have separate effects. For prediction purposes
interrelationship/s between independent variables is not important. However
for the purpose of interpreting relational coefficients it is very convenient and
helpful il there is zero correlation between explanatory variables. The more
the independent variables are interrelated, the more ditficuh the interpretation.
popufations only it some assumptions about the populations are valid (e.9. poplations allhave
the same form of probability/trequency curue, namely the normal distribution, that thepptlations vaiances are equal and the samples chosen were indepMent). The corrclusions
from ANOVA will slill be valitl if these assumptions are not exadly true, but they should be at
least approximately true (E. A. Maxwell, Introduction to StatislicalThinking. op. cit., p. 367). In the
analysis of variance an attempt is made to determine whether difterent 'treatments" produce
different etfects (on the average). No attempt is made lor prediction purposes to determine the
form of any quantitative relationship between the treatments and effects which is, incidentally
undertaken in regression (simple or multiple).
16 Tne search for association among variables is a basic activty in all the sciences.
Regression is often used in an exploratory tashion lor empirical relationship. However, one
would need a conlrolled experiment to scientilically conlirm a causal relationship. (Paul E. Gresn,
Anallzing Muhivadate Data, (Hinsdale, lllinois: The Drfen Press,lg78), p.38.
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Among other things, one has greater ditficuhy telling the relative influence on
the dependent variable of the independent variables.lT
This study was carried out in an exploratory and descriptive mode in a
vein of positivism, where there was no intention to see the relationship
between cultural (independent) variables and performance (dependent)
variables for predictive purposes. Primarily the etfort was geared to gauge if
there is any impact of foreign cultural factors on managerial performance. Can
lhe causal relationship between foreign cuttural variables and the specific
aspects of managerial performance be meaningfully measured and
interpreted?
Multicollinearity
As stated earlier the main thrust of this study was to ascertain and
evaluate the existence of causal relationship between lhe performance of the
U.S. overseas managers and their perception of the effects of foreign cuhural
factors. In order to have a meaningful interpretation of the relative (perceived)
etfects of the explanatory variables on the aspect of managerial performance
one would like to be assured that these cuttural variables are not interrelated.
Because, if these independent (cultural) variables are significantly correlated,
they would show overlapping explanatory power. The assignment of
coetficient values to explanatory variables in this case would be unstable on
account of this interrelationship, with the result the etfort of including all of
17 Fred N. Kerlinger, eptiL, pp. 618-24 and R.Gordon, "lssues in Multiple Regression,'
Joumalof SocioloQry, LXXtll, 1969, pp. 592-616.
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them for the slated research purpose would be a wasted effort.l8 Theretore, it
was proposed to ascertain the degree ol multicollinearity.ls Also, since it
refers to the condition of the explanatory variables that are assumed to be
nonstochastic, it stays a feature of the sample not of the population This is not
because that it may not be present in a population, but more so on account of
the detailed and complete knowledge of the population which make its
presence (if any) irrelevant. Therefore, in sample studies it is always prudent
to 'test for multicollinearity' and measure the statistical significance of its
degree.
The problem can be present in any kind of multivariate problem. Any
situation in which data are collected on a naturalistic basis, without
experimenter-intervention or control, has the potential for exhibiting
multicollinearity among two or more predictor variables.
A classic symptom of multicollinearity is the presence of High R2 but
few significant t ratios (that is, showing that none or very few partial slope
coefficients are statistically different from zero). Multicollinearity has the effect
18 For instance if lhere are lhree independent variables: A, B, and C and one dependent
variable X and one is interested an testing the relationship between three independeril variables
and X. ll B and C are perfestly conelated then the relationship between independent variables
and depenclent variable will not be much different whether you use B or C , that is one of these
becomes superfluous.
19 $rictly speaking, the term multicoltinearity relersto the existence ot mre than one
exact finear relationship arnongst independent variables, and the lerm collineaity relers to the
existence of a single linear relationship. But this distinciion is rarely maintained in prac{ice, and
multicollinearity relers to both the cases. lf multicollinearity is perfect, the relationalcoetlbients
of independent variables are indeterminate and their standard errors are infinite. Where it is less
than perfect, the relational coefficients ot independent variables are determinate but possess
large standard errors thus the estimation's accuracy of coeflicients is seriously jeopadised.(Damodar N. Gujarati, Basic Economelrics, Singapore: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1988, pp.
28tl-315). Also, it has been aptly posiled lhat multicollinearity is a guestion of degree and not of
kind (Jan Kmenta, Elements of Econometrics, (New York, NY: Macmillan Gompany, 1971), pp-
380-1).
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of increasing standard errors of the coefficients of the individual variables the
result of which is that there is greater uncertainly about the Unde.flyinglalUe of
the coefficient ol the individual independent variable/s. To diagonise
multicollinearity it was proposed to use the 'eigenvalues and condition index'
method. From these eigenvalues one can derive the condition number k
defined as:
k = Maximum eigenvalue
Minimum eigenvalue
and condition index (Gl) defined as:
g1=1@ 
={kvr- Y Minimum eigenvalue
(Where the eigenvalues are of the matrix of products and cross
produds of the explanatory variables).
What constitutes senous muhicollinearity is ambiguous, however, lhe
evaluation of condition index (Cl) follows a rule of thumb, that is if Gl is
between 10 and 30 (i. e., k being between 100 and 1000), there is moderate to
strong multicollinearity and if it exceeds 30 there is severe multicollinearity.zo
It was decided to drop a few co-linear (offending) variables (provided there is
no serious specification bias/error) in the event multicollinearity is
diagonised.2l
20 DanrodarN. Gujarati, gp.g[.
21 Essentially there are three basic procedures for dealing with m.rlticollineadty: (a) bmreit; (b) delete one or more of the "offending" predictors; or (c) transform the set ol predictor
variables into a new sel of prediclor-variable combinations that are mutually uncorrelated.
lgnoring mullicollinearity need not be as cavalier as it might sound. Firsl, one can have
multicollinearity in predictor variables and still have strorq enough elfects thd the estimating
oefficienls rernain reasonably stable, i.e., have sharp variances. Moreover, m.lftiollinearity may
be prominent in only a subset of the predictors, a subset that may not contribute much to
accounted-for variance anyway. A prudent procedure in checking one's predictor set lor
multicollinearity is lo examine standard erTors of the regression coetficients (which wilttend to be
large in the case of high multicollinearity and it the variable is mt spnilicant any way). Second,
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As the SAS output is in the desired format, it was decided to use the
SAS package.22Also, as the SAS output provides the results of regression
analysis through which one could gauge the relative effecl of cultural factors
on the specific aspecl/s of managerial performance and their associated
statistical significance.
c)
For the research objectives (3) and (4), only a few responses for each
region were expected, hence, it was decided to use the same lew responses
to compute arithmetic averages and standard deviations to provide the
descriptive interpretation of the highlights of the evaluators' responses.
Because of the limited number of responses from evaluator/s other measures
have not been computed and accordingly no hypotheses were proposed to
test for significant differences in their responses for their general perception ot
cultural factors and their effects on managerial performance. However, graphs
were prepared and presented based on the mean responses of evaluators to
highlight their view about the general perception of cultural variables and the
c'onsideration they assign to the perceived eflect of the same on the specific
one may randomly drop some subset of the cases (perhaps 20 percent or so), rerun the
regression, and then check to see if the signs and relative sizes of the regressions are stable. A
number of recently developed regression routines incorporate checks for serious
multicollinearily; if the program does not indicate this condition, the research can generally
assume that it not acute).
lf rrulticollinearity is "severe' one way is to drop one or more predictors that appear lo be
main oflenders. On account ol lheir high conelation the overall fit may noi markedly change.
Methods also exist, e.g. Principal component analysis etc. for transforming the orBinal set of
predictors to a mutually uncorrelated (orthogonal) set of linear combinalions. ll these
components are interpretable in themselves one may retain these in regression analysis. lf all
components are retained, lhe predictive accuracy will be precisely the same as that obtained
lrom the odginal set of predictors. Paul E. Green Oelil., and Darnodar Gujarati ,op. cit.)
22 Sngstnt Use/s Guide, version 6, fourth Edition, 1990, pp. 1418.
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aspects of performance in the evaluation of U.S. overseas managers'
performance.
D)
For research objectives (5) and (6), in order to determine whether or
not overall differences exist between two groups of overseas managers and
evaluators of performance at headquarters, it was decided to use Hotelling's
T2 . This is the multivariate extension of the student's t statistic for testing the
differences between the universe means of two groups' (hypotheses 3 and 4).
The appropriate test statistic is:23
(2= M1 x M2 d'C-1 d
M1+ M2 w
where M1 = the sample size of the overseas managers
the sample size of the performance evaluators
the vector of differences between the mean
responses of each group
the pooled within - groups inverse covariance
matrix
M2=
Cw-1 =
' When there are two groups, Wilks' lambda (A) can be interpreted as a measure ol
proportbn of total variabilily nol explained by group ditferences. The hypolhesis that in lhe
population there are no ditferences between the group means can be lested using Wilks'
lambda. Larnbda is translonned to a variable that has an F distribution. For two€roup situation,
the F value for Wilks' lambda is identicalto lhat given by Hotelling's T2 (Marija J. Norusis, SPSS
Advanced Statistics Usefs Guide, Chicago, lllinois: SPSS Inc., 1990, pp. B5-BB).
23 Paul E. Green, OpJil., p.166 and Neil H, Timm, Mullivariate Analysis With Applicalions
in Education and Psvchology (Monterey, CA: Brooks/Cole Publishing Co., 1975), pp. 203-6.
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Assuming there is an overall difference between the perceptions of
overseas managers and performance evaluators, further analysis of individual
variables on regional basis would be done with the help of "t" statistic.
E)
For research objectives (7) and (8), it was intended to explore the
differences in views regarding specific foreign cultural factors and in
perceptions about the impacl of these specific foreign cultural factors on eight
specific aspects of performance among five selected regions. The overseas
managers of a region served as sample subjects for that region. The stated
objective is achieved by employing muttivariate significance test for more
lhan two groups. lt was proposed to use Wilks' likelihood criterion (Wilks'A )
to test hypotheses 5 and 6. This is defined as:
twllrl
Where W is the within groups sums of squares and cross
products (SSCP) matrices for each of the groups,
and
is the total sample sums of squares and cross
products (SSCP) matrix.za
lf the computed Wilks' lambda' is found to be significant then it can be
concluded that lhe U.S. managers' views regarding the specific foreign
24 Maurice M. Tatsuoka, Mldliyadatelgalysig (New York: John Wley & Sons, 1971),
pp.85-6; and PaulE. Green, op. cit., pp. 291-4.
' lt (A) is the proportion of the totalvariance in the (discriminanl) scores not explained by
ditferences among groups. That is, the lambda (A) , to be signilicant should be as small aspossible. A lambda of 1 occurs when the mean of discriminant s@res is the same in allgrcups
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cultural factors and the perceived impact of these cultural variables on
performance among different regions are significantly different.
Secondly, for the second part of objective (8) it was also proposed to
isolate foreign cultural factors (if any) which may explain the differences in
perceived impact on performance on a regional basis. For this purpose K-
group Multivariate Discriminant Analysis (MDA) was used. lt is assumed that
the relevant (predictor) variables have a multivariate normal distribution.
Descriptive statistics and univariate tests of significance provide basic
information about the distributions of the variables in the groups and help
identify some difterences among the groups. However, in discriminant
analysis and other multivariate statistical procedures, the emphasis is on
analysing the variables together, not one at a time. By considering the
variables simultaneously, one is able to incorporate important information
about their relationships.2s
In multivariate discriminant analysis, a linear combination of the
independent variables is formed and serves as the basis for assigning cases
to groups. Thus, information contained in multiple independent variables is
summarised in a single index. This is accomplished by finding a weighted
average of those significant variables which can provide a score that will
distinguish the members of one group from those of another. In MDA, the
and there is rrc between or among-group variabilily (Marija J. Norusis, gp.-c[., PP. 15-
16).
25 MarilaJ. Norusis, oDd., pp.5-7.
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weights are estimated so that they result in the "best" separation between (or
among) the groups.
The use of MDA26 provided a means of discriminating amongst
regions using regions as groups and cultural variables as predictors. This
would be accomplished on the basis of measurements obtained about the
perceived impact of cultural factors on the performance of U.S. managers
working in the five selected overseas regions.
ln the simple two-group multivariate discriminant case an attempt is
made to find a single axis (linear composite) along with the groups that are
maximally separated. Similarly, in K-group MDA the objective is to find an
axis with the propeQ of maximising among-groups to within-groups variability
of projections on this axis. ln the K-group case, in general, one axis does not
exhaust the discrimination potential. Generally speaking, with K groups and n
predictors, we can find min (k-1, n) discriminant axes.27
The MDA would help find these axes with the property of maximising
among groups to within-groups variability, subject to the scores on each new
discriminant axis being uncorrelated with the scores on previously obtained
discriminant axes, i.e., the second axis, maximising residual among groups to
within-groups variability and so on.28
26 Maurice M. Tatsuoka, op. cit., pp. 85-6 and Paul E. Green, g!.-Gil., pp-291-
4.
27 Ben W. Bolch and Clifl J. Huang, Multivariale Statistical Methods for Business and
Economics (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1974), pp. 231-4.
28 Formally stating the ratio ol the among grcups to within-groups of sums ol squares of
the linear composite z' is given by:
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In general, the centroids of K-groups will be in (at most) a K'1 space,
as we need only K-1 axes to account for all variability in the group centroids,
assuming n2 K-1.2s
The procedure described above would help isolate the p predic{ors
(cultural factors) to discriminate among the selected five overseas regions. lt
is intended to identify the cuhural fastors along with their perceived impact on
performance variables which can significantly discriminate among the regions.
However, it must be stated that this endeavour is not intended to calculate and
identity the (K-1) discriminant axes (i.e., the dimensionality of the discriminant
space) in a dimension reduction sense.
SSA(z) = k'Ak = irSSW(z) KWk
' Fishe/s discriminant lunction is given as:
Z! = x'dk
When k is appliecl to the lulldata matdx, Xd (Xd = 1Tr X n rnatrix of mean conected s@res on
the original predictors) of mean corrected data one finds the linear composite:
&k
Which is the discriminant axis that maximises the ratio of between goups to within-groups
vadability.
(Where numeratot is a scalar based on the reWeen - (among) groups SSCP matrix of Xd
aN the denominator is the other based on the pooled within-groups &9CP rnatrix ot Xd).
Where I represenling the ratio of two scalars, is itself a scalar. In order to lind the
discriminant axes, I needs to be rnaximised with respect to k (maximising l, with respect to k will
entailfinding the partial derivative ol I with respect to k and setting it equal to 0). The resulting
matdces (atter simplilication) ol epen values ard eigen vectors (nonnalised to unity) provide the
values of discriminant criteria and sets of weights respectively. The first eigen vector povides a
set of combining weights which have the largest possible discriminant criterion value (first eigen
value) among all linear combinations ol the p predictor variables. The second eagen vector
would similarly provide another set ol weights unconelated with lhe first, giving seconcl largest
discriminantcriterionva|ue,andsoon.(MauriceM.Tatsuoka,
of Group Diflerences, lllinois: Institute for Personality and Ability Testing, 1970, pp. 28-34) and
Paul E. Green, ep-CiL, pp. 299-300.
29 Paul E. Green, gp.ciL, pp.3OO-5.
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The preceding detailed description of the analyses to be employed for
each of the stated research objectives, it is contended, would put the steps
involved in statistical analyses in a clearer perspective. This would provide a
clearer link between data, analyses and objectives.
LIMITATIONS
The validity of this study's findings may be limited for the following
reasons:
The involvement of corporate headquarters in the distribution of
questionnaires to the U.S. overseas managers may cause a perceived bias in
their responses. These overseas managers might be inclined to provide
responses which they perceive to be preferable to the executives at
headquarters. The impact of this potential bias would be reduced to minimal
as the responses would be addressed to the researcher directly.
Also, it is expected that the routing of questionnaires for overseas
managers through corporate headquarters will eliminate the usual
indifference that may be associated with a third party inquiry, and should
evince more seriousness and increased commitment from the managers
working overseas.
Further, the possibility of non-response is likely to be minimal because
of the commitment and support of enterprise headquarters. Yet, one cannot
guarantee the total absence of non-response. To this end, it is proposed to
contact the otficers currently working at headquarters who have had a working
stint in that region wherein.the non-response is significant, on a random basis
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to get their responses. The distribution of questionnaires for overseas
managers through corporate headquarters may have some limiting impact on
the validity of the findings of the study. However, with the precautions
described, it is contended that such an impairing impact is negligible.
Study format: Because of the study format this research endeavour
may seem to lack general validity. However, if the samples selected, ahhough
consisting of a few managers, are a good representative of the general group
it should serve as an appropriate indicator of probable findings if the study
were to be based on a larger sample of the group. lt is contended that this
format, though based on a fewer number of MNCs, would nevertheless
provide valuable inputs for future research. 30
Construc't validity: The study intended to analyse the impact of cultural
variables on the performance. These variables however have not yet been
operationalised, with the result that the validity of the findings is limited.gl
30 Lawrance R. Jauch, Richard N. Osbom, and Thomas N. Martin, "structured Content
Analysis of Cases: A Complementary Method for Organizational Research," ep.!il., pp. 517-
25.
31 Very close to construct validity is external validity which requires that conclusions be
true not onfy across people but also across corditions, Extemal validily is similar lo reliability
which can be demonstrated both by repeating or replicating the findings. Louise H. Kider, op.
cit., pp. 6-7 and Julian L. Sirnon, Basic Research Methorls in SocialScience: The Arl ol Erpirical
fnvestigalion, New York, NY.: Random House,1969), pp. 20-25.
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OUESTIONNAIRES SOLICITING DATA
As stated earlier, data was solicited through questionnaires. These
questionnaires were developed following the guidelines given for their
construction and design.3z There were two sets of questionnaires: one for the
overseas executives and the other to be completed by headquarters
executive/s in charge of performance measurement and evaluation. Basically,
the two sets were alike, as both were attempts to elicit responses relating to
managers' and evaluators' views regarding the selected foreign cultural
factors and the impact of these cultural factors on managerial performance.
Questionnaires were prepared on a comprehensive basis, including
questions on the selected socio-cultural variables and their impacl on the
proposed aspects of manage/s performance. To avoid ditferent interpretations
and appreciation of the selected cultural factors and to minimise the
possibility of receiving unusable responses, definition of each cultural factor
was provided in the relevant question itself. These definitions were based on
prior studies. In part A of each question the respondent was asked a general
type question with a view to elicit his common perception of the particular
cultural factor. Part B of each question pertains to the application of that
common perception to the eight specific aspects of managerial performance.
Where the response sought was different, the explanation of the same was
provided along with the question.
32 Donald P. Warwick and Charles A. Lin(;er , iCg,(New York, NY: McGraw Hill Book Go., 1975), pg. 127-Tl and Vemon Clover and Howard
Balsley, Business Research Methods. (Golunbus, Ohio:GrH lnc., 1974), pp. 110-55.
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Questionnaires for the performers (overseas executives) sought their
views about the description of specific foreign cultural factors and their
perceptions about the impact of cultural variables on the various aspects of
performance on a 1 to 7 Likert scale. Questionnaires directed to evaluator/s
(executives at headquarters) were geared to elicit their views about the
description of specific foreign cultural factors and their responses to the
considerations they assign to the impac{ of these specific cultural variables
while measuring and evaluating the performance of overseas managers on a
1 to 7 Likert scale. lt is contended that the scale of 1 to 7 would provide a
more distinct measure of views about specific foreign cultural lactors and their
impact on performance. The decision to use the 1 to 7 scale instead of the 1 to
5 scale for soliciting their responses reflects purely a judgemental need for
more refinement in classification.
Responses to questionnaires from the U.S. managers working
overseas and performance evaluators at corporate/regional headquarters
provided information regarding their views on the selected foreign cultural
factors. The responses provided information regarding the impact of these
specific foreign cultural factors on the selected aspects of performance as
viewed by the overseas managers and the consideration accorded to the
same by the performance evaluators. lt is contended that this information
would help show the relative impact of the selected cultural factors on the
performance of the U.S. overseas managers.
PRETEST AND PILOT STUDY
Having received general agreement about the questionnaires from
both colleagues and outside authorities it was decided the questionnaire
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should be pretested with a view to assess the undersitandability of questions
and instruclions and also, comprehension of the intended purpose. lt is
contended that pretesting provides not only a test of the clarity of the questions
and of the correctness of the interpretation put upon them by the respondent,
but it also affords the possibility ol discovery of new aspects of lhe problems
(proposed to be) studied but not anticipated in the planning stage.33 A pretest
was conducted using colleagues who have spent some time in foreign
countries. The participants were asked to comment on the ditficulty of the
response task and clarity of the instructions so that the reliability and validity of
responses may be augmented. A few improvements were suggested and the
same were incorporated in the questionnaire.
With the pretest favourably concluded, a pibt study was undertaken to
refine and validate the questionnaire, using subjects (managers in MNCs)
who have returned from foreign assignments, and their superiors in the
enterprises under study. The pilot was also undertaken to test the sequence
and the context of each question, to evaluate the response rate, and to assess
informally the managers' abilities to handle the questions and the
instructions.s4 The questionnaires were sent to a few executives of a
Minneapolis-based multinational enterprise who had worked at overseas
otfices and, also, to those colleagues who had taught overseas in Europe and
Africa.
33 Pauline V. Young and Calvin F. Schmir1, Scientific Social Surveys and Research.
{Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, lnc., 1966), pp. 205-6.
34 Thomas L. Burton and Gordon E. Cherry, Social Research Techniques lor Planners,
(London: George Allen and Urnuin Ltd., 1970), pp. 55-8.
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Both the pilot and the survey were designed and administered
according to Don A. Dillman's 'total design method TDMl.as These
comprehensive procedures are based on a compilation of research about
mail surveys. His techniques are based significantly on the personalisation of
the implementation of the survey. Respondents should be convinced that the
research is important and that researcher is identified as an intermediary who
will contribute to the solution.
Personalisation with a few modifications keeping in view the
peculiarity of the participants was considered in all aspects of the pilot. A
cover letter was sent with each questionnaire to introduce the participants to
the nature and relevance of the research and acted as an appeal for their
cooperation and participation. The involvement of the executives at
headquarters was very critical to the success of this phase. Their cooperation,
suggestions and the assurance for actual data collection were the main
accomplishments of this phase of study. There was perfect concurrence to
keep the questionnaire simple as it was designed to solicit quite a large
number of responses. Additionally, it was felt that simplicity would actually
improve the response rate and minimise the number of response enors and
incomplete questionnaires. A simple questionnaire also helps in subsequent
development of data sets and tabulation.36 The feedback provided by the
executives involved in the pilot was very encouraging and detailed in terms of
seriousness for the endeavour and quality and completeness of the
responses. In the light of the thoroughness of the feedback from the pilot it
35 Don A. Dillman, Mailand Teleohone Surveys: The Total Deshn Method, (New Yoft:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1978).
36 V. Duoba and J.H. Maindonald, eds., Understanding Sr,rveys, (Wellington: New
Zealand Statistical Association Inc., 1988), pp. 9-1 2.
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was decided not to undertake the Kendall's coefficient of concordance'in
consultation with the supervisor and senior colleagues. The pilot study
although undertaken in an informal manner yielded some valuable
modifications in the sequencing and fine-tuning of questions and the cover
letter was etfectively concluded.
SURVEY AND ADMINISTRATION OF OUESTIONNAIRES
A few minor format-orientated changes were made to the
question naire in response to so me suggestions f rom the
respondents/participants of the pilot study. Having successfully conducted
and completed the pilot study with a response rate of approximately 80% (12
out of 15), the copies of the guestionnaire were sent to corporate
headquarters along with cover letters. Corporate headquarters then
fonrarded the questionnaires to overseas managers along with a covering
letter stating the purpose and usefulness of the study in order to encourage
overseas managers to participate in the study.
Five sets of questionnaires, one for each region, were sent to the
evaluator/s. Also, these executives have agreed to provide time for the follow-
up interviews to help supplement lhe survey findings.
The coefficient of concordance helps siludy the terdency of the responses to agree or
show concordance. By definition the W statistic of concordance cannot be
maximum value b 1, Robert L. Winkler and Willhm L. Hayes, Slatistics:
DeCiSiOO, (New York: Hoh, Rinehart and Winston, 1975).
and ils
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DATA COLLECTION AND RESULTS OF SURVEY
An understanding was reached with the corporations selected for the
survey that strict confidentiality with regard to their names and the exact
number of their managerial personnel would be maintained. No attempt
would ever be made to delve (probe) into their emoluments and other
personal details, except those contained in the questionnaires. The need for
this assurance was appreciated and honoured in the light of sensitivities of
intemational business and other strategic considerations and, accordingly, the
questionnaires were routed through the corporate headquarters to elicit and
sustain their trust and consequent cooperation. The selected muttinational
corporations did encourage their overseas managers to return the duly filled
questionnaires directly to the researcher in order to maintain the objectivity
and the unbiased character of their responses.
A period of more than one year elapsed since the time of sending the
questionnaires to the corporate headquarters and getting them back lrom
overseas offices. A few corporations were cooperative enough to send
reminders afier the expiry of ten months. lt is believed that a little more time if
allowed would have gotten a few more responses, but this option was not
pursued in view of the likely benefit and the cost in terms of (likely) time
involved.
It must be mentioned that two corporations which initially agreed to
cooperate in this research endeavour decided to withdraw from the survey
after the questionnaires were mailed to them, purely on account of business
reasons as they were undertaking serious restructuring in response to the
sluggishness in their specific business area. At that late stage no attempt was
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undertaken to find another substitute corporation purely to complete this study
in the appropriate amount of time.
The corporations selected for the survey though were of a diversified
nature but mainly represented chemical, oil exploration, refining and
marketing, heavy machinery, rubber and plastics, office equipment and
computer, meat, dairy and frozen food, hotel, lodging and restaurant
industries. The responses lrom their overseas managerial personnel and
evaluators were directly received by this researcher.
The responses received from the overseas managers were from the
countries representing all the selected five regions. In all 127 lully usable
responses were received from managers working in the above mentioned 38
countries (Table 4.3).
Egypt although has always been considered as an important country of
middle-east, however, for this survey it is classified in the African region.
Similarly, Mexico has been included in Latin America for obvious similarities
with the other countries of that region while locationally it is in the North
American continent. This was done purely on the basis of personaljudgement.
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TABLE 4.3
Reglon-wlse and Country-wlse Dlstrlbutlon of Responses
Reirt Odrtbs No. of ResPonses
Far East Arstralia
China
lndonesia
Japan
NewZealand
Philippines
Singapore
Taiwanand
Thailard
lfuwail
Jordan
SaudiArabia
UAE (Dubai)
Egvpt
Libeda
Morccco
Sornalh
Belgium
France
West @rmarry
Great Britain
Greece
Holland
ItaV
Nonray
Spain
Argentina
Bafuados
Bolivia
Brazil
Colonilria
Cost Rba
Ecuador
Guaternala
Mexico
Panarna
Puerto Rlco
Venezuela
Total
2
1
2
lsl
1
2
3
2
11 (1s)
illddle East
Afrlca
Europe
Latln Amerlca
t4l
3I
7
3 (21)
6
2
1
1 (10)
I
1
2
9
6
4
5
1
1 (38)
14l
2
1
1I
2
1
2
1
15
5
1
l12l 3 (43)
lel
127
There was only one multinational corporation wherein the responses
received pertain to only one region, while there were two corporations whose
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responses relate to two regions and the remaining corporations' responses
represented at least four out of the five regions considered the under study.
Overall, all five regions were represented in the responses received from the
overseas respondents.
TABLE 4.4
Response Dlstrlbutlon Amongst llultlnatlonal Corporatlons on
the Basls ol Number of Employees 37
Nunber of
Entrrrces
Numberof
Cormrailirns
Number ol
Recrnnses
Percent of
Tolal Resoonses
Less lhan 25,000
25,001 to 50,000
50,001 to 75,000
75,001 to 100,000
More than 100,000
The responses received from overseas represent a cross section of
relatively small, medium and large multinational corporations (Table 4.4) on
the basis of people employed. Overall the responses received pertain to
corporations employing more than 540,000 employees globally.
TABLE 4.5
17
13
18
6
:10
1m
22
16
23I
5E
3
1
2
1
3
to
Response Dlstrlbutlon Amongst
the Besls ol Ranklng
Forbes' Ranking Number olElaqrlmSdes ()rrnratirns
Multlnatlonal Corporatlons on
Based on sales 38
Number of
Rsvrrrnes
Percent of
Total Resbonses
29
23
31
1_Z
tm
37
29
39p,
12:l
4
2
1
3_
to
Top 100
101 to 200
201 to 300
301 to 400
TffiI
37 Forbes, April28, 1986, pp.231-260.
38 loio.
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The overseas managers who responded to the survey come from a
cross section of very large, moderately large and large multinational
corporations (Table 4.5). Among themselves they accounted for a total global
sales volume of US$ 70 billion.
TABLE 4.6
Response Dlstrlbutlon Amongst llultlnatlonal Corporatlons on
the Basls ot Ranklng Based on Assets VaUe 39
Forbes' Ranking Number ol
Based on Assets Comratbrn
Numberof
Resmrces
Percent of
Tolal ResDonses
Top 100 2 25 20
101 to 200 2 12 9
201 to 300 2 13 10
301 to 400 4 n g1
1n 127
The distribution of responses on the bases of asset value, market
value and the amount of net profit reported by these multinational
corporations was fairly representative (Tables 4.6 to 4.8). Amongst
themselves they controlled assets worth more than US$ 58 billion,
represented market value of more than US$ 30 billion and accounted for a net
profit in excess of US$ 3 billion from their global operations.4o
tbid.
tbftr.
39
40
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Forbes' Ranking Number ol
Based on Maftet Corporations
VCn
Corporatlons on
value 41
Percenl of
Total Responses
TABLE 4.7
Response Dlstrlbutlon Amongst llultlnatlonal
the Basls ol Ranklng Based on llarket
Numberof
Besponses
Top 100
101 to 200
201 to 300
301 to 400
25
67
13p,
ln
2
4
1
3
10
20
53
10
11_
1mTr*d
TABLE 4.8
Response Dlstrlbutlon Amongsl Multlnallonal Corporatlons on
the Basls ol Ranklng Based on Net Proflt 42
Forbes' Ranking Number of
Based on Net Corporations
Rrfl
Number of
Responses
Percent of
Total Responses
Top 100
101 to 200
201 to 300
30'l to 400
Tdil 10 127
The responses from evaluators totalled 18 and pertained to the five
regions under study. However, some corporations provided only a few
responses on evaluatofs questionnaires stating that they did not use ditferent
criteria for different regions. In the light of their apparent reluctance it was
decided not to press for those responses and use the ones which are
specifically indicative of specific regions. The details of evaluators' responses
also resemble those of overseas managers and also as their number is not
very large, their detailed distribution analysis is not provided.
lud.
lbid.
23
9
43
?s
1m
329212255331
41
42
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Th:e details abcut the personal profile of overgeas m€nagers end
evaluatorc, heir gonenl perceptions relwant to the s,pacific,cu.ltunal fiac{ors in
agg,regate and within regions, the detailed statistical analyses to test the
formulated hypotheses and the restrlts obtain,ed thereof aro provided in the
next chgplor.
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CHAPTER V
DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
This chapter, which provides the results of the study, is divided into
three sections. The first section is directed toward identification of U.S.
Overseas managers' profiles and other pertinent characteristics. The second
section is a descriptive account of overseas managers' perceptions of foreign
cultural factors and their impact on the performance of managers.
Concurrently, an attempt is also made to present the general profile of the
evaluators of performance of overseas managers. A descriptive account of
evaluators' perceptions relative to the foreign cultural factors and their impact
on US overseas managers' performance is also provided. The last section
relates to the tests ol various hypotheses presented in this study.
sEcfloN I
U.S. OVERSEAS MANAGERS' PROFILE AND
OTHER CHARACTERISTICS
AGE DISTRIBUTION
The majority of overseas managers seem to be clustered in the 36-50
years age group, only 19 per cent of managers were above fifty years of age.
Approximately 25 per cent of managers are in the 26-35 years age group.
Managers assigned to African, European and Latin American regions seem to
conform to the overall pattern in age distribution (Table 5.1). However,4S per
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cent of managers in the Middle-Easit belong to the younger age group, while
one third of the managers come from over the fifty years age group in the Far
Eastern region. Managers assigned to the Middle East account for one third of
the total overseas managers in the younger age group of our sample. The
explanation for having 19 per cent managers in the more than fifty years age
group is that around that age the MNE's overseas managers tend to either
come back to the corporate headquarters or opt for retirement. A distinct
feature pertaining to the Middle-east and Africa has been a strategy for
business expansion especially in the hotel and tourism type services, which
explains the induction of more young managers on account of their stamina,
initiative and also as they would be undertaking the similar tasks elsewhere in
the same region.
EXPERIENCE PROFILE
Domestic Experience With Present Organisation
From the point of view of experience with the present organisation 32
percent of U.S. overseas managers seem to have no work experience in
domestic operations (Table 5.2). On the other hand 41 percent of the
managers have more than five years of experience in domestic operations. In
Far Eastern, European and Middle Eastern regions a relatively larger
proportion (more than 30% of that region's managers) of overseas managers
appear to be in the no experience group. The rationale sustaining such an
outcome is to hire managers specifically for overseas assignment, thus
developing a specialist core of young overseas managers. A relatively larger
number of overseas managers with more than 5 years of domestic experience
with the present organisation has been more in line with the corporations'
general policy to man their overseas operations in the initial stages and later
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on to have them overseen by those who have an enhanced familiarity with
corporations'domestic operations and policies. Overall, across all the regions,
a majority of overseas managers seem to have worked in domestic operations
of their respective present organisations.
Overseas Experience With Present Organisation
In case of overseas experience with the present organisation. The
pattern seems to be consistent amongst the regions as well as in aggregate.
The majority (61 per cent of total responded) of overseas managers are
relatively new, that is, somewhat neophytes in their overseas exposure and
experience. Only two-fifths of them seem to have more than five years of
overseas experience (Table 5.3). Usually, those with a sizeable overseas
experience are called back at the corporate headquarters to help manage and
formulate new global and regional policies. Generally, the overseas
assignment for managers is recommended and approved in recognition of
their long tenure of service with the parent MNEs as this is taken to help
bolster up their commitment for the MNEs unless they are recruited specifically
for overseas assignment (Tables 5.2 and 5.3).
Only in Middle-East and Africa did the number of managers with up to
five years experience far exceed than those with more than five years of
experience. The phenomenon is more due to these two regions being
relativefy new commercially speaking where, in general corporations seem to
be sending their younger staff more so as their first time placement. In
European, Far Eastern and Latin American regions the managers are evenly
distributed for their overseas experience with their respective organisations
between less than five years and more than five years experience groups.
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This appears to be more on ac€ount of corporations' poliry of putting the new
manager with the well experienced one so as to smoothen the transition of the
former into the new cultural environments.
Domestic Experience With Other Organisations
Approximately one half of those who responded did not have any
domestic experience and from the same group four-fifths (close to 50) did not
have any overseas experience with other organisations (Tables 5.4 and 5.5).
Approximately 40 to 45 percent of managers have their careers started with
their present organisations.
However, one-third of the overseas managers did have more than 5
years of domestic experience with other organisations. In the Far Eastern
region the number of overseas managers with no experience (67 per cent) far
exceeded those with up to five years (seven per cent) and those with more
than five years (26 per cent). Generally, the overall trend with respect to
domestic experience (Table 5.4) with other organisations is also reflected in
the other four regions .
Overseas Expeience With Other Organisations
Overseas managers with no foreign experience with other
organisations (65%) far exceeded those with up to five years (13 %I and with
more than 5 years (22o/") in all the regions, except in Africa and Middle East
where the numbers are somewhat even (Table 5.5). The number of managers
with more than five years of experience is the highest (30 per cent) in Latin
America, followed by the Middle East region (28 per cent).
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The change of employment by overseas managers amongst MNEs is
neither contemplated nor favoured except under extraordinary circumstances.
Additionally, if the move is warranted it is generally in the first few years. Only
managers at very senior level and possessing long years of experience with
other corporations (especially overseas) were considered for overseas
placements according to the explanation given by the corporate headquarters
(Tables 5.4 and 5.5).
NUMBER OF ASSIGNMENTS
The typical span of an overseas assignment varies between two to
three years though in some cases it may stretch to six or more years. For
approximately 40 per cent of overseas managers the current assignment is
their "maiden" assignment. Only 11 per cent have been to five or more foreign
assignments (Table 5.6). For fitty percent of respondents the present
placement was their second, third or lourth assignment. The general familiarity
of theEuropean region for U.S. managers is quoted to be the reason for the
majority of them being sent there on their maiden assignment.
Approximately 60 percent of the surveyed U.S. overseas managers
have had overseas assignments. The number of managers whose current
assignment is their first foreign placement is relatively higher in Middle Eastem
and European regions than in Far Eastern and African regions. (Table 5.6).
Latin American region's pattern seems to conform with that of the total. The
overseas managers in their eleventh or higher assignment are there because
of their specific expertise and their proven rapport with subordinates and the
government officials in general according to an informal telephonic
conversation with the personnel manager for overseas placements.
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NUMBER OF YEABS IN THE CURRENT ASSIGNMENT
Twenty-five per cent of U.S. overseas managers have been in their
assignment for live years or more, with eight per cent being there for more than
eleven years (Table 5.7). For 48 per cent of managers the cunent year is
either lirst or second year of current assignment. In the Middle East and
Africa, the number of managers in their first two years of assignment is 57 per
cent and 60 per cent respectively. On the other hand, in these two regions
there is no manager with six or more years in their current assignment. The
reasons for such a scenario, perhaps, are the major thrusts by hotel and
tourism industry whose reliance on younger (not necessaily age-based) cadre
of managers has been alluded to earlier. The percentage of overseas
managers with five years or more in their current assignment is approximately
35 per cent in Europe and 32 per cent in Latin America due to perhaps lheir
distincl expertise manifested in their excellent business connections and/or
their ability to get the work moving/done in the respective regions.
From the preceding tables (5.1 to 5.7) it is observed that generally
speaking, the tendency is not to slate younger managers (below 25) for
overseas assignment and also to assign rather sparingly those with fifty plus
years of age (except Far East). Further, a greater proportion (more than turo
thirds) of overseas managers have had some experience with their respective
present organisations either in domestic operations or in overseas operations,
while one third to half of those responded seem to have worked with other
organisations as well. Those on foreign assignments seem to fall evenly
between beginners and veterans and also from the point of view of number of
years in their respective current assignments. Fifty per cent of managers
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seem to be in their first two years, while others have spent three years or more
at the same overseas placement.
PROFILE AND OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF EVALUATORS
OF U.S. OVERSEAS MANAGERS' PERFORMANCE
AGE DISTRIBUTION
Evaluators like overseas managers appear to fall within the 36 to 50
years of age group in a distinct manner. Only a negligible number (6%)
belongs to 26-35 years age range and the reason is self evident. However,
one third of evaluators are from the 51 and above age group (Table 5.8).
The same pattern seems to be valid across the regions. The similarity
in the age pattern for Middle East and Africa is more on account of less number
of responses rather than being indicative of some other phenomenon.
From the point of view of experience with the present organisation
whether domestic or foreign, the predominance is greater of those with more
than five years of experience for the obvious reasons (Tables 5.9 and 5.10).
EXPERIENCE PROFILE
Domestic Experience With Present Organisation
A long stretch of association with the present organisation is as a
routine viewed as a general prerequisite for one to be placed in such
positions. The period of association may cover both the overseas experience
as well as domestic as it tends to enhance familiarity with corporations'
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strategies, style of policy formulation and implementation and general
operations.
Overseas Expeience With Present Organisation
Virtually no evaluator seems to be without overseas experience with
his present organisation, though 11 per cent of evaluators do not posses any
domestic experience. This suggests that the evaluator has been in an
overseas location since he has been appointed (maybe to superuise the large
scale overseas operations). As may be expected, keeping the tradition of
efficient management, hence efficient performance evaluation, besides the
execution of other functions, is to be entrusted to experienced personnel, the
fact reinforced by the collected data (Tables 5.9 and 5.10). These people
having spent many years and virtually grown up with the company supposedly
possess a distinctly prudent stance and ability for coordinating placements
(and evaluation) with overall strategy and the concomitant requirements.
Evaluators with relatively less overseas experience i.e. up to five years
constitute approximately two fifths of the total, may underscore a tendency on
the part of corporate headquarters to empathise with younger overseas
managers, especially in Europe.
Domestic and Overceas Experience with other Organisations
From the viewpoint of experience in general with other organisations
only 22 per cent of evaluators seem to be without any domestic experience
while the number devoid of any overseas experience is approximately thirty
nine per cent (Tables 5.11 and 5.12).
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Overall, the evaluators in each of the three duration-related classes of
overseas experience with other organisations seem to be evenly balanced.
Evaluators in charge of the Far East region seem to have relatively less
overseas experience with other establishments than those in charge of the
Latin American region. The pattern is consistent with domestic experience-
spans with other organisations. The data appertaining the evaluators need to
be looked at keeping in view their relatively small sample size.
A typical evaluator of overseas managers' performance seem to come
from 36 to 50 year of age group, has substantial overseas and domestic
experience with the present corporation and also some experience wilh other
organisations. Invariably, all of the evaluators have been to the regions they
are curently responsible for, the lacl which makes them better informed, lheir
professional stance more compatible, their views relatively more realistic, and
hence less likely to conflict with and contradict those of overseas managers.
sEciloN tl
U.S. OVERSEAS MANAGERS' PERCEPTIONS OF
FOREIGN CULTUBAL FACTORS
Section 2 of the questionnaire meant lor overseas managers
comprises of twelve questions, one each for the twelve specific cultural factors
selected for the study. Each of the twelve cultural factors has two parts: 'A'
pertaining to the general perception of the specific cuhural factor and 'B'the
other part contains a list of eight questions dealing with the eight specific
aspects of managerial performance.
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In order to minimise the possibility of a specific cultural factors'
meaning from being construed or understood or appreciated differently by
respondents, it was decided to provide a delinition of each cultural factor in
the relevant question itself. These definitions were based on prior studies. In
part A of each question the respondent was asked a general type question
with a view to elicit his common perception on the lines of being highly
unfavourable to being highly favourable on a likert scale of 1 to 7. Part B of
each question appertains the application of that common perception to the
eight specific aspects of managerial performance on a similar scale of 1 to 7.
Where the response sought was ditferent, the explanation of the same was
provided along with the question.
Although no assurance can be given that overseas managers and
evaluators responding to the questionnaires had identical understanding and
appreciation of the cultural factors, the explanations provided with the
questions were assumed to control variations in their perceptions of the
cultural factors as much as was possible. The prete$ing and the pilot part of
the questionnaire testing too was undertaken with the same objective in mind.
Nevertheless, results should be evaluated in the context of the definitions
provided to the respondents and the above observations.
The views of U.S. overseas managers about the twelve specific
cultural fastors have been provided in two formats. The group of figures 5.1 to
5.6 and the group of tables 5.13 to 5.24 and 5.37 to 5.60 exhibit the general
perceptions of overseas managers for the specific cultural factors both in
graphical as well as in numerical (quantitative) form. An attempt has been
made through the use of tables to present a comparative view of the averagg
perceptions of cultural factors extant in each region and separately also of
each of the twelve selecled cultural factors across the five regions. lt is
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contended that this tabular variety provides both the intra-regional as well as
inter-regional comparison of the average perceptions of cultural lactors and
their influence on the selected aspects of managerial performance .
GLOBAL (AGGREGATE) PERSPECTTVE
Figure 5.1 and table 5.13 provide a global (aggregate) perspective of
their perceptions of these cultural factors. The general perceptions of U.S.
overseas managers about the cultural faclors: attitude toward education,
attitude toward work and achievement, attitude toward scientific method,
communication and language and sense of self and space seem to be of
slightly favourable tenor as against the others: view of authority and
subordinates, interorganisational cooperation, class strusture and individual
mobility, attitude toward risk taking, attitude toward change, attitude toward
time and time consciousness and legal rules where they seem to register a
slight discomfort in their perception. Attitude toward time and time
consciousness on a global (aggregate) basis seems to be an irritant for the
overseas managers while the attitude toward education appears to be a
positive feature.l These perceptions are sustainable if one observes the
commonly held views of U.S culture. The positive stance in perception for the
attitude toward education is more due to the basic educational requirements
for personnel working within the multinational organisations.
The impact of these cultural factors on the eight specific aspects of
managerial performance on a global (aggregate) basis is not at a significant
variant lrom their general perception. The intensity of negative and positive
1 Mark Mendenhall and Gary Oddou," Acanlturation Profiles ol Expatriate Managers:
lmplications for Cross-CulturalTraining Programs,' Columbia Joumalof World Business, Winter
1986, pp. 73-79.
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perceptions of cultural fastors on the perlormance variables seems to be of a
moderate stance, perhaps more on account of overseas managers'general
proclivity lor these managerial lunctions and environments.
REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE
On a regional basis, however, the perceptions of managers are
relatively better focused than when viewed from a global (aggregate)
perspective, a feature which has more to do with the averaging etfect.
The overseas managers assigned to the Far East region have a
distinctly favourable perception about the attitudes toward education and
toward scientific method, communication and language, sense of self and
space and legal rules extant there (Figure 5.2 and Table 5.14). Attitudes
toward risk taking, toward change, toward work and achievement and view of
authority and subordinates are perceived to be slightly negative by the U.S.
overseas managers. The remaining cultural factors are viewed as marginally
positive. The effect of these perceptions on the specific aspects of managerial
performance tend to follow the pattern of initial perception, i.e., if a cultural
attitude is viewed as positive its perceived effect on the performance variable
too will be positive. The exceptions are in the case of attitude toward work and
achievement and view toward authority and subordinates2 where the general
perception is slightly negative while the effect on performance variables is
marginally positive more so for the ability to understand and execute duties.
For US managers a particular cultural trait may be slightly negative if it does
2 John A. Reeder," When West Meets East: CulturalAspects of doing &tsiness in Asia,"
Business Horizons,January-February, 1987, pp. 6g-74; M.C. Schnitrer, M.L. Liebreru and K.K.
Kubin, Iniernational Business (Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing, 1985) ; G.W. Rernvlck,
Malavs and Americans: Definile Differences. Unique Opportunilies (Yarmouth, ME: Intercultural
Press, 1977 and 
_,'lf Australian are Arroganl, Are Americans Boring?" IhLEldilgq,
Summer 1980.
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not conform to the trait they are accustomed to,3 but the same may expedite a
particular facet of performance as is the case for the above two cultural
attitudes.
In the Middle East region the general perception of U.S. overseas
managers for the selected cultural factors is on the negative side (Figure 5.3
and Table 5.15). The attitude toward punctuality in particular is viewed
distinctly negative and because of that overseas managers feel themselves
somewhat constrained in their ability to plan, organise, motivate, and to get
things done.a The attitudes toward education and toward work and
achievement, in general are perceived to be marginally supportive but their
effects are not perceived as supportive on the managerial performance
variables which may be more on account of a lag in their (local employees)
appreciation and hence application or unconscious reluc{ance. Sutfice it may
be to say that the general perception appertaining the selec{ed cultural lactors
is that of slight discomfort for the general managerial tasks.
The perceptions about the cuhural factors extant in Africa is somewhat
mixed. Some factors such as attitude towards time consciousness, inter-
organisational cooperation, view ol authority and subordinates are perceiv€d
as moderately negative while the attitudes toward education, work and
achievement, and toward self and space as positive (Figure 5.4 and Table
5.16). The prevalenl legal rules in the region are perceived as slightly
negative but their perceived effect on the performance variables is relatively
more intense. The attitude about punctuality is viewed as negative and its
3 ennip R. Hanis and Robert T. Moan, Managing CulturalDifferences ( Houston, Texas:
Gulf Publishing Co., 1983), pp. 387-434.
4 Jbid., pp.465-75.
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effest is glaringly focused on the manage/s ability to get things done. The
phenomenon has already been noticed by early researchers.s Though there
are variations in the cultural factors across the Atrican continent, but the
general tendencies from U.S. managers' perspective are as manifested by
their responses. Time is not of the utmost importance to most Africans. As a
matter of fact, time is viewed as being unlimited. Similarly respect for authority
is linked more with age rather than the placement in the organisational
struclure.e Afthough the attitude toward education is viewed slightly positively
but its influence on managefs ability to organise and motivate is not , instead,
it is slightly negative which may be on aocount ol delayed manifestation of lhis
attitude in the typical work habits (ethics). However, the fact that comments
are based on fewer responses should be kept in mind while interpreting the
numbers and comments thereof.
The average perceptions of U.S. overseas managers of cultunl factors
in Europe are somewhat between slightly negative and slightly positive
(Figure 5.5 and Table 5.17'). Attitudes toward education, and scientific method
are marginally positive while those toward risk taking, change, punctuality and
sense of self and space are slightly negative. One may wonder about the
attitude toward punctuality in European region being perceived as slightly
negative. But to appreciate the latent underpinnings of this perception one
must appreciate that it is the group of U.S. overseas managers which is
perceiving the attitude to be a bit uncomfortable which may mean that it is at a
variant with that extant in the U.S.A. lt does not in any way imply that the
attitude towards time and time consciousness is good or bad. At times too
5 lbld., pp. as2-90
6 [bid., and P.C. Gutkind and l. Wallerstein, eds.
Alrica (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage Publications, 1gB5).
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much or too little insistsnce on punctuality may produce similar reactions and
hence similar perceptions. The responses from overseas managers seem to
suggest that interorganisational cooperation is marginally stifling and its effect
is perceived to be negative in general on the selected aspects of managerial
performance. The general pattern of the tone and tenor of managers'
perceptions about these cultural lactors seem to be symmetrically followed by
their perceived influence on the selected input variables of managerial
performance.
A larger number of cuhural factors of the Latin American region are
perceived slightly negative than those which are perceived slightly positive
(Figure 5.6 and Table 5.18). The ability to get things done is negatively
influenced by the extant legal rules and interorganisational cooperation (the
case of Ludwig forestry endeavour in Brazil is a case in point).t The attitude
toward time consciousness is regarded as negative by the U.S. managers and
its effect is perceived to be negative on all the chosen aspects of managerial
performance. The attitudes toward sense of self and space and education are
somewhat slightly positive and so are their perceived etfects on the input
variables of managerial performance from the overseas managers'
perspective. This may be partially explained by an innate urge to (easily)
emulate the U.S. counterparts as these imply a feeling of belonging to an elite
group.
The foregoing paragraphs provide a brief description and
interpretation of the U.S. overseas managers' perceptions of the foreign
7 p.R. Hanison, Behaving Brazilian: A Comparison of Brazilian and North Amerir:an Social
ElehAyiq[, (Yarmouth, ME: Intemational Press, 1985); Allan Dodds Frank, ,'We Have Had Our
Recession,' EgIbeS, 3rd January 1983; Jeremy Man, " The Argentinian Web Trapping U.S.
Lenders," Fortune. 20th August 1984, pp. 122-32 aN Howard Banks, -Bankruptcy Without
Pain," EeIbeS, 29th April, 1985, pp. 110-2.
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cultural factors in general and also in the selected five regions as was
stipulated in the first two objectives of this study. An attempt has also been
made to comment briefly on the perceived influence of these loreign cuhural
variables on selected aspects of managerial performance. The inter-regional
comment on the perception of each of the cultural factors and their effect on
the selected aspects of managerial performance was not attempted. The
hypotheses proposed for the second objective would be dealt with in the last
section of this chapter.
EVALUATORS' (OF OVERSEAS MANAGEHS'. qERFORMANCE)
PERCEPTIONS OF FOREIGN CULTURAL FACTORS
Objectives three and four of this study intended to present evaluators'
perceptions appertaining the twelve foreign cultural faclors both from a global
(aggregate) as well as regional perspective. The intended emphasis has been
on the level of consideration given to the perceived influence of each of these
cullural factors on the eight selected aspects managerial performance in the
performance evaluation of US overseas managers.
The views of the evaluators of the U.S. overseas managers'
performance about the twelve specific cultural factors too have been provided
in similarformats. The group of figures 5.7 to 5.12 and the group of tables
5.25 to 5.30 and 5.61 to 5.72 exhibit the general perceptions of the evaluators
of overseas managers' performance for the specific cultural tactors both in
graphicaf as well as in numerical (quantitative) form. An attempt has been
made to maintain the similarity in presentation of data appertaining U.S.
overseas managers and their evaluators in all relevant aspests.
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GLOBAL (AGGREGATE) PERSPECTTVE
Except for the attitude toward education, the evaluators seem to
perceive in generalthe cultural factors to have slightly negative to no impact at
all (Figure 5.7 and Table 5.25). The consideration they seem to be according
to the influence of these cultural factors on the overseas managers'
performance while evaluating their performance tends to follow the same
general pattern as that of U.S. overseas managers except for the view of
authority and subordinates which is perceived to be slightly negative while the
consideration given to its influence on the manage/s ability to executive duties
is assuming it to be slightly positive. Similar[ the attitude toward work and
achievement is perceived to be slightly positive while the consideration placed
for its perceived influence on the selected aspects of managerial performance
treats it slightly negative on a consistent basis.
REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE
The figure 5.8 portrays the evaluators' overall perceptions of these
cultural factors and the consideration they appear to attach to their influence
on performance factors during performance evaluation of U.S. overseas
managers in the Far East. Evaluators lor the Far East region like U.S.
overseas managers in that region seem to view the attitude toward scientific
method to be slightly positive while the attitude toward change is perceived as
slightly negative. Surprisingly the consideration given to the influence of
attitude toward scientiflc method treats it as slightly negative for both initiative
as well as ability to get things done. The attitude toward education is
perceived to be of neutral favourableness while its influence is accorded
relatively high favourable weightage on performance factors such as ability to
organise, initiative and ability to plan in performance evaluation.
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The evaluators for the Mlddle East region perceive only attitude
toward education and that toward work and achievement to be slightly
positive, however their influence on the eight aspects of managerial
performance is in general accorded a slight negative weightage in overseas
managers' performance evaluation. All other remaining cultural variables
extant in this region are in general perceived to be slightly to moderately
negative. Attitudes toward change, punctuality,s toward authority and
subordinates, scientific method, class structure and individual mobility and
legal rules are all perceived to be negative. The effect of these variables on
various aspects of managerial performance in general, too, is accorded a
negative consideration in the performance evaluation except the etfect of
general attitude toward self and space which according to evaluators'
perception should favourably influence the managers' ability to execute duties.
However, the fact that there were only two 'evaluator-responses' from this
region should not be overlooked while attempting to generalise the findings.
The lines showing the general tone of the evaluators' average
perceptions of the cultural factors for the African region in Figure 5.10 are
quite expressive. Except for the attitudes toward education and work and
achievement the average perceptions about the cultural factors in this region
are lrom slightly to moderately negative, many perceptions hovering around
the latter (Table 5.28). The recognition accorded to their influence on various
facets of overseas managers' performance too rely on this negative
perception by the evaluators. Overall, it may not be unreasonable to state that
the cultural factors and their influence on various performance input factors
8 SfraniO L. Ansari and Jan Bell, 'symbolism, Collectivism and Rationality in Organisational
Control, " Accounting. Auditing & accountability Joumal, vol .4, No.2, 1991, pp. 4-27 aN
Phifip R. Hanis and Robeil T. Moran, Op.Cil., p.475-78.
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are both perceived to be negative by the evaluators. Nevertheless, the same
caveat needs to be exercised while generalising the comments as the number
of 'evaluator-responses' was only two.
The mean responses from evaluators of their perceptions of the
selected cultural factors and weightage given to their effects on the eight
specific aspects of managerial performance in their evaluation of U.S.
overseas managers in Europe are provided in the figure 5. 11 and table 5.29.
Except for the attitude toward risk taking and for sense of self and space all
other cultural faclors are perceived to be favourable which strengthens the
notion of general affinity amongst European nations and the U.S. The
conspicuously positive perception of legal rules and attitude toward education
lends further support to the above remark. However, the influence ol these
positively perceived lactors on performance factors is not accorded a
commensurate weightage during performance evaluation for this region. This
may underscore a slight uneasiness on the part of managers as well as
evaluators in getting adapted to these variables prevalent in Europe.
Figure 5.12 and table 5.30 provide the average perceptions of
evaluators appertaining the selected twelve cultural factors in Latin America
and the weightage given to their effects on the eight aspects managerial
performance in their evaluation of U.S. overseas managers working in that
region. lt may be suffice to state that in general the evaluators for this region
seem to perceive the cultural factors in a very narrow bend of slightly negative
to slightly positive with many being perceived as having no impact. The
consideration assigned to their effects on the chosen aspects of managerial
performance is also similar, in tone and tenor, to the that of general
perceptions of these cultural factors.
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The preceding paragraphs present a brief commentary on the
evaluators' perception of the selested cuhural factors in the five regions along
with the weightage assigned to the perceived effect of each on the eight
aspects of managerial performance in their performance evaluation of
managers of these regions as was stipulated in the third and fourth objectives.
No attempt has been made to present an inter-regional comparison of each of
the cuhural fastors for its general perception and the weightage assigned to its
perceived effect on the aspects of performance for the group of evaluators.
Amordingly, no effort is made to attempt and present a generalisation. Also,
this researcher has desisted from making generalisations based on
'evaluator-responses'as the number of responses from them was quite small.
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sEcTroN ilr
HYPOTHESES TESTING AND DATA ANALYSIS
This section of the chapter provides the resuhs of various hypothesis
tests which have been undertaken to help achieve the research objectives ol
the study. Research objective no. 2 intended to determine the impacl of the
specific cultural factors as perceived by the U.S. managers working overseas
on their performance. Accordingly two sets of hypotheses were formulated:
Hl: There is no difference among the mean scores representing the
general perception and impact of a specific cultunl factor on eight
different aspects of performance €rs viewed by the U.S. managerc
working overseas. (There are twelve hypotheses, one for each of
the twelve foreign cultural factors).
There is no difference among the mean scores representing the
impact of twelve selected foreign cultural tadors on an individual
aspect of performance as viewed by the U.S. managers woHng
overseas. (There are eight hypotheses, one each for the eight
selected aspects of the performance).
H2:
That is,
tor H1 Ho: ltCFlA = ltCFlBl = ltCFlB2 = ltCFlBS
4uCF2A=1uCFZB| =1uCF2B2 =1uCF2B8
and
ttCFlZA = ptCFlZBl = 1tCF|2B2 ........ = 1uCF12B8
H2
Ho: ltCFl A = 1uCFZA = 1nCFSA = 1uCF4A ..... = 1tCFl2A
ptCFlBl 
= ltCF2BI = ltCFSBl = 1uCF4B1 ............8 pCFl2B1
CFIBS=1ICF2B8=1uCF3B8=1uCF4B8 =1tCF|2BB
(where CF - culturalfactor , A = general perception, and
B = perceived effect of CF on a pertormance asped).
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It was decided to employ an F test in the repeated measures analysis
of variance (ANOVA) using the GLM (General Linear Model) as the above
hypotheses involve multiple means tests. As remarked in the previous chapter,
an F test in ANOVA (only) tells if the means are significantly different from each
other, but it does not tell which means differ from which other means. The GLM
procedure, however, performs several multiple comparison tests and gives
more detailed inlormation about the differences among the means and allows
one to control error rates for a multitude of comparisons. The GLM procedure
also eliminates the possibility of incorrecl results where analysis of variance
involves unbalanced design (as is the case here on account of unequal
responses from the five regions).s
The first group of twelve hypotheses attempts to test the equality of
(nine)10 means in a string (vector) as these are provided in the columns of
table 5.13. Similarly, the second group of eight hypotheses attempts to test the
equality of (twelve) means given in each row of the same table. Inilially, it was
proposed to test tor the cultural factor's effect only on the eight aspects ol
managerial performance, but later the hypothesis for the general perception
(part A of each question) of the cultural factor was also included and hence,
nine hypotheses were tested instead of eight as was originally contemplated.
The inclusion of the ninth factor does not in any way influence the generaltone
of the analysis.
9 Sagstet Use/s Gukle, Release 6.03 Ed. (Cary, NC: SAS Inditute lnc., 1990), pp. 19-
23. and Chapter 11.
10 ln important point to remember in this is that the first mean represents lhe general
perception of a specilic cultural factor and the other eight means represent the perceived eftecl
ol that general perception on a various aspects of managerial performance. The lirst mean
relates to a distinct issue. Besides comparing the nature of the etlect of a cultural factor on the
aspests of perlormance an attempt is also made to identify the symmetry between general
perception and the extenl of perceived etfect ot that general perception on the selected
aspects of managerialperformance. Aocordingly, the interpretation of results should consider
this leature as well.
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The initial testing of the above hypotheses was done on the aggregate
data provided in tables 5.13 and 5.19'. The details of the results of the
hypothesis tests are provided in table 5.37 for Group H1 hypotheses and table
5.38 for Group H2 hypotheses.
All the twelve null hypotheses that the column string of means (Table
5.13) are equal were rejected. Across regions there is a significant difference
in the U.S. overseas managers' perceptions of these cultural factors and their
impact on the selected aspects of managerial performance. However, the test
has not identified any statistically significant ditference in the perceived impact
of the cultural factors on the selected aspects of managerial performance
within a region except for attitude toward education at 0.0005 level,l1 view of
authority and subordinates at 0.05 levsl, and lor attitude toward work and
achievement at 0.005 level. The computed F values with appropriate degrees
of freedom relating to the twelve hypotheses are all significant at the 0.0005
level (Table 5.37) but it appears that the differences are more pronounced
amongst regions than within regions.
The second set consisting ol all the nine null hypotheses that the
string of means as shown in each row (Table 5.13) are equal were also
rejected. The test has identified that within and amongst regions there are
' The data from other tables: 5.14-5-18 and 5.20-5.24 were used to highlight within
regio n characteristics wherever deemed appropriate.
11 A null hypothesis can be rejected in a tesil wilh a level ol spnifirnrrce alpha, i.e., one
can have cnnfidence of at least 100 (1 - a@a ) % that the null hypothesis is false. However, the
strength ol a reject statement in a hypothesis test may also be irdicated through the use of the
empirical level af signiticance or p-level that a test statistic exhibits. The empirical level ot
significance is the level of signilicance lor which a test statastic is just barely significant. In a
hypothesis test, the empirical level ot significance is refened to as the ylevel. lt measures how
significanl the obserued sample test statistics actually is. Unlike the levelof signilicarrce alpha,
which is set by the experimenter, the plevel is determined by lhe data. (E. A. Maxwell,
291-92.
ipg, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1983), pp.
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significant differences in the U.S. overseas managers' perceptions of the these
(12) cultural factors and also of their perceived etfects on the selected aspects
of managerial performance. The computed F values with appropriate degrees
of freedom relating to the nine hypotheses are all significant at the 0.0005
level (Table 5.38).
On account of the general absence of differential perceived effects of a
cuttural factor on the selected aspects of performance (Table 5.37), an attempt
was made to see whether there exists some correlation in managers'
perceptions for the aspects ol pertormance on an overall (global) basis. The
computed correlation matrices for the entire sample are provided in tables
5.39 and 5.40. The reliability alphas (cr's) for these matrices are high
showing the general consistency in the understanding of the U.S. overseas
managers with respect to the questions and responses thereof, thus,
sustaining and strengthening the internal validity.
The twelve correlation matrices (Table 5.39) show that there is a high
degree of correlation among the perceptions of managers of the effects of
individual cultural factor/s on the aspects of performance. This may partially
explain why the statistical tests (for H1) could not identify any statistically
significant difference in the impact of the cultural factors on the selected
aspects of managerial performance within a region. The correlation matrices
for the attitudes toward education, view of authority and subordinates and work
and achievement show relatively smaller conelation coefficients and thus,
tend to explain (at least partially) why some significant differences among the
perceived etfects of (these) cultural factors were identified.
Correlation matrices (nine) based on aggregate responses were also
produced for the perceived effects of twelve cuhural factors for each individual
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aspect of performance along with the question on general perception (Table
5.40). These correlation matrices also have high reliabilily alphas (cr's) and
consistently lower correlation coefficients. This may partially explain the
identification of statistically significant differences on an overall basis amongst
for H2 group of hypotheses.
The results of the second set of hypotheses and the associated nine
correlation matrices indicate that there are significant differences in the
perceived effects of the twelve cultural factors on individual aspects of
managerial performance. However, it was proposed in the preceding chapter
to explore whether or not any of these cultural variables are significantly
intenelated with respect to their general perception, a test for mutticollinearity
was undertaken.
Multicollinearity
The 'Collin" option in REG Procedure (in SAS) was employed to
diagonise multicollinearity for the aforementioned purpose.l2 The procedure
provided the eigenvalues, condition indices, and decomposition of the
variance of the estimates with respect to each eigenvalue. The procedure also
provided the F value, its associated p value with relevant degrees of freedom,
R2 and t values for the estimates of relational (regression) coefficients for
each of the eight aspects of managerial performance.
The results so obtained confirmed the validity of the findings of the H2
set of hypotheses and also identified the existence of moderate to high
multicollinearity as shown by the significant F statistics and their associated p
12 Regression nrodelbeing 81 = F (CFA1 + CFA2 + GFA3 +.............+ CFA11 + CFAl2).
SAS/STAT Usefs Guitle, 4th Edilion, version 6, volume 2, 1990, pp. 1a1&8.
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values, high R2, a few low t values and moderately large condition indices. In
order to improve the robustness of the model and to provide a more precise
relationship between cultural (explanatory) variables and aspects of
performance (dependent variables) it was decided to drop those cultural
variables whose associated t values were less than 1.
This procedure is a systematic but arbitrary way of exploring the
importance of a subset of the cuhural (explanatory) variables in explaining the
differences in the perceived etfects on the aspec'ts of managerial performance.
In the present case whenever the exclusion of variables, whose estimated
coetficients had t values less than 1, significantly affected the magnitude of the
re-estimated remaining coefficients, the fact has been highlighted and
reported. The pretesting issues it introduces are recognised but have not been
considered for further evaluation.
In case of all the eight aspects of managerial performance the cultural
variables with t value of less than 1 were dropped fiable 5.42l.. The exclusion
of four cultural variables, namely, attitude toward education, view of authority
and subordinates, attitude toward change and sense of self and space in the
case of ability for effective decision making aspect of performance, did not
have any significant etfect on the R2. The associated F statistic and condition
index improved (Table 5.41). Similarly, in the case of the ability to motivate
aspec{ of performance the deletion of attitude toward education, visw of
authority and subordinates, attitude toward work and achievement and
attitude toward change did not have any etfect on the overall relationship. The
attitude toward change and view of authority and subordinates variables did
not have much to contribute towards the relationship of the perception of
cultural variables with seven out of eight aspects of performance. Similarly,
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the attitude toward education did not have any significant etfect on five out of
eight aspects of performance (Table 5.421.
By way of facilitating the juxtaposition between belore and after
multicollinearity test the table 5.41 provides the estimated and re-estimated
coetficients together with their respective t values for the first dependent
variabte only. While, the details relating to the changed F statistics, R2 and
Adjusted p2, condition indices and the re-estimated coefficients of
independent variables together with their respective t values are provided for
all the dependent variables. The associated t values of all the remaining
variables have increased (but not much) thus underscoring the relative
improvement in the reliability of their relational parameters.
The attitude toward change and view of authority and subordinates
factors would have been totally dropped from the analysis of this study but for
their relatively signilicant contribution toward explaining the differences in the
perceived effects respectively, on 'initiative' and 'ability to plan' aspects of
managerial performance. Accordingly, it was decided to keep all the twelve
cultural factors and to make references of their relative lack of relevance in
appropriate cases.
From a global perspeclive the preceding discussion of muhicollinearity
test and its results provide the comparative relevance ol cultural factors for
managerial performance and its specific aspects. However, looking at these
individually one may still discern their differential effects on various aspects of
managerial performance. The point to note is that they may have different
levels of relevance in ditferent regions and countries. The discussion of the
issue of multicollinearity at the regional level has been provided in the section
on inter-regional comparisons.
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An attempt has also been made to identify which particular aspect of
performance differs significantly from the others in its perceived effect of a
cultural faclor for the entire sample. Data from tables 5.13 and 5.19 were used
and the findings are provided in table 5.43. The table also provides the
differences, if any, between the general perception of a cultural factor and its
perceived effect on the eight aspects of managerial performance. The
SAS/STAT proceduresl3 used for this is the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) T
Tests (LSD) which controls the type I comparison wise error. With alpha (a) of
0.05 the tests identified that no statistically significant differences exist
between the mean responses for the general perception of a cultural factor
and its perceived elfect on the eight aspects of managerial performance for
cultural factors: class structure and individual mobility, attitude toward risk
taking, attitude toward change, communication and language and relevant
legal rules of the game.
However, statistically significant differences have been identified for
the other cultural variables, such as attitude toward education, view of
authority and subordinates, attitude toward work and achievemenl, attitude
toward scientific method and sense of self and space in the terms of their
general perception (A) and their perceived effect on the eight aspects of
managerial performance (Table 5.43). A cultural factor may be perceived in
general as favourable or unfavourable, however the perception of its specific
effect on an aspect of performance may or may not be significantly the same,
the feature which may underscore its differential relevance for specific aspects
of performance.
13 SR9STRT Usels Guide, , g!.-Cil., Chapter 11.
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This table (5.43) provides those specific cultural factors, the mean
response of whose etfect on a particular aspect ol managerial performance is
significantly difterent from the others which have been identified in the last
column. The directionalityt+ of the significant ditferences have also been
indicated accordingly with GT (greater than) or LT (less than) to show
whether the pooled (aggregate) mean for a response is higher or lower than
those for other responses (representing aspects of performance) so identified.
For example, for cultural factor 
- 
interorganisational cooperation
there is a significant ditference (GT) in the overseas managers' perception of
its effect on their ability to understand and execute duties (Btt) and their
perceptions for its effect on their ability to get things done (87). In this
analysis, the direction and extent of the ditferences are also highlighted
(Table 5.43).
An attempt has also been made to identify which particular cultural
facto/s effect is significantly different from others on a particular aspoct of
performance in an aggregate sense for the entire sample. Data provided in
tables 5.13 and 5.19 were used to accomplish this by employing procedures of
14 [ may be appropriate to mention that the leature of 'direc{ionality' and the 'degree'
thereof should be understood and appreciated in a generalsense rather than in a specilic and
precise vein. ll is adly remarked,'Cartography provides another example which is perhaps even
more analogous to the above case. The maps ol the world which cafiographers produce usirp
the convenlional 'Mercator projectbn' are known to disitort lhe apparent area of land masses at
high fatitudes; indeed, il is known to be impossible to produce a completely accurale llat map
because of the inpossibility of projecling an appoxirnately spherical bocly (the plane$ onto a flat
surlace. On the other hand, Mercator rnaps have a high representative accuftlcy with respect to
direction, e.9., if city A is further east than city B on the globe, then city A will always appear to
the right of lhe city B on a flat map. Thus, navigators find Mercator maps uselul because of their
accuracy in the 'direc{ion' sense; it does nol matter that they irrcorporate distortions in other
ways because serious users of maps are aware of the restrictive assurptions under which they
were prepared, and evolve their own tactics lor dealing with any resulting deficierrcies. By
enension, it follows that managemenl accounting rmdels do not necessarily have to fully
represenl all aspects ol decision situation in order lo be useful. Oher information sources
and/or lhe exercise of rnanagerial judgment can compensate tor any restrictive assunplions of a
model.'John Currie, 'The Role ol Quantitative Models in Management Accountirg Education,'
British Accouiling Review ,1992 , pp. S-16 (emphasis adcled).
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the Analysis of Variance (ANovA) T Tests (LSD) which controls the type I
comparison wise error and the results are provided in table 5.44. The table
provides the specilic aspects of managerial performance for which there exist
statistically significant differences between the effects of specific cultural
factors.
With alpha of 0.05 the tests identified that statistically significant
ditferences exist between the mean responses for the twelve cultural factors
in terms of their general perception (A) amongst U.S. overseas managers
(research objective 1) and also in terms of their perceived effests on virtually
all the eight aspests of overseas managers' performance (Table 5.44). The
general direction (favourable and unfavourable perception) has also been
identified with the use GT and LT for the aggregate (pooled) mean
representing the perceived etfect of the given cultural factor being higher or
lower than those means representing the effects of the cultural factors
identified in the last column.
The differences which are statistically significant at alpha of 0.005 and
0.001 for general perception for cuhural variables and also for their perceived
effects on the specific aspects of managerial performance have been
appropriately identified in tables 5.43 and 5.44. However, while interpreting
the results shown in table 5.44 tor the performance evaluation of the U.S.
overseas managers, the fact that a few of the cultural factors are interrelated
with respect to their perceived effects on aspects of managerial performance
must not be overlooked.
On account of relatively fewer responses from the evaluators of the
U.S. overseas managers' performance no similar hypotheses were
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formulated. Therefore, no such elaborate attempt was undertaken to test (and
interpret) for the statistically significant ditferences amongst the perceived
etfects of cultural factors on a single aspect of managerial performance or the
perceived effests of a single cultural factor on various aspects of managerial
performance either within or among the five selested. regions.ls For the same
reason the test for multicollinearity was not undertaken.
The preceding paragraphs present the details of the statistical tests
undertaken to test the proposed hypotheses. All the null hypotheses were
rejected, however, the tests lalled to identity any statistically significant
differences in the perceived impact of the cultural factors on the selected
aspects of managerial performance within a region except for attitude toward
education, view of authority and subordinates, and for attitude toward work
and achievement. The details also provide the directionality and relative extent
of these differences.
COMPARISON BETWEEN MANAGERS AND EVALUATORS
Another set of comparisons proposed for this study was to identify the
significant differences between groups of U.S. overseas managers and the
evaluators of their performance in their general perceptions of the twelve
cultural factors. Comparisons were also proposed between the overseas
managers' perceptions of the effects of these factors on the eight specilic
aspects of performance and the consideration accorded to the impact of these
15 However, the pertinent information resulting lrom the identical hypothesis tests at
various levels of alpha (e.9. 0.05, 0.005 and 0.001) using the data presenled in tables 5.2$
5.36 lor statistical significant differences among lhe eflects of a qJlturalfactor or lhe effects of
culturalfactors on a specilic aspect ol managerial perlormance on aggregate data have been
summarised and presented in tables 5.47 - 5.52 lt must be stated that the results so oblained
be accepted and used with the knowledge that these are based on comparalively fewer (18)
responses.
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spscific foreign cultural factors by the evaluators in evaluating the
performance of U.S. executives working overseas.
The proposed hypotheses (that is no. 3 and 4) were:
Ho: There is no difference between the mean scrres representing the
view of the U.S. managers working overseas and performance
evaluators regarding twelve selected toreign cultunl factors.
Ho: There is no difference between the mean scures representing the
views of the U.S. managers woHng overseas and pertormance
evaluators regarding the impad of twelve specifrc foreign cultural
factoe on the seleded eight aspeds of performance.
To test for the equality of vectors of means representing the responses
of overseas managers and their evaluators regarding their general perception
of the cultural faclors and the perceived and considered effect of these
variables on the specific aspects of performance, the Hotellings T2 test, the
muttivariate extension of the univariate t test was employed.
The results of comparisons of veclors of means representing the
general perceptions ( row A, Table 5.53) of the twelve cultural factors between
the two groups of managers and evaluators from the five selected regions fin
aggregate) produced by Hotellings T2 test did not yield any statistically
significant difference. Similarly, no statistically significant differences were
identified between these two groups when the vectors of means representing
thetr (aggregate) responses regarding the perceived effects of twelve
selected cultural factors on the eight specific aspecls of performance were
compared (rows 81 to 88, Table 5.53).
An attempt was also undertaken to see whether there arc any
significant ditferences between these two groups in their views regarding the
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perceived effest of twelve cultural fastors on individual aspecls of managerial
performance. The Hotellings T2 test/s undertaken to test the simihrilies
between managers and their evaluators on sectional (individual rows of
means) basis, too, lailed to identity any statistically significant differences.
Hence, both the null hypotheses (no. 3 and 4) failed to be rejected by the
statistical tests.
The consideration of the outcome of multicollinearity tests for the U.S.
overseas managers while carrying out the above comparison tests was not
undertaken as the similar tests for the evaluators were not carried out on
account of fewer responses from the latter group.
On account of fewer responses from evaluators responsible for
individual regions no attempt was undertaken to test for ditferences in the
perceptions of U.S. overseas managers and their evaluators relating to the
twelve cultural tactors and their etfect on the selecled aspects of managerial
performance on regional basis.
However, an attempt was also made to explore whether some
statistically significant ditferences exist for some questions relating to cultural
factors and their perceived effects on aspects ol managerial performance
within a specific region. Within Far east as well as Middle east, the tests failed
to identify any significant difference in any of the pair-wise comparisons
between overseas managers and their evaluators. While, in Africa, Europe
and Latin America, on some pair-wise comparisons statistically significant
differences were identified between overseas managers and their evaluators
at 0.05 level (Tables 5.54 and 5.55).
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For example, in Africa managers and evaluators ditler significantly in
their general perception of a cultural factor relating to sense of self and space
and its perceived effect on ability to motivate and ability to get things done.
While in Europe they ditter with regard to their general perception of view of
authority and subordinates, class structure and mobility and relevant legal
rules and their perceived effects on ability to organise, ability to motivate and
ability to get things done. In Latln America, statistically significant
ditferences were identified with regard to cultural factors; attitude toward time
and time consciousness and extant attitude toward legal rules and the
perceived effect of the latter on managers' ability to plan, to organise, for
effective decision-making, to execute duties and overall performance. The
perception also differs on the effect of puncluality on ability to get things done
(Table 5.s4-5.55).
The presence of some statistically significant differences between the
views of groups of U.S. overseas managers and their evaluators regarding
cultural factors and their etfect on managerial performance within a region
stems from a notion (belief) on the part of evaluators that cultural factors such
as view of authority and subordinates, class structure and individual mobility,
attitude toward punctuality, sense of self and space, and legal rules should
become more acceptable, less cumbersome and less stifling over time. Other
plausible explanations appear to be that the factors may be some what non-
facilitating (an irritant) when constantly being interfaced with versus from being
observed from a vintage distance and accorded a moderate consideration
only.
However, the fact that the groups compared were of unequal size in
general (in aggregafe) should be kept in mind to temper the generalisability of
the results so obtained. The same comment can be made for specific regions.
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The phenomenon of pervasive similarities between the groups of the
U.S.overseas managers and their evaluators in their general perception of the
twelve cultural lactors and also regarding the perceived effests of them on the
specific aspects of managerial performance stems from the fact that virtually all
the evaluators have been to those regions for whose managers' performance
evalualion they were responsible for. The fact of their being familiar with the
cultural variables eritant in those regions made it possible (coincidentally
rather than as a result of some policy action), it is assumed, for the presence
of general similarity between managers and evaluators. From the informal
talks held with the corporate headquarters, there was no evidence that some
concerted effort might have been undertaken to incorporate these features in
the managerial performance evaluation system.
Although separate hypotheses were not proposed to identify the
ditferences in the perceptions of cultural factors and their etfect on the aspects
managerial performance lor the evaluators but the tests run on their
(aggregafel responses indicate the presence ol (an uncanny) general
similarity with the overseas managers' perceptions of cultural factors and their
perceived effects on the aspects of managerial performance (Tables 5.47-
5.s2).
INTER.REGIONAL COMPARISONS
Although no specific hypothesis were initially formulated and proposed
but in order to provide a brief prelude to the actual accomplishment of
research objectives 7 and I (that is hypotheses 5 and 6) an attempt is made to
present between (painrise) regions comparisons by using the analysis of
variance procedure T Tests (LSD). This procedure controls the type I
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comparison wise error and was performed on the twelve selected cultural
factors as well as on the eight specific aspects of managerial performance
using the data of tables 5.14-5.18 and 5.20-5.24 and the results are provided
in tables 5.45 and 5,46.
Wilh alpha of 0.05 and using the pooled mean responses from the
U.S. overseas managers statistically significant ditferences were identified for
all the twelve cultural factors between and amongst the selected five regions,
thus reinforcing the findings of the repeated measures analysis of variance for
testing the string of means (Table 5.37 and 5.38). However, no statistically
significant ditference was identified between Africa and the Middle East for the
following cultural lastors:
attitude towards education,
view of authority and subordinates,
class structure and individual mobility,
attitudes toward risk taking,
attitude toward change,
communication and language,
attitude toward time and time consciousness and
sense of self and space.
Similarly, no statistically significant differences were identified
between Latin America and Europe for cuttural factors:
view of authority and subordinates,
i nterorganisational cooperation,
class structure and individual mobility and
communication and language.
Other statistically significant differences between other regions for
other cuhural factors are provided in table 5.45.
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Similar tests were undertaken to identify if there exists any statistically
significant ditferences in pooled means of responses for cultural factors across
the selected five regions. Data from tables 5.14-5.18 and 5.20-5.24 were used
and the results are provided in table 5.46. With alpha of 0.05 the selected
tests did not identify any statistically significant difference between Middle East
and Africa and Europe and Latin America for the general perception of the
twelve cultural factors among the U.S. overseas managers. Also no
differences of statistical significance were identified between Middle East and
Latin America for the perceived etfect of twelve cuhural factors on aspects of
performance such as,
ability to plan,
ability to organise,
ability for etfective decision-making,
ability to understand and execute duties,
ability to motivate,
ability to get things done and
overall performance,
Other pertinent comparisons identifying statistically significant
differences between selected regions are provided in table 5.46. The results
obtained confirmed the findings of repeated measures analysis of variance for
testing the equality of a string of means (Table 5.38).
Tables 5.45 and 5.46 provide results of univariate tests at alpha ot
0.05 (the ditferences which are statistically significant at alpha of 0.005 and
0.001 have also been appropriately identified) which reject the null hypothesis
that there is no ditference among the mean scores of the U.S. managers
working in the five selecled overseas regions regarding the twelve specific
cultural fastors. Also, the null hypothesis that there is no difference among the
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mean scores representing the views of the U.s. overseas managers working
in the five selected regions regarding the impact of twelve cuhural factors on
the selected eight aspects of performance is rejected. These tests not only
underscored the rejection of the null hypotheses of equality of mean
responses across five regions but also provided detailed information on
painrise comparisons between these regions for cuhural factors as well as
their perceived etfect on the specific aspects of performance.
A panoramic view is provided in a consolidated format to highlight the
inter-regional statistically significant ditferences among means of responses ol
the U.S. overseas managers about their perceptions of foreign cuhural factors
and their perceived effect on the aspects of managerial performance across
regions (Table 5.56). The table provides information from a univariate
perspective about the significant differences in cultural factors across the
selected regions.
The tests for multicollinearity were also undertaken for the regional
responses following the simihr procedure (that is, to drop those variables
whose estimated coetficients have a t value of less than 1) as was adopted for
the global responses. The test could not be run for the African region as the
number of observations (responses) were less (ten) than the number of
explanatory variables (twelve). The results so obtained are presented in
tables 5.56-5.59 and 5.60-5.63. Cultural variables such as attitude toward risk
taking and legal rules in the Far East seem not to have any significant effect on
any of the aspects of managerial performance. This feature suggests that the
U.S. overseas managers do not perceive these two variables to have any
effect, that is, they do not find these variables to be ditferent from those they
have been exposed to in the United States. Similarly, in Latin America they do
not perceive the attitude toward class structure and individual mobility to be
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atfeoing any aspec{ of their managerial performance. The tests failed to yield
any meaningful results for the Middle Eastern region. Overall these findings
tend to confirm the resuhs of earlier hypotheses tests.
As mentioned earlier in chapter four descriptive statistics and
univariate tests of significance provide basic information about the
distributions of the variables in the groups and help identify some differences
among the groups. However, in discriminant analysis as well as in
multivariate statistical procedures, the emphasis is on analysing the variables
togather, not one at a time. By considering the variables simultaneously, one is
able to incorporate important information amongst their relations.16
The Wilks' likelihood (A ) criterion was used to accomplish research
objective 7, that is, hypothesis 5, to ascertain the similarities and ditferences
among the views of the U.S. overseas managers of the five selested regions
regarding the twelve specific cultural factors. For research objective 8 (i.e.
hypothesis 6) to explore the differences (if any) in the perceptions of U.S.
overseas managers about the impact of cuhural factors on the specific aspects
performance on a regional basis, the Wilks' likelihood criterion (A ) was used.
As mentioned in chapter four, Wilks' lambda (A ) is the likelihood ratio statistic
for testing the hypothesis that the means of the classes on the selected
variables are equal in the population. Wilks' lambda (A) is close to zero if any
two groups are well separated.
16 ln discriminant analysis, a linear combination of the independent variables is formed
and serves as the basis for assigning cases to groups. Thus, information contained in multple
independent variables is summarised in a single index. This is accomplished by findirg a
weighted average of those significant variables which can provide a score lhat wall distinguish
lhe members of one group from those ol another. In discriminant analysis, the weights are
estimaled so that they result in the'besl" separation between (or anrcng) the goups.
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The hypotheses ( no. 5 and 6):
Ho: that there is no difference among the mean scores representing
the views of the U.S. overseas managers working in the five
selected regions regarding the twelve specific foreign cultural
fado,rs
and
Ho: that there is no difference among the mean scores representing
the views of the U.S. overseas managers working in the five
selec'ted ovets,eas regions regarding the impact of twelve specific
foreign cultural factors on the selected eight aspecfs of
performance.
The computed Wilks' lambda of 0.4094, having an F value of 2.3351
with appropriate degrees of freedom (48,430) has a probability for F of 0.0001
which means that based on all the twelve foreign cuhural factors there are
significant differences across regions (Table 5.65). Thus, the hypothesis no. 5
that there is no ditference among the mean scores representing the views of
the U.S. overseas managers working in the five selected regions regarding the
twelve specific foreign cuhural facilors is rejected. However, it must be stated
that the value of Wilks' lambda does not indicate that all the variance is
explained by among group differences. The value of lambda should be as low
as possible in order to be a good predictor.lT
For the hypothesis no.6 the likelihood criterion (A) was calculated
based on 96 variables (12 cultural factors x eight aspects of performance). The
computed value of Wilks'lambda 0.00107, and the associated F value of
1.3101, with appropriate degrees of freedom (3E4,110) have an associated
probability level lor F of ( 0.0449). Which refects the above-mentioned
17 lt is important to remember that even though Wilks' lambda may be statistically
significant, it provides little intorrnation about the discriminant function in the classitication. lt only
provides a test of null hypothesis that the population means are equal. Smallditferences rnay be
significant but, slill not permit good discrimination among groups.
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hypothesis no. 6 that there is no ditference among the mean scores
representing the views of the U.S. overseas managers working in the five
selected overseas regions regarding the impact of twelve specific foreign
cultural factors on the selected eight aspects of performance.
The calculated statistic (A) satisfies the usual condition to be a good
predictor of significant ditferences across regions. The calculated likelihood
criterion (A) for each hypothesis indicates that the means representing the
U.S. overseas managers' general perception of the selected cultural variables
as well as of the perceived effect of these cultural variables on the specific
aspec'ts of managerial performance across five regions are significantly
different. Both the tests were based on the respective entire groups of the
variables submitted for the inclusion lor the computation of Wilks' lamMa..
An attempt has also been made to isolate foreign cultural fac'tors which
may explain the differences in impact on performance on a regional basis. For
this purpose K-group Multivariate Discriminant Analysis (MDA) was employed.
The stepwise discriminant procedurels was used but, discrimination
was not found to be robust when general perception of only twelve cultural
18 In stepwise discriminant procedure variables are chosen to enter or leave the model
according to one of the two criteria: (i) the significance level of an F test lrom an analysis of
covariance, where the variables already chosen act as covariates and the variable under
consideralion is the dependent variable , or (ii) the squared parlial conelation for predicting the
variable under consideration lrom CLASS variables, controllang lor effects of the variables
already selected forthe model. lt is generally advised to specily a srnallsignificarrce levelwhere
the focus is on including only those variables with signilicant contributions to discrlminatory
power ol the model rather lhan to maximise the probability of conect classitication. The
signilicance level and the squared partial conelation criteria select variables in the same otder,
although they may selecl diflerent number of variables. Sanple size may have some eflect on
the number of variables selected using significance level but no ettect while using squared
parlial correlations. Under SAS packages the default value of s(lnificarrce level for adding or
retaining variables an the model is 0.15. A variables is entered only if its toleranc€ ard the
tolerance lor vadables in the model are greater than the value specilied (default 1E€).
The stepwise method is better than (simultaneous) when one wants to consider a
relatively large number of independefi variables for inclusion in lhe func{ion. By sequentially
selecting the next best discriminating variable al each step, variables which are nol useful in
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variables was considered (Table 5.66-68). The computed value of Wilks'
lambda based on the four discriminating variables out of 12 suggest the
presence of significant discrimination (see F value and associated probability)
but not a good one (0.56154). The same conclusion is confirmed with the
results of table 5.67 showing the pairwise generalised squared distance
between regions. The position ol group centroids is not distinct on the selected
four dimensions as is also proven by the poor hit ratio of 52.79% (classification
error |rale 0.4721). There is misclassification in every region which suggests
substantial overlapping amongst regions.
To accomplish the second part of research objective no. 8, the
stepwise discriminant was employed to isolate the subset of quantitative
variables (from 96) to produce a good discrimination model. The set of
variables lhat make up each class is assumed to satisfy the assumptions for
deriving discriminant funstions, that is, multivariate normality of the distribution
with an equal dispersion and covariance structures.le
The stepwise discriminant procedure identified after twelve iterations
those cultural variables (Table 5.69) together with their perceived etfect on
specific aspects of managerial performance which provide a statistically
significant discrimination among the selected five regions (listed in
succeeding paragraph). The average squared canonical correlation (ASCC) if
close to 1 indicates that all groups are well separated and in all or most
directions in the discriminant space show a good separation for at least two
discriminating between the groups are eliminated and a reduced set of variables is identilied.
The reduced set typically is almost as good as, and sometimes better than, the complete set ol
variables. ( Joseph F. Hair, Polph E. Anderson, Ronald L. Talham and Bemie J. Grablowsky,
Mullivariale Data Analysis, oklahoma:Petroleum Publishing company, 1g7g, pp. ge'4.
19 There is however, evidence that discriminant analysis is not very sensilive to violation
of these assumptions unless the violations are extreme. This is padkrrlarly lrue with laqe sample
sizes. (R.J. Harris, A Pdmer of Multivariale Staiistics, Neur York Academic Press, 1975).
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groups. lt is evident from the table that with every new variable selecied for
inclusion the separation amongst regions became better as is evident by F
statistic, wilks' lambda, AScc and their appropriate probabilities.
The effect of attitude toward education 'on overseas managers' ability
for etfective decision-making (CF183); interorganisational cooperation's effect
on their ability to get things done (CFSB7); the effect of attitude toward work
and achievement on their ability for effective decision-making, ability to
understand and execute duties, and ability to motivate (cF4Bg, cF4B4,
CF4B5); the effect of attitude toward sclentific method on their ability for
effeclive decision-making, initiative, and ability to get things done (CF6B7,
CFGB6, CFGBS); communication and language used in the region/s and its
effect on managers' ability to get things done (CF9B7); the effect of attitude
toward time and time consciousness on ability to get things done (CFlOBT);
sense of self and space extant in the region/s and its etfect on managers'
ability to motivate (CF11 85) and legal rules prevailing in the region/s and
their effect on overseas managers' ability to organise (cF12Bz).
The group centroids (l-able 5.70) are distinct although these are based
on 12 dimensions. The robustness and significance of selected variables in
discriminating across regions is further reinforced by the classification
summary with a hit ratio of 99% (Table 5.71). Virtually, there is no overlapping
in classification of subjects across regions. There is only one respondent
which has been misclassified between Europe and Latin America. In the other
regions the results of classification are perfect. Hence, it can be safely
concluded that these 12 variables provide good and significant discrimination
(predictors) amongst regions.
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Nevertheless, the results and conclusions must be accepted and used
in the light of the fact that the sample size was relatively small in general as
well as for a few regions. The lindings of tests for multicollinearity between
the U.S. overseas managers' perceptions of foreign cultural factors with
respect to their effects on the aspects of managerial performance at the global
level as well as at the regional level should be accorded a careful
consideration in developing a comprehensive framework of their (overseas)
performance evaluation. Also, the fact that this research endeavour relies on
U.S. overseas managers' perception of foreign cultural lactors which may
(ought to) have something to do with their own culture should not be
overlooked while evaluating the conclusions of this study. Further, care has
consistently been exercised to desist from making any value-based remarks,
instead the results and conclusions are based on statistical findings supported
by the collected data.
The preceding paragraphs provide a brief discussion of those cultural
factors which are significantly different across regions on the basis of their
being so perceived by the U.S. overseas managers in general and/or on the
basis of their perceived etfect on managerial performance. In the testing of
both the hypotheses (that is no. 5 and 6) cultural factors: interorganisational
cooperation, attitude toward work and achievement, attitude toward time and
time consciousness and sense of self and space (CF 3,4,10 and 1 1) are found
to be statistically significant. These cultural factors distinctly (discriminatingly)
influence the managers' ability to get things done and ability to make etfective
decisions. For hypothesis no. 6, perception of effecls of four other cultural
factors were identified to be discriminating among regions.
No attempt was either proposed or undertaken to identify linear
discriminant lunctions based on the variables under study in the sense of
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dimension reduction (such as faclor analysis, principal component analysis
etc.). Typically, that exercise would have identilied four uncorrelated
discriminant functions (k-1) which would have maximised the ratio of among-
groups to within-groups sums of squares.
This chapter had three purposes. The first was to identify the U.S.
Overseas managers' proliles and other pertinent characteristics. The second
purpose was to present a descriptive account of overseas managers'
perceptions of foreign cuhural lactors and their impact on the performance of
managers. Concurrently, an attempt was also made to present the general
profile of the evaluators of performance of overseas managers. A descriptive
account of evaluators' perceptions relative to the foreign cultural factors and
their impact on US overseas managers' performance was also presented and
discussed. Finally, the laS section relates to the results of the tests of various
hypotheses and presents the results and interpretation of data analysis. lt also
provides the discussion of the reliability and validity of the findings of this
study.
This chapter was the culmination of the design, data colleclion, data
analysis and findings of the research in relation to the stated objectives. The
next chapter presents the summary of the conclusions reached and
recommendations for further research.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This chapter is a discussion of the implications of this research study.
Before considering the significance of the results, a brief summary of the
nature and purpose ol the research is presented. The research results are
then discussed and followed by recommendations for future research in the
area of performance evaluation and cultural (environmental in a broader
sense) variables in the context of muhinational enterprises.
Summary of the Nature and Purpose ol the Research
Many authors have been concerned with international business and
the management of (American) interests abroad. Most of this literature deals
with the utilisation of U.S. management philosophies and techniques abroad.
With an ever increasing direct investment by U.S. corporations, there is a
growing number of businesses becoming multinational, resulting in the
assignment of a sizeable number of U.S. managers to overseas locations.
While there are convincing arguments for employing local nationals,
nonetheless there will still be an increasing number of Americans employed
as more and more companies expand overseas. As a result, it has become
more than ever necessary that American business leaders generally, and not
merely those with specialised international responsibilities, learn to transcend
their backgrounds and adopt a world view.
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These American expatriates occupy senior managerial positions of
authority and responsibility because of which the degree of success achieved
by the foreign subsidiary depends heavily on them and their performance. lt is
self evident that one of the more crucial determinants of etficient and effective
conduct of ever-growing operations of U. S. multinational enterprises is the
perlormance of the U. S. expatriates.
Multinational corporations and their subsidiaries are important players
in the international game especially to cope with a fluid environment with
potentials to influence various aspects of MNE's operations. Certainly,
management behaviour is influenced by the technological characteristics of
business, the attitudes and policies of government, and the type and level of
economic development. The relationship between management and each of
these systems is important. Even the most ardent Universalist advocating
application of principles of management in all countries recognizes that
cultural factors such as class structure, attitudes toward money and work, or
the meaning of authority influence how management is or could effectively be
conducted.
The complex and diverse nature of overseas environments has a
significant influence on the effectiveness of managerial personnel and hence
business operations. Consequently, the task of identifying, evaluating and
predicting environmental variables assumes crucial and greater significance.
Also, it is widely acknowledged that because of growing competition from non-
American multinational enterprises and dynamic underpinnings of
international management, the performance of expatriates can no longer be
measured against the criterion of their relevant knowledge and skills alone.
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Multinational business brings with it many unique problems in the
management of resources, the most fundamental of which is the necessity for
managers raised and experienced in one culture to play bicultural or
multicultural roles. Olten, managers of foreign subsidiaries play a
middleman's role between two sets of cultural patterns.
Performance evaluation of overseas subsidiaries of MNE's and their
managers are integral elements for the effective application of the philosophy
of decentralisation. Several criteria have been used by enterprises in order to
evaluate performance fairly and logically.
Even in a purely domestic setting most multi-unit companies face
difficult problems in measuring and evaluating the performance of their
subsidiaries and managers thereof. Dissatisfaction with budgets, standards,
or any other performance criteria are voiced at one time or another in all
companies; and human problems resulting from performance criteria, which
are often perceived as "unfaif, are well known to personnel managers and top
management in all businesses.
In a multinational setting these problems have taken new dimensions
and become more complex. There is not only the question what should be the
"right" performance criteria, right accounting principles, or right psychological
measures, but also such issues as whether or not domestic profit standards
should be erlended into the international realm; and whether affiliate
executives should be judged in the context of their particular countries or
some regionalisation of the worldwide operations should be adopted.
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Contributions of individuals represent a combination of circumstances,
stimuli and ac{ions. Each is significant in its impact on an individual's
performance and hence should be evaluated for its impact in the
measurement of performance. But until someone invents a valid single
measure to effectively accomplish the task of performance evaluation, various
yardsticks (surrogates) will have to be used, depending on the objectives,
roles and activities within the purview of managers. Budgets, standard costs,
and responsibility reports are financial measures that can be manipulated to fit
most circumstances. Hence, non-financial measures become increasingly
important as money loses its ability to serve as a common denominator, alone
or in translation. Comprehensive financial measures, such as profit and return
on investment, are constructed upon foundations containing flawed
assumptions. They should be used with caution even in the best of
circumstances and should only serve as starting points for more valid criteria.l
The need to maintain duality in foreign evaluations has been
considered essential; that is knowing how efficienily the subsidiary uses its
resources and what is the ability or effectiveness of its manager. Quantitative
criteria (hitherto have been) used include both financial and non-financial
measures. Each of the evaluation methods (e.9. profit or retum on investment
or comparative assessments with other subsidiaries, prior periods or budgets)
was cited for a failure to maintain the necessary separation between,
subsidiary's and the manage/s performance.
1 E.J. Xolde, The Muhinational Company (Mass.: Lexington Books, 19741, pp. 100-78;
'Reporto|theCommitteeon|ntemationalAccounting"jgs,
(1974), pp. 250-69 and Sidney M. Robbins and Robert B. Stobaugh, 'The Bent MeasuringStick|orForeignSubsidiades,"@igw.,Sept'.oct.:1973,pp.80€8'
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In the light of preceding comments regarding the persistent use of a
few evaluation methods irrespective of the specific needs of the situation, and
of the inadequate consideration being given to the factors affecling the
performance of overseas personnel a need was feh for some other criterion.
Often, qualitative criteria involving some environmental variables are
recommended. lt was at this point that an attempt to explore the efireme
importance of cultural factors on account of their all-pervading etfect on the
overseas manage/s performance was undertaken knowing full well that they
are the most ditficult to assess.
It was contended that by focusing on the impact of cultural factors the
study should help in the analysis and evaluation of overseas managers on a
more comprehensive basis than what was being seemingly done. Also, by
attempting to measure the extent of similarities and differences in overseas
managers' perceptions about the impact of foreign cultural factors on their
performance and the consideration assigned to it the performance evaluation
may constructively be pin pointed. lt is also hoped that this endeavour may
help achieve a better and more etficient utilisation of human resources. lt may
yield some indirect benefits in the area of recruitment, training, assignment,
and relocation of overseas personnel. To quote Morsicato and Diamond, "it
would contribute towards'environmentalising' the performance evaluation
system." 2
2 Helen G.Morsicato and Michael A. Diamord,'An Approach to EnvironmentalizingMu|tinationa|EnterprisePer|ormanceEva|uationSystems,"@
Accounling: Education and Research. vol. 16, No. 1, Fall lgg0, pp. 24g-66.
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Summary of the Methodology Employed and Limitations
To achieve the objectives of this research contacts were established
with the U.S. multinational corporations to solicit their commitment and
cooperation in the collection of the data. The questionnaires, fine-tuned and
improved through the pretest and the pilot, were sent to the U.S. overseas
managers of these multinational corporations through the corporate
headquarters. The routing of questionnaires through the corporate
headquarters was undertaken to maintain complete openness with them
about the research and to insure an expedient completion and return of the
questionnaires. All the questionnaires were returned to the researcher
directly by the U.S. managers from their overseas locations.
In all 127 tully usable responses were received trom the U.S. overseas
managers of ten multinational corporations working in 38 countries of the five
selected regions. The corporations which participated in the survey belong to
a cross-section of industries in terms of employees, asset base, sales and net
profit . The responses from evaluators totalled 18 and were fully usable and
pertained to the selested five regions.
The involvement of corporate headquarters in routing the
questionnaires to their overseas managers might have caused a perceived
bias in their responses for they might have been inclined to give responses
(supposedly) preferred by the headquarters. The impacl of this potential bias,
it is believed, must have been minimal as all the questionnaires wers sent
back directly to the researcher.
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The format of this study may seem to provide a less than robust
general validity on account of the participants' selection and the number of
responses. lt is contended that the format of the study though based on a
fewer number of MNCs, would nevertheless provide valuable support for the
findings and future research. Further, it is also believed that the sample of
respondents selected is a good representative of the general group.
The study intended to analyse the perceived impact of cultural
variables (construct) on the performance, which have not been
operationalised. Hence, this may limit the validity of the findings.
Also, because the variables may be construed differently by the
respondents, the evaluation of their impact in general and in particular may
vary depending upon an individual's understanding of the particular variable.
Therefore, the respondents in this study were given a definition (general
description) of each cultural variable in the beginning of each queslion. These
definitions and descriptions were based on prior studies.
Afthough, no assurance can be given that the respondents to the
questionnaires had identical understanding and appreciation of the cultural
variables, the guide lines and descriptions given were assumed to control
variations in their perceptions of the variables as much as was possible. This
assumption is also supported by consistently high reliability alpha (given in
correlation matrices). lt is assumed that the findings do not lack construct and
internal validity.
)?')
It must be stated that the study's findings are limited because of its
focus on a select sub-group of environmental factors,3 specific aspects of
managerial performance, U.S. personnel and the selected five regions. Also,
the study did not attempt to explore the relationship between age of the
respondents and their perceptions of cultural factors. Similarly, no attempt was
undertaken to investigate the causal relationship between the experience
profile of the oveseas managers with the parent company and other
organisations and their perceptions of foreign cultural factors. The information
gathered from the A part of questionnaires was used for classification
purposes only.
Conclusions and lmplications
The data collected from the overseas respondents were used to run
the statistical tests to test the hypotheses developed and formulated for this
study. The results obtained identified statistically significant ditferences at
0.05, 0.005 and 0.001 levels and rejected the null hypothesis of equality of
means of responses from the overseas managers regarding the general
perception of the selected twelve cultural variables. The eight hypotheses
appertaining the equality of means of responses appertaining the perceived
effects of cultural factors on aspects of the managerial performance were
rejected for each of the eight specific aspects of managerial performance.
However, no statistically significant differences were identified among the
general perception and perceived effects of a cultural factor on the eight
aspects of managerial performance. This fact was also reinforced by a
3 lstemi S. Demirag,' Multinational Perlormarrce Measures and Their Association with
Contextual Variables," Accounting and Business Research, vol.20 No. 80, Autumn 1990, pp.
275-85.
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significantly high degree of correlation among the general perception and
eight specific aspects of performance.a
The two groups of (aggregafe/ responses from the evaluators and the
overseas managers were compared to identify whether there exists any
significant ditference in their general perception of cuhural factors. The vectors
of means of responses of these two groups from the five selected regions were
compared but did not yield any statistically significant ditference. Similarly, no
statistically significant differences were identified between these two groups
when the vectors of means representing their (aggregate) responses
regarding the perceived etfecls of twelve selected cultural factors on the eight
specific aspects of performance were compared. Even when the individual
aspects of performance were compared with respect to the perceived effects of
twelve cultural factors on them for the two groups of overseas managers and
evaluators, no statistically significanl ditferences were identified.
However, an attempt was made using pair-wise comparisons (using
univariate t tests) to explore whether some statistically significant differences
exist for some questions relating to cuhural factors and their perceived etfects
on aspects of managerial performance on a regional basis. Within Far east
and Middle east , too, the tests failed to identify any significant difference in
any of the pair-wise comparisons between overseas managers and their
evaluators. While, in Africa, Europe and Latin America, on some pair-wise
comparisons statistically significant differences were identified between
overseas managers and their evaluators at 0.05 level. For example, in Africa
managers and evaluators differ significantly in their general perception of
4 Tests for nulticollineartty arnong the cultural variables at the global level dH mt irlentify
any one variable which was onelated with others in case ol allthe eigtrt aspeas of managerial
performance. However, in case of the Far Eastem and the Latin America regions three variables
have been identified.
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cuhural factor relating to sense of self and space and its perceived effect on
ability to motivate and ability to get things done.
The presence of some statistically significant ditferences between the
views of groups of U.S. overseas managers and their evaluators regarding
cultural factors and their effect on managerial performance within specific
regions stems from a notion (beliet) on the part of evaluators that cultural
fastors such as view of authority and subordinates, class structure and
individual mobility, attitude toward punctuality, sense of self and space, and
legal rules that managers ought to get acclimatised with over a period of time
so that these become more agreeable, and less stifling. Other plausible
explanations appear to be that the factors may be some what non-facilitating
(an irritant) when constantly being interfaced with versus from being observed
from a distance and accorded a moderate consideration only.
However, the fact that the groups compared were of unequal size in
general (in aggregate) should be kept in mind while evaluating the
generalisability of the resuhs so obtained. The same comment can be made
for the specific regions.
The phenomenon of uncanny similarities between the groups of the
U.S.overseas managers and their evaluators5 in their general perception of
the twelve cultural factors and also regarding the perceived etfecls of them on
the specific aspects of managerial performance stems from the fact that
virtually all the evaluators have been to those regions for whose managers'
performance evaluation they were responsible for. The fact of their being
5 n[nougfr separale hypotheses were not proposed to irlentify the differences in the
perceptions of cultural lactors and their etfect on lhe aspects managerial perlormarrce for the
evaluators but the tests run on lheir (aggregate) responses indicate the presence ot (an
uncanny) general similarity with overseas managers'perceflions of culturaltactors and their
perceived effects on the aspecls ol managerialperformance.
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familiar with the cultural variables extant in those regions made it possible
(coincidentally nther than as a result of some policy action), it is assumed, for
the presence of general similarity between managers and evaluators. From
the informal talks held with the corporate headquarters, there was no mention
ever made that some concerted effort might have been undertaken to
incorporate these features in the managerial performance evaluation system.
Statistical tests undertaken to test for the presence of significance
differences in the views of the U.S. Overseas managers about the foreign
cultural factors and also with regard to the perceived etfects these may have
on the specific aspects of managerial performance came out positive. The
tests were both: univariate as well as multivariate.
With alpha of 0.05 and using the pooled mean responses from the
U.S. overseas managers statistically significant differences were identified for
all the twelve cultural factors between and among the selected five regions.
However, no statistically significant difference was identified between Africa
and the Middle East for the following cuhural factors:
attitude towards education,
view of authority and subordinates,
class structure and individual mobility,
attitudes toward risk taking,
attitude toward change,
communication and language,
attitude toward time and time consciousness and
sense of self and space.
Similarly, no statistically significant differences were identified
between Latin America and Europe lor cultural factors:
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view of authority and subordinates,
interorganisational cooperation,
class structure and individual mobility and
communication and language.
Statistically significant differences between the other regions lor the
foreign cultural factors are provided in table 5.45.
Although similar statistically significant differences were identified in
some of pooled means of responses for cultural fac'tors across the selected
five regions, however, wilh alpha of 0.05 the selected tests did not identify any
statistically significant ditference between Middle East and Africa and Europe
and Latin America for the general perception of the twelve cultural factors
among the U.S. overseas managers. Also, no differences of statistical
significance were identified between Middle East and Latin America for the
perceived etfect of twelve cultural faclors on aspects of performance such as,
ability to plan,
ability to organise,
ability for effective decision-making,
ability to understand and execule duties,
ability to motivate,
ability to get things done and
overall performance.
Not only that these tests underscored the rejection of the hypotheses
of equality of mean responses across five regions, but also provided rich-in-
details information on pair-wise comparisons between these regions for
cultural factors as well as their perceived effect on the specific aspects of
performance.
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ln a summary form a bird's-eye view is presented to help gauge the
inter-regional statistically significant differences among means of responses of
the U.S. overseas managers about their perceptions of the specific foreign
cultural factors and their perceived effect on the particular aspects of
managerial performance across regions (Table 5.64).
Multivariate discriminant analysis was employed, to analyse all the
variables simultaneously (rather than one at a time) in order to discern if there
exists statistically significant ditferences in lhe perceptions of U.S. overseas
managers about the selected twelve cuhural factors the across regions. The
Wilks' likelihood (A ) criterion was used to accomplish the stated objective,
that is, to ascertain the similarities and ditferences among the views of the
U.S. overseas managers of the five selected regions regarding the twelve
specific cultural factors and also to explore the differences (if any) in the
perceptions of U.S. overseas managers about the impact of cultural faclors on
the specific aspects performance on a regional basis. The computed Wilks'
lambda for both the objectives confirmed the existence of statistically
significance differences extant in the U.S. overseas managers' perceptions
about cultural factors and the impact of the twelve specific foreign cultural
factors on the selected eight aspects of perfonnance across five regions.
An attempt was also made using the stepwise discriminant procedure
to isolate foreign cultural factors which may distinctly explain the ditferences in
impact on the performance on a regional basis. The procedure did not select
good predictor variables (seleaed only four from out of twelve on the basis of
the general perception of these cultural variables) to provide robust
discrimination among regions when that was considered.
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However, the stepwise discriminant procedure identified twelve
variables from out of ninety six variables (twelve cultural factors r eight
aspects of managerial performance) after twelve iterations, which provided a
statistically significant discrimination among the selected live regions. h is
evident lrom the table that with every new variable selected for inclusion the
separation amongst regions became better.
The robustness and significance of the selected (12) variables in
discriminating across regions is further reinlorced by the classification
summary with a hit ratio of g9% (Table 5.711. Virtually, there is no overlapping
in classification of subjects across regions. There is only one subject which
has been misclassified between Europe and Latin America. In the other
regions the resuhs of classification are perfect.
This research endeavour has been exploratory in its orientation. lt
successfully accomplished its stated objectives that there are significant
differences in the perceptions of U.S. overseas managers with regard to the
selected cultural factors as well as their perceived efieA on the specific
aspects of managerial performance. The study also identified that the regions
can be ditferentiated with varying degrees of robustness on the basis of U.S.
overseas managers' general perceptions of the cultural fastors present therein
as well as on the basis of their (managers) perception of their etfect on the
aspects of their performance. However, the fact that the tests failed to identify
any statistically significant differences in perceptions of foreign cuhural factors
between overseas managers and their evaluators should not diminish the
relevance of the exercise. On the contrary, this finding underscores the fact
that the perceptions of varying influences of the selected foreign cultural
factors on managerial performance are being given serious recognition and
consideration in overseas managers' performance evaluation. Undoubtedly,
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there may not be a serious ditference between the perceived and considered
view of cultural fac'tors in performance evaluation, but the fact remains that
these differ amongst themselves as well as across regions in their perceived
effea on managerial performance. The realisation of this fact should
encourage the MNCs to devote adequate resources for training and
appropriate orientation ol their managers slated for overseas assignments.
The results obtained from the discriminant procedure would further help in
effective focusing of resources for specific (those with discriminating ability)
cultural factors extant in various regions. Acceptability of these foreign
environments and etforts to impart training to potential overseas managers to
conquer these (perceived) handicaps where feasible and to cope with them
where these are unavoidable, without significantly affecting their performance
will be a worthwhile investment both in short run as well as in long term lor
human resource development. A tormal recognition and incorporation ol the
impact of the cultural variables in the managerial performance m€asurement
criteria may be a welcome move to attend to the situation where the evaluators
may themselves be foreign to the region in consideration.
It is believed that this study may provide in not that distant a future the
explanation/s for observed behaviour and practices and may also endeavour
to pave the way for predicting the unobserved practices, that is, it may supply
and support the hypotheses about the attributes which may cause the
occurrence of some specific behaviour. Thus, contributing toward the
strengthening of the framewok for performance evaluation systems.
Nevertheless, the results and conclusions of this study must be
accepted and used in the light of the fact that the sample size was relatively
small in general as well as for a few regions. Also, the fact that this research
endeavour relies on U.S. overseas managers' perception of foreign cultural
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factors which may (ought to) have something to do with their own (both at
micro as well as macro level) culture should not be overlooked while
evaluating the conclusions of this study.'
Recommendations lor Future Research
The genesis of this study is in the performance evaluation.
Performance evaluation whether of subsidiary or its manager constitutes an
integral element of the philosophy ol decentralisation. The evaluation of work
whether periodic or perpetual is an important hallmark of the ever-expanding
scope of management (accounting) control system. lt is through the
framework of performance evaluation systems wherein budgets, standards or
some other performance criteria play an important role and the activities are
kept on desirable channels.
Several criteria have been used by enterprises in order to evaluate
performance fairly and logically. Dissatisfaction with these criteria have been
voiced at one time or other in all companies; and human problems resulting
therefrom are not unknown to the personnel managers of the businesses. ln a
multinational setting these problems have taken new dimensions and become
more complex. There is not only the question of "right" performance criteria,
right accounting principles, or right psychological measures but whether
overseas executives should be judged in the context of their particular
countries (place of posting). And if the place of posting is to be accorded some
consideration what should constitute the contextual variables, what
' lt must be stated lhat a care has consistently been exercised to desist lrom making any
value-based remarks instead the results and conclusions are based on statistical findings
supported by the colleAed data.
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categories of social, economic, political, cultural factors together with their
elaborate elements should be embraced by the evaluation system.
It has been observed that the traditionaltheories of control, such as the
technical-rational or collectivist did not capture the subtle nuances of control in
the context of MNCs. Culture prevalent in the host country has been found to
provide explanation rather than economic rationality in certain key areas , e.g.
rewards based on need not on performance, the bowing to family hierarchy in
appointing a chairman etc.6 Ansari rightly posits, "Cutture has also been
obserued as a critique of existing models of control. Environments do dictate
certain forms of accounting/control systems, but not in the deterministic fashion
suggested by the environment-strategy-structure model of control. The way in
which culture moulds and shapes control systems also calls into question the
contingency theory idea of technological determinism. Control systems, it
seems are not uniquely fashioned by either environment, or technology or...
alone". 7
The present study has been exploratory in nature and the resuhs and
conclusions drawn from it are at best suggestive and they require further
probe in many of its apparent and subtle dimensions before any
generalisations can be made. However, in relation to the issues explored in
this study, the following areas for further research are suggested.
A similar study may be undertaken with an enlarged coverage both in
terms of cultural variables as well as aspects of performance to explore the
overall effect on the measurement criteria. This may lend further credence to
6 SnaiO L. Ansariand Jan Bell, "Symbolism,Collectivism and Rationality in Organisalbnal
Control," Accounling. Audiling & Accountahility Joumal, vol.4 no.2, 1991 , pp. 4-27.
7 tbid., p.2a.
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the findings of this study. Also, instead of focusing on a group of countries
within a region it may be a worthwhile proposition lo focus on individual
countries of the region. The findings may yield tremendous insights for areas
to focus on lor the future human resource development. Research endeavours
may also focus on other constituents and the interplay of environmental
variables.
In order to obtain a more reliable comparison an attempt may be
undertaken to, in the form of a case study, match the evaluator's
consideration for cultural factors and their effect on managerial performance of
an individual overseas manager with those of that particular overseas
manger. Obviously, this would require the utmost cooperation and
confidentiality, but the results would be a definite contribution to the discipline.
This study may also provide insight into the consideration assigned to the
etfecl of age, length of experience and other characteristics.
Future research effofis may be directed at delineating the perceived
elfects of organisation-specific culture from the perceived etfects of loreign
cultural factors on effectiveness of performance and its measurement. What
consideration is/should be accorded to the effect of the expatriate fami['s
inability to cope with the alien cutture may form a subject for another research
endeavour.
Also, as suggested by Professor Choi in his informal communication to
this researcher that the same study should be undertaken for a foreign MNC
with nationals working in the U.S. as this may pave the way for meta analysis
wherein one can juxtapose the relative perceptions of each othe/s (U.S.
versus Non-U.S.) cultural factors. An attempt can also be undertaken to study
the perception of cultural factors and their effects on the managerial
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performance from the view point of transnational executives as that will
highlight the interplay of the foreign cultural factors with organisation-specific
cultural factors.
Research endeavours may also be undertaken to draw upon the
findings by Hofstede8 in the realm of power distance and uncertainty
avoidance characteristics observed in various cultures and the development
of performance evaluation systems for MNCs. This may go a long way to instill
perceived as well considered fairness in the evaluation systems.
Finally, as other researchers have attempted in the past to develop a
framework for political risk consideration in the sphere of foreign direct
investment appraisal, similar efforts may also be undertaken to explore the
consideration given to political faclors in foreign countries while evaluating
overseas managers' performance.
8 Geert Hofstede, Culture's Consequences: lntemational Ditferences in World Retated
yafueg, (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage Publications, 1960).
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APPENDIX A
(Reasons tor Sending Home Country Managers Overseas)
382
REASONS FOR SENDING HOME COUNTRY MANAGERS OVERSEAS
1. The foreign enterprise is just being established (start-up phase).
2. The parent tirm wishes to develop an internationally orientated
management for the headquarters (foreign assignments are seen
essentially as management development).
3. The foreign enterprise is seen as short-lived.
4. The parent lirm has surplus managerial personnel toward which it feels
responsible. ffhis reason, if relevant, should be examined with care if it
implies pushing the least capable managers abroad.)
5. The parent firm has no one sufficiently tamiliar with the foreign
environment to interpret communications lor a non-parent country
management, and therefore needs to develop area expertise.
6. Virtually no autonomy is possible for the foreign enterprise because it is
integrated so closely with operations elsewhere.
7. High-level technical knowledge and skill of a nature that cannot be
protected legally is carried by top management (in a research oriented,
service firm).
8. No adequate management is available from other sources.
9. The host society is multiracial (or muftireligious), and a local manager of
either racial origin (or religion) would make the enterprise politically
vulnerable or lead to an economic boycott.
10. There is a compelling need to maintain a foreign image.
11. The parent firm will be serving largely other firms of the same nationality
operating abroad, mosl of which are directed by parent country
nationals.
12. lt is felt desirable to avoid involving particular local nationals or families
(former distributors or agents) in management, and the use of other local
nationals would create dangerous animosities. (For example, U.S'
executives are reported to be in demand in Europe to manage
multicountry operations involving the supervision of managers of
ditferent European nationalities. )
13. Local nationals are not mobile and resist assignment elsewhere.
383
14. A parent-country national is simply the best man for the job, all things
considered,
15. Control is weak, particularly in cases where local nationals are highly
nationalistic (patriotic) and more responsive to government appeals
than would be an expatriate (but an expatriate may be less able to
influence the government).
SoURCE:RichardD.RoHnson,(Hinsda|e,|||inois:The
Dryden Press, 1978), pp.293-94.
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(Cultural Universals)
38s
CULTURAL UNIVERSALS
age-grading
athletic sports
bodily adornment
calendar
cleanliness training
community organisation
cooking
co-operative labour
cosmology
courtship
dancing
decorative art
divinition
division of labour
dream interpretation
education
eschatology
ethics
ethnobotany
etiquette
faith healing
family
feasting
fire making
folklore
food taboos
luneral rites
games
gestures
gift giving
government
greetings
hairstyles
hospitality
housing hygiene
incest taboos
inheritance rules
joking
kin-groups
kinship nomenclature
language
law
luck superstitions
magic
marriage
mealtimes
medicine
modesty concerning
natural functions
mourning
music
mythology
numerals
obstetrics
penal sanctions
personal names
population policy
postnatal care
pregnancy usages
property rights
propitiation of
supernatural beings
puberty customs
religious rituals
residence rules
sexual restrictions
soul concepts
status diffe re nti atio n
surgery
tool making
trade
visiting
weaning
weather control
SOURCE: George P. Murdock - "The Common Denominator ol Cultures", in tbg5dgnGe-Q[
Man in the World Crises, ed. Ralph Unton, (New York: Columtria Universily Press, 1945),
pp.123-26.
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U.S. VALUES AND POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES
Aspecls of
U.S. Culture Altemalive
Examples of
Management
Function Atfecled
The individual can influence Lile folbws a preordained Planning and
the future (where there is a oourse and human adion scheduling
willthere is away) is determined by the will of
God.
The individualcan change People are intended to Organisational
and improve the adjust to the physical environment, morale,
environment. environment ratherthan and produclivity
to alter it.
An individual should be ldeals are to be pursued Godsetting and career
realistic in his regardless ol what is development
aspirations "reasonable"
We must work hard to Hard work is not the only Motivation and reward
accomplish our objectives prerequisite for success. syslem
(Puritan ethic) Wsdom, luck and time are
also required
Gommitments should be A commitment may be Negotiating and
honoured (people willdo superseded by a conflicting bargaining
what they saythey willdo) request or an agreement
may only signily intention
and have little or no
relationship to the caPacitY
of performance
One should effectively use Schedules are important Long and short range
one's time (time is money but only in relation to planning
which can be saved or other priorities
wasted)
A prlrnary obligation of an The individual employee Loyalty, @mmitment,
employee is to the has a primary obligation and rnotivation
organisation to his lamily and friends
The employer or employee Employment is lor a Motivation and
can terminate his or her life-time commitment to the
relationship company-
Aspect here refers to a belief, value, attitude or assumption which is a part of culture in
that it is shared by a lalge number of persons in any anlture.
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Aspects ot
U.S. Culture
Altemative
A person can only wofi for Personal contdbutions to Elhical issues and
one company at a time individuals who represent conflict ol interest
(man cannot serve two an enlerprise are
rnasters) acceptable
The best qualified persons Family @nsiderations, Employment,
should be given the friendship, and other prornolions, recruiting,
positions available considerations should not seleclion, and
determine emPloyment reward
practices
A person can be removed The rernovalol a person Promotion
il he does not perlorm well from a position involves a
great bss of prestige and
willbe rarely done
All levels ol management Education or family ties are Ernployment prac{ices
are open to qualified the prirnary vehicles for and promotion
individuals (an oflice boy nnbility
can dse to become company
presidenl)
lfiuitive aspects of decision- Decisions are expressions Decision-rnaking
should be reduced ol wisdom by the person in process
and etforts should be authority and any question-
devoted to gathering ing uould inply a lack of
relevant informalion. conlidence in his judgment.
Data should be accurate. Accurate data is not as Record-keeping
highly valued.
Company inlormation Wthholding inforrnation to Organisation,
should be available to gain or rnaintain power is communication,
anyone who needs it within acceptable. managedalstyle.
the organisation.
Each person is expected Deference is to be given Communications,
to have an opinion and to to persons in power or organisational relations
express it lreely even if his authority and to otfer
views do rnt agree with judgment that is not in
his colleagues. support of the ideas of
one's superiors is
unlhinkable
A decision-maker is Decisions may be made by Decision-making,
expected to consult persons those in authodty and leadership
who can contribute useful olhers need not be
inlormation to the area consulted.
being considerd
Examples of
Management
Function Affeded
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Aspects of
U.S. Culture
Altemative Examples of
Management
Function Atlecled
A decision-rnaker is
expecled to consult persons
who can contribute useful
information to the area
being considerd
Employees willwoft had
to improve their position in
the company
Competition stimulates high
performance.
A person is expected to do
whatever is necessary to
get the job done (one must
be willing to gel one's hands
dirty).
Change is considered an
improvident and a dynamic
reality.
That which works is
important
Persons and systems are
evaluated.
Decisions may be macle by
those in aulhodty and
others need not be
consulted.
Personal antftion is
frowned upon.
Competition leads to
imbahnces and leads to
disharnnny.
Vadous kinds of work are
accorded low or high status
and some uoft may be
below one's "dignity" or
place in the organisation
Tradition is revered and the
powerof lhe ruling grcup is
founded on the continuation
of a stable slructure.
Symbols and the process
are rpre imponant than the
end point.
Persons are evaluated but
in such awaylhat
individuals not highly
evaluated will not be
embanassed or caused to
"lose lace".
Decision-making,
leadership
Seleclion and
promotion
Career development
and marketirq.
Assignment of tasks
performance, and
organisational
effecliveness.
Planning, rnorale, and
organisation
development
Communication,
planning, quality
control.
Rewads and
promotion,
perf ormarrce evaluation
and accountability.
SOURCE: Philip R. Harris and Robert T. Moran, Managing Cultural Dif{erences (Houston,
Texas: Gull Publishing Co., 1987), pp.76-7.
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1.
SELECTED CULTURAL FACTORS(with explanations)
Attitude toward education: The general or dominant cultural attitude
toward education and the acquisition of knowledge, in terms of their
presumed desirability; the general attitude toward different types of
education.
Attitude toward industrial manaoers and management: The general or
dominant social attitude toward industrial and business managers of all
sorts, and the way that such managers tend to view their managerial jobs.
View of authority and subordinates: The general or dominant cultural
attitude toward authority and persons in subordinate positions, and the
way that industrial managers tend to view their authority and their
subordinates.
Interorganisational co-operation: Extent and degree to which business
enterprises, government agencies, labour unions, educational institutions,
and other relevant organisations co-operate with one another in ways
conducive to industrial etficiency and general economic progress.
Attitude toward achievement and work: The general or dominant cultural
attitude toward individual or collective achievement and productive work in
industry.
Class structure and individual mobility: The extent of opportunities for
social class and individual mobility, both vertical and horizontal, in a given
country, and the means by which it can be achieved.
Attitude toward wealth and material gain: Whether or not the acquisition of
wealth lrom different sources is generally considered socially desirable,
and the way that persons employed in industry tend to view material gain.
Attitude toward scientific method: The general social and dominant
individual attitude toward the use of rational, prediclive techniques in
solving various types of business, technical, economic and social
problems.
Attitude toward risk taking: Whether or not the taking of various types of
personal, collective, or national risks is generally considered acceptable,
as well as the dominant view toward specific types of risk taking in
business and industry; the degree and extent to which risk taking tends to
be a rational process in a particular country.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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10. Attitude toward change: The general cultural attitude toward social
changes of all types which bear direclly on industrial performance in a
given country, and the dominant attitude among persons employed in
industry toward all types of significant changes in enterprise operations.
11. Communication and language: The general features of communication
process with regard to gestures, symbols, verbosity of style and degree of
impliedness in the language used in oral and written communication.
12. Attitude toward time and time consciousness: The general attitude toward
punctuality and the prevalence of difference time-systems.
13. Sgnse of self and space: Self identity and appreciation can be manifested
by humble bearing in one place, while another calls for macho behaviour.
Some cultures require more distance between the individuals, while other
- Latins, Orientals - want to get closer.
14. Mental process and learning: Some cultures encourage leaming for the
sake of information, while Some favour abstract thinking and
conceptualisation, and still others prefer rote memory.
15. Belevant legal rules of the game: Quality, efficiency, and effectiveness of
the legal structure in terms of general business law, labour law, tax law,
and general law relevant to business, degree of enforcement, reliability,
and so on.
SOURCE: R.N. Farmer and B.M. Richman, Comnaralive Management and Economic
Progress; (Bloomington, Ind., Cedamood Press, 1970), pp.26-35.
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Details of the Survey with Gandidates of
Executive MBA and Advanced Management Programs
at Georgia State University, Atlanta, Ga. USA.
It was decided to carry out a mailed questionnaire survey with a view to
identily the more important aspects of performance that affect the
measurement of managerial performance in context of multinational
enterprises. For the purpose of this survey, the middle level and senior level
executives enrolled in the Executive MBA and Advanced Management
Programs at Georgia State University were selected. A list comprising 14
aspects ol performance was (adapted from R.J. Fleming's listl) provided to
these participants asking them to assign weights and ranks to these aspects in
order of their importance. A letter explaining the intent of the survey and a
questionnaire (enclosed) were sent to each of the sixty (60) executives.
Responses were received from thirty-seven (37) executives, giving a response
rate of 62yo, and all responses were useable. The responses were examined
to see the extent of similarity of the rankings: i.e., the tendency of the rank
orders to agree or show concordance. A high degree of concordance provides
some evidence that respondents had reasonably congruent perceptions ol the
research item. The examination was accomplished by application of Kendall's
coefiicient of concordance. The coefficient is based on the idea of the extent of
variability among respective sums of ranks2 and is given as:
*W= variance of ranks sums
maximum possible variance of rank sums
1 R.n. Fbming, Cultural Determinants of the Eflectiveness of American Executives
Abfqad, (Ph.D. Dissertation, Louisiana State University, 1966).
2 Robert L. Wnkler and William L. Hayes, Statistics: Pmbatrilitv. lnference and Decision,
(New York: Hoh Rinehart and Winston, 1975), pp.870-76.
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By definition, W cannot be negative and its maximum value is 1; thus,
a statistic of approximately .6 would show a moderately high degree of
concordance3 . Responses about ranks received from 37 executives were
used to qompute the W statistic, which in this case is .755't, indicating a high
degree of concordance among the respondents.
Next, the weights (percentage) given to each of the performance
aspects by the respondents were added to obtain a total for individual aspects
of performance. The totals obtained are as tollows:
*This can be expressed as
rr, 12 W i2 3(n+1)w=@i---f
where m = number of respondentsn = number of items to be ranked
Wi = total of ranks given to each item
12(1313077\ 3(14+1)fr w=rffi--4:T-
15756924 45
.755 =4.216-3.416
3 tbid., p.875.
Factors
1. Ability to understand and execute duties
2. Ability to organise
3. Ability to carry out company's policies
4. Ability to plan
5. Ability to get things done
6. Ability to motivate
7. Ability for effective Decision-making
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Total Weiohts
8. lnitiative
9. Ability to develop people
10. Ability to socialise
11. Control (ability to establish criteria to measure subordinates
and departmental effectiveness in ailaining objectives)
Overall performance
Contribution toward market share
Gontribution toward consolidated profits
It was thought prudent to omit those factors whose average weights
were around 5 percent. This step helped delete all those factors which has
aggregarte weights of less than 185 (respondents (37) x (5"/"1 = 185). This
step was deemed appropriate, especially after obtaining a relatively high
degree of coefficient of concordance. Consequently, the following eight factors
were selected:
1. Ability to plan2. Ability to organise
3. Ability for effective decision making
4. Ability to understand and execute duties
5. Ability to motivate6. Initiative
7. Ability to get things done
8. Overall performances
It was proposed to carry out the main research work with these eight
(8) factors representing the performance of overseas executives.
242
aLt
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Letter to the Overseas Managers
Date:
Dear Sir:
SUBJECT: SURVEY TO INQUIRE INTO THE IMPACT OF FOREIGN
CULUTRAL FACTORS ON U.S. MANAGERS WORKING OVERSEAS
I am presently conducting a reseach. This study pertains to the
perceived impacl of foreign cultural factors on the performance of American
executives working in the overseas offices of U.S. multinational enterprises.
The purpose of this survey is to solicit your opinion about the specific
cultural factors observed (explained at the beginning of each set of enclosed
questions) and their perceived impact on the selected aspects of performance
on a scale of 1 to 7 in the place of your current assignment.
I am requesting your help in completing the enclosed questionnaire.
You are requested to cross or circle the statements which you consider to be
most expressive of your opinion.
Your response is particularly important to me because of its value and
representativeness stemming from your overseas experience. Your opinions
about the impact of foreign cultural factors on the performance would help
provide a deep insight for my study. Your support and contribution to this etfort
is si ncerely appreciated.
This is study is completely ananymous, and in no case would the
information tendered be made public.
I would appreciate if you could please complete the questionnaire at
your earliest convenience and send it to me at the given address.
Thanks you
Sincerely,
B.S. Khanna
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Letter to the Evaluators
Date:
Dear Sir:
SUBJECT: SURVEY TO INQUIRE INTO THE IMPACT OF FOREIGN
CULUTRAL FACTORS ON U.S. MANAGERS WORKING OVERSEAS
This is in continuation of the telephone conversation regarding the
research study I am currently engaged in. lt is an exploratory research, whose
purpose is to study the impact of loreign cultural fastors on the performance of
U.S. nationals working as managers in different countires/regions, as
perceived by them. Intertwined with it is the consideration given to the.impact
of these cultural factors on the overseas mangers' performance, by the
performance evaluators at the regional/corporate headquarters.
I would highly appreciate if the questionnaires meant for overseas
managers may please be routed through your oflice to the U.S. nationals
working as overseas managers in different countries/regions. The completed
questionnaire may be returned directly to me at the given address. Your
cooperation and help is of very great significance to me in getting these
questionnaires mailed to them. You may write a note to them, encouraging
them to respond to the questionnaire.
The questionnaires meant lor evaluators need to be filled in by all
those associated with the performance evaluation of the overseas managers
at the headquarters.
This is study is completely ananymous, all the responses provided will
be treated as striatly confidential; and in no case would the intormation
tendered be made puOllc. No reference will be made of any person, otfice or
your firm in this study.
I will be more than happy to share the findings of my study with you
and your ofiice. I look forward to your cooperation in helping me to obtain this
information from yoru overseas managers.
Thank you
Sincerely,
B.S. Khanna
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TO STUDYTHE IMPACT
OF FOREIGN CULTUFAL FACTORS ON
MAT{AGERIAL PERFORMANGE
OIIESTIONNAIHE EOR OI/FRSEAS iIIANAGEHS
After oompleting, pease retum the questionnaire to :
Bhaguan S. Khanna
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Section I
General Information:
l. Age: A) Below 25 years trB) 26-35 years trC) 36-50 years trD) 5l and above tr
II. Experience: A) With the present organisation:
I ) Domestic up to 5 years tr more than 5 years tr
2) Overseas Bp to 5 years t] more than 5 years E]
B) With other organisations:
I ) Domestic up lo 5 years tr more than 5 years tr
2) Ovcrseas up to 5 years tr more than 5 years tr
C) Tte current overseas experience is my foreigo
assigument (first, sccond,......)
D) The curent year is the 
- 
year of my present
assigtttngsl (first, second,.......)
m. Present Placement (Nrme of the Coustry )
403
Section 2
I. Arritude toward education: The general or dominant cultural attitude toward education
and the acquisition of knowledge, in terms of their presumed desirability; the general
attitude toward different types of education.
A. Where would you place the attitude toward
education in the country of your present
assignment on a scale of I to 7, I being
highly unfavorable, and 7 being highly
favorable?
B. Where would you place the impact of this
attitude, on the following on a scale of I to
7'!
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to undersmnd & execute duries
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
II. View of authorit), and suhordinates: The general or dominant cultural attitude toward
authority and persons in subordinate positions, and the way that industrial managers
tend to view their authority and their subordinates.
A. Where would you place the atritude toward
authority in the country of your present
assignment on a scale of I to 7, I being
highly authoritarian, and 7 being highly
democratic (participation)?
B. Where would you place the impact of this
attitude, on the following, on a scale of I
to 7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
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IlL lnterorganisational co-operation: The extent and the degree ro which business
enterprises, government agencies, labour unions, educational institutions, and
other relevant organisations co-operate with one another in ways conducive to
indusuial efficiency and general economic progress.
A. How would you characterise the inter-
organisational co-operation in the
country of your present assisnment on a
scale of I to 7, I being hiehly
unsatisfactory, and 7 being highly
satisfac tory?
B. Where would you place the impact of this
feature on the following, on a scale of I
to 72
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Iniriative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
Attitude toward achievement and work: The general or dominant cultural attitude
roward individual or collective achievement and productive work in industry.
A. How would you characterise the cultural
attitude toward productivity in the
country of your present assignment on a
scale of I to 7, I being highly collective
achievement, 7 being highly
indi v idualistic ?
B. Where would you place the impact of this
attitude on the following on a scale of I to
7',!
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiativ e
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
IV.
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V. Class structure and individual mobilitv: The extent of opporrunides for social class
and individual mobility, both verrical and horizontal, in a given coutrtry, and the
means by which it can be achieved.
A. Where would you place the opportunity
for social class and individual mobility in
the country of your Present assignment
on a scale of I to 7, where I stands for
highly unsatisfactory, and 7 for highly
saii sfac tory ?
34
B. Where do you place the impact of this
feature on the following on a scale of I to
7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & cxecute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
VI. Attitude toward scientific method: The general social and dominant individual attitude
toward the use of radonal, predictive techniques in solving various types of business,
technical, economic, and social problems.
A. Where would you place the attitude toward
scientific method in the counuy of your
present assigument on a scale of I to 7, I
being highly unfavorable, and 7 being
hightly favorable?
B. Where would you place the impact of this
attitude on the following on a scale of I to
7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
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VII. Atritude roward risk taking: Whcther or not the taking of various types of personal.
collective or Dational risks is generally considsred acceptable, as well as the domi-
nant view toward specific types of risk taking in business and industry; the deglee
and extent to which risk taking tends to be radonal process in a particular country.
A. Where would you place the attitude toward
risk taking in the country of your
present assigruDent on a scale of I to 7, I
being highly uncommendable, and 7
being highly commendable?
345
B. Where would you place the impact of
there attitude on the following on a scale
oflto7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
Vm Attirude toward chanqe: The general cultural attitude toward social changes of all
rypes which bear directly on indusuial performance in a given country, |nd. the
dominant attitude among persons employed in industry toward all types of signi-
ficant changes in enterprise operations.
A. Where would you place the attitude of
people in the country of your present
assignment toward change on a scale of I
to 7, I being highly unfavorable, and 7
being highly favorable?
B. Where would you place the impact of this
attitude on the following on a scale of I to
72
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
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D( Communication and language: The general features of communication Process with
regard to gestures, symbols, verbosity of style and degree of impliedness in the
language used in oral and written communication.
A. How would you rate the communication
process and language as practice in the
country of your present assignmgal sn a
scale of 1 to 7, I being highly unfavorable
for working and 7 being highly
favorable for working effectively?
B. How does communication and language of
the country of your present assignment
influence the following ?
Ability to plan
Ability to organise
Ability for effective decision-making
Ability to understatrd & execute duties
Ability to motivate
Initi ativ e
Ability to get things done
Overall performance
Atritude toward time and time consciousness: The general attitude toward punctuality
and the prevalence of difference time systems.
A. How would you rale the time
consciousness and punctuality of the
employees at your countny of present
assignment on a scale of I to 7, I being
highly unconcerned and 7 being highly
concerned?
B. Where do you place the impact of this
attitude on the following on a scale of I to
72
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Iniriative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
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)fl. Sense of self and sDace: Self identity and appreciation can be manifested by humble
bearing in one place, while another calls for macho behavior. Some cultures require
more distance between individuals, while othes - Latin, Orientals - want to get closer.
A. How would you characterise the feature of
seuse of self and space in the country of
your present assigDment on a scale of I
to 7, I being higbly aloof, and 7 being
highly cordial?
345
B. Where do you place the impact of this
feature on the following on a scale of I to
7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
XII. Relevanr legal rules of the game: Quality, efficiency, and effectiveness of the legal
structure in terms of general business law, labour law, and general law relevant to
business, degree of enforcement, reliability and so on.
A. Where would you place the above feature
in the country of your present
assignment on a scale of I to 7, I being
highly unsatisfactory and 7 being highly
satisfac tory?
B Where do you place the impact of the
above on the following on a scale of I to
7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
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APPENDIX H
Questionnaire for Evaluators
410
TO TUDY T1JE IMPAgf
OF FOREIGN STJLTURAL FACTORS ON
UNruECENNL PffiFONMANOE
OUE TIONNAIRF FOR EVALUATORS
After,aompleling; plgaso:ratrm the questionnaire to' :
Ehagwan S, l(0rsnna
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Section I
General Information:
I. Age: 
"l 
Below 25 years trB) 26-35 years tr
C) 36-50 years tr
D) 5l and above tr
II. Experience: A) With the present organisation:
I ) Domesti. op to 5 years tr more than 5 years E
2) Overseas of to 5 years tr more than 5 years tr
B) With other organisations:
I ) Domcsric uP to 5 years tr more than 5 years EI
2) Overseas up to 5 years tr more than 5 ycars tr
This questionnaire relates to the evaluation
criteria used for region.(Take one at a time for the following)
A. Far EastB. Middle EastC AfricaD. Latin AmericaE. Europe
AU the subsequent questions relate to the above region
Have you ever been in the above-mentioned
region? Yes t] No tr
U yes, how long months, longest
stay months.
412
Secrion 2
I. Attitude toward educarion: The general or dominant cultural attitude toward education
and the acquisition of lnowledge, in terms of their presumed desirability; the general
attitude toward different types of education.
A. Where would you place the atritude toward
education in the previously mentioned
region on a scale of I to 7, I being highly
unfavorable, ond 7 being highly
fav orable?
45
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B. Where would you place the impact of this
attitude, in evaluating managerial per-
formance, on a scale of I to 7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
II. View of aurhority and subordinates: The general or dominant cultural attitude toward
authority and persons in subordinate positions, and the way that indusrrial managers
tend to view their authority and their subordinates.
A. Where would you place the attitude toward
authority inthe previously mentioned
region on a scale of I to 7, 1 being highly
authoritarian, and 7 being highly
democratic (participation)?
B. Where would you place the impact of this
attitude, in evaluating managerial
performancei on a scale of I to 7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execule duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initi ativ e
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
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III. Interorganisational co-operation: The extent and the degree to which business
enterprises, government agencies, labour unions, educational institutions, and
other relevant organisations co-operate with one another in ways conducive to
industrial efficiency and general economic progress.
A. How would you characterise the inter-
organisational co-operation in the
previously mentioned region on a scale of
I to 7, I being highly unsatisfactory, and
7 being highly satisfactory?
45
B. Where would you place the impact of this
attitude, in evaluating managerial
performance, on a scale of I to 7?
- Ability ro plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
IV. Attitude toward achievement and work: The general or dominant culturrl attitud€
roward individual or collective achievement and productive work in indusuy.
A. How would you characterise the cultural
attitude toward productivity in the
previously mentioned region on a scale of
I to 7, I being highly collective
achievement, 7 being highly
individualistic?
B. Where would you place the impact of this
attilude, in evaluating managerial
perfonnance, on a scale of I to 7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
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V. Class structure and individual mobilitv: The extent of opportunities for social class
and individual mobility, both vertical and horizontal, in a given country, and the
means by which it can be achieved.
A. Where would you place the opportunity
for social class and individual mobility in
the previously mentioned region on a
scale of I to 7, where I stands for highly
unsatisfactory, and 7 for highlY
s ati sfac tory ?
VI.
B. Where do you place the impact of this
attitude, in evaluating managerial
performance, on a scale of I to 7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
Attitude toward scientific method: The general
toward the use of rational, predictive technigues
technical, economic, and social problems.
A. Where would you place the attitude toward
scientific method in the previously
mentioned region on a scale of I to 7, I
being highly unfavorable, and 7 being
hightly favorable?
45
social and dominant individual attitude
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Where do you place the impact of this
attitude, in evaluating managerial
performance, on a scale of I to 7?
Ability to plan
Ability to organise
Ability for effective decision-making
Ability to understand & execute duties
Ability to motivate
In i ti ativ e
Ability to get things done
Overall performance
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VII. Attitude toward risk taking: Wbether or not the taking of various types of personal,
collecrive or national risks is generally considered acceptable, as well as the dominant
view r.oward specific types of risk taking in business and industry; rhe degree and
extent to whiCh risk taking tends to be rational process in a particular country.
A. Where would you place the attitude toward
risk taking in the previously mentioned
region on a scale of I to 7, I being highly
uncoulmendable, and 7 being highly
commendable?
B. Where would you place the impact of tbis
attitude, in evaluating managerial
performance, on a scale of I to 7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
VIII. Attirude toward chanse: The general cultural attitude toward social changcs of all
rypes which bear directly on indusuial performance in a given 
.country' and the
dominant attitude among persons employed in industry toward all types of signi-
ficant changes in enterprise operations.
A. Where would you place the attirude of
people in the previously mentioned
region toward changer on a scale of I to 7,
I being highly unfavorable, and 7 being
highly favorable?
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B. Where would you place the impact of
attitude, in evaluating managerial
performance, on a scale of I to 7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiarive
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
this
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D(. Communication and lansuage: The general features of communication process with
regard to gesrures, symbols, verbosity of style and degree of impliedness in the
language used in oral and written communication.
A. How would you rate the comnunicatron
process and language as praclice in the
previously mentioned region on a scale of
I to ?, I being highly unfavorable and 7
being highly favorable for working
effectively?
B. Where do you place the impact of this
attitude, in evaluation managerial
performance, on a scale of I to 7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiarive
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
Arritude toward time and time consciousness: The general sttitude toward punctuality
and the prevalence of difference time systems'
A. How would you rate the time
consciousness and punctuality of the
employees at the previously mentiond
region on a scale of I to 7, I being highly
unconcerned and 7 being highly
concerned?
45
B. Where do you place the impact of this
attitude, in evaluating managerial
performance, on a scale of I to 7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
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)fl. Sense of self and space: Setf identity and appreciation can be manifesred by humble
bearing in one placl, while another calls for macho behavior. Some cultures require
more distance between individuals, while othes - Latin, Orientals - want to 8et closer.
A. How would you characterise the feature of
sense of self and space in rhe previously
mentioned region on a scale of I ro 7, I
being highly aloof, and 7 being highly
cordial?
B. Where do you place the impact of this
attitude, in evaluation managerial
performance, on a scale of I to 7?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
XII. Relevant legal rules of the game: Quality, efficiency, and effectiveness of the legal
stnrcture in terms of general business law, labour law, and general law relevant to
business, degree of enforcemenl, reliability and so on.
A. Where would you place the above feature
in the previously mentioned region on a
scale of I to 7, I being highly
unsatisfactory and 7 being highly
satisfac tory?
45
B. Where do you place the impact of this
attitude, in evaluating managerial
performance, on a scale of I to 7 ?
- Ability to plan
- Ability to organise
- Ability for effective decision-making
- Ability to understand & execute duties
- Ability to motivate
- Initiative
- Ability to get things done
- Overall performance
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